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SUBJ! MINUTES DATE!

FROMI GORDON BELL

1093
* * * * * * + * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * e *

a2=05075

#aPLEASE#@SEND To? FILE
* # & @* * * * ** *

SUBJ: OOD STAFF MEETING MINUTESe#Janyary 38, 4975

To! 000

4. Plowman,s Van Roekens, Tays and Saviers oan have the aanabl lity
to move thelr own personne! files to do salary planning,
colanning programs to do salary Planning,

2, We are supposed to Infarm OC of 4 for 1 people replacements,
3. arnie desor[bed the technica! edit program Jn sales, Platz

Ts dolng a more detalied version, based on EPLAS for
Westminster, Arnie asked 00D to sypport the questionnaires,

4. We dlseussed the ROI/PLC parameters for the vY5O,

5, We voted for an overrun for Stockebrand for 4 month Tn
order to hold group together,

6. Henry Lemaire proposes to obtaln some MOSTEK facilTtles,
We recemmend that the proposal be part of manufacturing
budgat.

7, The word "fraud" shou/d not be used an people who are
terminated. MI smanagement Is a less |[belous word,

GBimik



SUBJi CLASSIC 11 DATE:

* * + * + % % & + + % * * +
#aPLEASE#eSEND To: FILE

* + & & # & & &

To: Distributien
The attached project pronsectus (coples only to Telcher and
Spector) from Ken Bowles at UC/SD !s something that want
to gat Involved with, He came to me because we have been
unresponsive through his sales/marketing group,

How is [t?
beileve this is the foljow-on CLASSIC,,.or Intelligent

terminal of the type we would all like to have, His
demands and goals are totally reasonable (I serlously doubt
whether he can get that much out of the CAI software with this
smaii of a system right now, however, there are stiil lots of
thinas he can do that are reasonable that do fit the
system. I'm also Intrigued about some of the other goals
which we might otherwise say are unreasonable that can be
done (e.g, emulation of other machines),

Were's what want:

4. Steve should use thls as his benchmark low end complete
system.

2, Steve, Stocky, and Len Hallo should get together to work
the display issue and how Len and Stocky's plans mesh
with the percelVed need/use/solution of Bowles,

3, We should get Bowles to come here for a general discussion
about the UC/SD direction together with anything that has
not been written down. Obviously we can't say anything
about our own directions but we can show a willingness, and
try to sell him on the 11. If they go this way, the big
bucks and real problem that we win with is the software.
That 1s the major undertaking and a really hard
part (assuming We get on the stick and get him a terminal
fit for human consumption, and the right system price.
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PAGE 2

SUBJ3 CLASSIC 11 DATES: 02-87075
FROM: GORDON BELL

4. Let's get a fix on his language concerns, He thinks PASCAL
is "the rlaht" language for programming, I'd like Al to
put this In perspective. BASIC Isn't, and I hate the
thought of a PL/1 Investment,

5, Let's get a clear Ifne of who Is Involved from a sales/
marketing viewpointr-=- which market group? sales?7"So that
those Interfaces are being handled smoothly. If we get
more Involved, It can be direct,

6. Let's get a way for us to work with him (at arms'
length) such that we understand and complement one another,

I believe this Is a desirable sale because he Is just Idealistic
and unreasonable enough to provide a goal for a product,
1 even want to find the way to get the business,
GBimik

Olstribution
Steve Telcher (For his low end study group)
Charlie Spector
cc: Al Brown

Peter Christy
Dick Clayton
Len Halio
Andy Knowles
Ed Kramer
Larry Portner
Tom Stockebrand
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2/73 CSS~465-A-3

- System Engineer-~ A
(5-10 yrs experience)

System Engineer ~B
(3-6 yrs experience)

System Engineer -
(1-4 yrs experience)

System Technician ~ A
"

System Technician
-

B

System Technician -C
Wirean ~A

Wireman - B

System Programmer - A
(5-10 yrs experience)

System Programmer ~B
(3-6 yrs experience)

System Programmer = C
(1-4 yts experience)

Engineering Writer - A

Engineering Writer B

Technical Ilustrator

Technical Typist

COMPUTER SPECIAL SYSTEMS
a

Hourly
$50.00

$43.00

$36.00

$30.00

$23.50

$22.00

$18.00

$15.00 .

$50.00

$42.00

$36.00

$39.00

$31.00

$27.00

$19.00

LABOR RATES

Daily
$400.00

$344.00

$288.00

$240.00

$188.00

$176.00

$120.00.

$400.00 .

$336.00

$288.00

$312.00

$248.00

$216.00

$152.00

Weekly (40 hrs) Monthly (160 hrs)

$2,000 $8,000

$1, 720 .$6, 880

$1,440 $5, 760

$1,200 $4,800.

$ 940 $3, 760

$ 880 $3, 500

$ 720 $2,880.

$ 600 $2, 400

$2, 000 $8,000

$1,680 $6, 720

$1,440 $5,760

$1,560 $6,240

$1,240 $4,960

$1,080 $4,320 .

$ 760. $3, 040

:

:

:

:

:
:

:

:

:

:

:

7 he ebove caics pply to a cusiont harawearesso tware producis. Fach rate includes labor

ossocialed h desian assembly, fost and accepicnce of custom products.
:



Computer a

:

:

11283Apecial
ysiems

8/74 CSS-466-A-4
COMPUTER SPECIAL SYSTEMS

- LABOR RATES

Hourly Daily Weekly (40 hrs) Monthly (160 hrs)

$75.00 $600.00 $3,000.00Senior Program Manager/ $12,000
Consultant

System Engineer A $58.00 $464.00 $2, 320.00 $ 9,280
(5-10 yrs experience)

System Engineer - B $50. 00 $400. 00 $2,000.00 $ 8,000
(3-6 yrs experience) -

System Engineer - C $42 . 00 $336.00 $1,680.00 $ 6,720
(1-4 yrs experience)

$280.00 $ 5,600"System Technician - A $35.00 $1,400.00

System Te chnician -B $27.00 $216.00 $1,080.00 $ 4,320

System Technician C $26.00 $208.00 $1,040.00 $ 4,160
Wireman - A $21.00 $168.00 $ 840.00 $ 3,360
Wireman - B $17.00 $136.00 $ 680.00 $ 2,720

System Programmer -~A $58.00 $464.00 $2,320.00 9,280
(5-10 yrs experience)

$

System Programmer -B $49.00 $392.00 $1' 960. 00 $ 7,840
(3-6 yrs experience)

System Programmer - C $42.00 $336.00 $1,680.00 $ 6,720
(1-4 yrs experience)

$45.00 $360.00 $1,800.00 $Engineering Writer - A 7,200

Engineering Writer ~ B $36.00 $288.00 $1,440.00 $ 5,760

Draftsman $31.00 $248.00 $1,240.00 $ 4,960

Technical Typist $22.00 $176.00 $ 880.00 $ 3,520

The above rates apply to all custom hardware/software products. Each rate includes labor

associated with design, assembly, testing, documentation, and acceptance of custom

products.

1



DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE FORM APPROVED
CLAIM FOR EXEMPTION FROM SUBMISSION OF CERTIFIED CAST OR PRICING, DATA OMB No. 22-R0294

NOTE: Numbers in parenthesis refer to instructions on reverse. qa). . 1ie4
NAME OF OFFEROR ITEM OF SUPPLIES ANO/OR SERVICES TO DE FURNISHED (2)

Digital Equipment Corporation

DIVISIONIS) AND LOCATIGN(S) WHERE WORK IS TO BE PERFORMED SOLICITATION Ho.

Maynard, Marlboro (Mass.)

HOME OFFICE ADORESS (include ZIP Code) System Engineer A
146 Main Street, Maynard, Mass. 01754 QUANTITY TOTAL AMOUNT PROPOSED FOR ITEM(S;

GOVERNMENT

-4

By submission of this form the offeror claims exemption as checked below from requirements for ubmitting cost or pricing data on the basi.
that the price offered is or is based on

Check }, 11, or HI below and provide applicablepublic Oris a price set by law or controlled by regulation (see ASPR 3-807)
an established catalog ofr market price of an item sold in substantial quantities to the general

information.) (3)
1. [X] CATALOG PRICE: (4)

Dete 8/74
Catalog identification CSS-466-A-4

Period Covered (5) From 8/74 to
next reviston

C. Sales to the General Public' at other than Catalog Price (8)
0

> * Units

(* 1 the offeror's accounting system does not provide precise information, the offeror should insert his best estimate and explain

LIST THREE SALES OF THE ITEM OFFERED. (9)

CATEGORY: NO. OF
B c DATE UNITS SOLD PRICE/UNIT

:

SALES CATEGORIES: 10% - 15% (est t d)
A. U.S Government sales (6) Units

B. Sales at Catalog Price to the General Public (7) 85% - 90% (est'd) Units

in an attachment the basis for his estimate.)
:

:

1.
16 (hrs.) $50/hour Based on catalog10/73 CSS-466-A-3 dated 2/73

3/74 ho (hrs.) $50/hour
TTS

11/73 144 (hrs.) $50/hour
2,

covering period 2/73

3.

HN. FT MARKET PRICE: Set forth the source and date or period of the market quotation or other base for market price, the base umount

and applicable discounts. (10)

Ik {jtLAW OR REGULATION Identification: (11)

"yeuments end ot her supporting date which will permit verification of the claim.

The offeror represents that all statements made above and on attachments submitted ere accurate end are submitted for the purpose of claim

ee ted by the Government, thereafter until the expiration of three years from the date of final payment under 6 contract resulting, {ror

ins propos. I, the contracting office: or any other authorized employee of the United States Government is granted access to books, records,

officer within the Ps tings exemption from requirements for cost or pricing data The offeror also represents that, except as stated in an itachment, like cla

n involving t he same or a substantially similar item has not been denied by a Government

Pens ny considcaution of the proposal supporte : whole pi by this submissien and, if his proposal or a

T 1

Robert . Walsh, Contracts Dept. Manager

HRAME OF Filem
Equipmént Corporation

DATE OF SUBMISSION

1/20/75Digital
nn FORM



DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE FORM APPROVED
CLAIM FOR EXEMPTION FROM SUBMISSION OF CERTIFIED COST OR PRICING DATA ome No. 22-R0294

NOTE: Numbers in parenthesis refer to instructions on reverse. (1) 1129
NAME OF OFFEROR ITEM OF SUPPLIES AND/OR SERVICES TO BE FURNISHED (2)

Digital Equipment Corporation

DIVISION(S! AND LOCATION(S) WHERE WORK IS TO DE PERFORMED GOVERNMENT SOLICITATION HO.

Maynard, Marlboro (Mass.)

HOME OF FICE ADDRESS (Include ZIP Code) System Engineer B

146 Main Street, Maynard, Mass. 01754 QUANTITY TOTAL AMOUNT PROPOSED FOR ITEM(S)

By submission of this form the offeror claims exemption as checked below from requirements for submitting cost or pricing data on the basis
that the price offered is, or is based on, an established catalog or market price of an item sold in substantial quantities to the general

information.) (3)
Check 1, 1, or Hl below and provide applicablepublic or is @ price set by law or controlled by regulation (see ASPR 3-807)

I. [RJ CATALOG PRICE: (4)

Catalog identification CSS-466-A-4 Date 8/74

Period Covered (5) From 8/74 to next revision

C. Sates to the General Public' at other than Catalog Price (8)
* Units

:

SALES CATEGORIES: 10% - 15% (est t d)
A. U.S Government sales (6) Units

B. Sales at Catalog Price to the General Public (7)
85% - 90% (est'd) : Units

0

(* If the offeror's uccounting system does not provide precise informat ion, the offeror should inseit his best estimate and explain
in an attachment the basis for his estimate.)

LIST THREE SALES OF THE ITEM OFFERED. (9)
CATEGORY: NO. OF

B DATE UNITS SOLD PRICE/UNIT

2h (hrs.) $43/hour Based on catalog
CSS-466-A-3 dated 2/73

3/74 56 (hrs.) $43/hour covering period 2/73-
7/742.

3. [X] 3/74 240 (hrs.) $43/hour

It. f MARKET PRICE: Set forth the source and date or period of the market quotation or other base for merket price, the base umount

and applicable discounts. (10)

OR REGULATION Identification: (11)

The offeror represents that all statements made above and on attachments submitted ere accurate and are submitted for the purpose

'nas propos. 1, the contracting officer or any other authorized employee of the United States Government is granted access to books, records,

scuments end ofher supporting data which will permit verification of the claim.

of cl:

ings exemption from requirements for cost or pricing data The offeror also represents that, except rs state in an attachment, vke claim

exenp tl nanvolvingthe same or a substantially similar item has not Leen denied by a Goveriment contractin officer (he fast two

t Pent: consideration of the proposal supported in whole or in'par t by this submission and, if t his proposal of a modification ttver :

the Government, thereafter until the expiration of t hree year from the date of final payment under u conitact
cpted

SIGNATURE
r YPUO MAME ANO TITLE

Robert E. Walsh, Contracts Dept. Manager KO
TAME OF ELM

DATE OF SUBMISSION

Digital Equipment Corporation 1/20/75

mr FORM



DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE FORM APPROVED
CLAIM FOR EXEMPTION FROM SUBMISSION OF CERTIFIED COST OR PRICING DATA OMB No. 22-R0294

1126NOTE: Numbers in parenthesis refer to instructions on reverse. (1)
NAME OF OFFEROR ITEM OF SUPPLIES AND/OR SERVICES TO BE FUENISHED (2)

Digital Equipment Corporation
HOME OFFICE ADDRESS (Include ZIP Code) System Engineer C

146 Main Street QUANTITY TOTAL AMSUNT PROFOSET FOP I-EM TS,

Maynard, Mass. 01754
DIVISION(S} ANDO LOCATION(S) WHERE WORK IS TO BE PERFORMED

Maynard, Marlboro (Mass.)
By submission of this form the offeror claims exemption as checked below from requirements for submitting cost or pricing deta on the Lasts
that the price offered is, or is based on, an established catalog or market price of an item sold in substantial quantities to tne general
public or is a price set by law or controlled by regulation (see ASPR 3-807). Check I, Il, or II below and provide applicable
information.) (3)

GOVERNMENT SOLICITATION NC.

1. {X] CATALOG PRICE: (4)

Period Covered (5) Fram-.. 8/74 next revision
Catalog identification CSS-466-A-4 Date 8/74 :

to
SALES CATEGORIES:

10% - 15% (est'd)A U, Government sales (6) Units

B. Sales st Catalog Price to the General Public (7) * Units85% - 90% (est'd)

* UnitsC. Sales to the General Public' at other than Catalog Price (8)
(* If the offeror's accounting system does not provide precise information, the offeror should insert his best estimate and explain

in an attachment the basis for his estimate.)

0

LIST THREE SALES OF THE ITEM OFFERED. (9)
CATEGORY: NO. OF

B DATE UNITSSOLD PRICE/UNIT

9/73 covering period

1. 12 h hrs.12 $36/hour Based on catalog
CSS-466-A-3 dated

: 2

3.

2/73-7/74

Il. MARKET PRICE: Set forth the source and date or period of the market quotation or other base for market price, the base amount
6nd applicable discounts. (10) :

IE LAW OR REGULATION Identification: (11) :

€ ci
The offeror re presents that all statements made above end on attachments submitted sre accurate en ar submitted

Governrnent contracting cificer Mt: wre bast casIng. exemption from requirements for cost or pricing data. The offeror also represents that, Excep! as state in atiachoent Cie:

for invoivin the same orap substantially similer ttem has not been denied by
years Pendin consideration of the proposal supported in whole or i: part by this submission and, this proposal or : :

this proposal, the contracting officer or any other authorized employee of the United States Government is granted access to books, recarcs,ccepted by he Government, hereafter until the expiration of three years from the date of final payment under contract Prom

documents and ot her supporting data which wall permit verification of the claim.

TYPED NAME AND TITLE SIGNATURE

Robert . Walsh, Contracts Dept. Manager
NAME OF FIRM CATE OF SUBMISSION

+Digital Equipment Corporation
np ORM



DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
CLAIM FOR EXEMPTION FROM SUBMISSION OF CERTIFIED COST OR PRICING DATA

FORM APPROVED
OMB No. 22-R0294

NOTE: Numbers in parenthesis refer to instructions on reverse. (1)
NAME OF OFFEROR OF SUPPLIES ANO/OR SERVICES TO DE FURNISHED (2)

Digital Equipment Corporation

DIVISION(S) AND LOCATION(S! WHERE WORK IS TO DE PERFORMED SOLICITATION NO

Maynard, Marlboro (Mass.

ITEM

146 Main Street, Maynard, Mass. 01754
$ stem Technictan AHOME OF FICE ADDRESS (Include ZIP Code)

QUANTITY TOTAL AMOUNT PROPOSED FOR ITEM(S)

GOVERNMENT

By submission of this form the offeror claims exemption as checked below from requirements for Submitting cost os pricing data on the basis
that the price offered is, or is based on, on established catalog or market price of an item sold in substantial quantities to the general

information.) (3)
Check 1, UL, or rei below and provide applicablepublic or is @ price set by law or controlled by regulation (see ASPR 3-807)

1. [XJ CATALOG PRICE: (4)

Catalog identification Date 8/74

Period Covered (5) From 8/ 4 to next revision :

+

SALES CATEGORIES:
A. U.S. Government sales (6)

10% 15% (est'd) Units

85% 90% (est'd)
B Sales at Catalog Price to the General Public (7) Units

C. Sales to the General Public' at other than Catalog Price (8)
0

+ * Units

LIST THREE SALES OF THE ITEM OFFERED. (9)

a
in an attachment the basis for his estimate.)( * If the offeror's accounting system does not provide precise information, the offeror should insert his best estimate and explain

+

4

CATEGORY: NO. OF
B DATE __ VNITSSOLD PRICE/UNIT

1. 09( 11/73 256 (hrs.) $30/hour Based on catalog
CSS-466-A-3 dated 2/73

2. 12/73 56 (hrs.) $30/hour covering period 2/73
7/74

3 3/74 160 (hrs.) _$30/hour

TMARKET PRICE: Set forth the source and date or period of the market quotation or other base for market price, the base amount

and applicable discounts. (10)

H LAW OR REGULATION Identification: (11)

of claim-
The afferor represents that all statements made above and on attachments submitted ere accurate and are submitted for the purpose

Government contractn officer wit in the as ttExemption from requirement: for cost or pricing data The offeror also represents except ms stated in an atlachment, on

: ti n involving t he a substantially similar item has not been denied tyft
t Pending consideration of the propusal supported in whole or in'par t by this submission and, if this proposal or a modification heres

epte by the Government, thereafter until he expiration of three year from the date of final payment der contract resulting tom

'ocuments end olher supporting data which will permit verification of the claim,ney propos the contracting officer or any other authorized employee of the United States Government is granted access to books, re cords

TYPEO NAME AND TITLE SIGNATURE A

Robert. . Walsh, Contracts Dept. Manager

RAME OF
OATE OF SUBMISSION

Digital Equipment Corporation 1/20/75

FORMnn 97 7



DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE FORM APPROVED
CLAIM FOR EXEMPTION FROM SUBMISSION OF CERTIFIED COST OR PRICING DATA oun No. 22-R0294

NOTE: Numbers in parenthesis refer to instructions on reverse. (1) 112s
+

ITEM OF SUPPLIES ANO/OR SERVICES TO BE FURNISHED (2)NAME OF OF FEROR

Digital Equipment Corporation
HOME OFFICE ADORESS (Inctude ZIP Code} Programmer C

146 Main Street, Maynard, Mass. 01754 QUANTITY TOTAL AMOUNT PROPOSED FOR ITEM(S)

DIVISION(S) AND LOCATION(S) WHERE WORK IS TO BE PERFORMED GOVERHMENT SOLICITATION HO.

Maynard, Marlboro (Mass.)

that the price offered is, or is based on, an established catalog or matket price of an item sold in substantial quantities to the generalBy submission of this form the offeror claims exemption as checked helow from requirements for Submitting cost or pricing data on the basis

Check I, , or Hl below and provide applicablepublic or is price set by lew or controlied by regulation (see ASPR 3-807)
+information.) (3)

1. [XJ CATALOG PRICE: (4)
CSS-466-A-4Catalog identification ate 8

Period Covered (5) From next revision

Cc. Sales to the Gencra! Public at other than Catalog Price (8)
* Umts

:

SALES CATEGORIES:
A. U.S Government sales (6) 10% + 15% (est'd) * Units

Units85%
B Sales at Catalog Price to the General Public (7) 0% (est d

0

(*If the offeror's uccounting system does not provide precise information, the offeror should insert his best estimate and explain
in an attachment the basis for his estimate.)

LIST THREE SALES OF THE ITEM OFFERED. (9)
CATEGORY: NO. OF

UNITS SOLO PRICE/UNLTB OATE

24 (hrs.) $36/hour Based on catalog12/73 CSS-466-A-3 dated 2/731

2. OX) CT 2/74 520.(hrs.) $36/hour ing period 2/73 -cover
7/74

oko (hrs.) §36/hour3.

H. om) MARKET PRICE: Set forth the source and date or period of the market quotation or other base for market price, the base amount

and applicable discounts. (10)

In. LAW OR REGULATION Identification: (11)

The offeror represents that all statements made above and on attachments submitted ere accurate and are submitted for the purpose of claim

ing, exemption from requirements for cost or pricing data. The offeror also represents that, except as stated in an altachment, a like c
;

yeu. Pending consideration of the proposal supported in whole or inpart by this submission and, if this proposal or a modification meres.

'nin propos. 1, the contracting officer or any other authorized employee of the United States Government is granted access to books, records,

uments end other supporting data which will permit verification of the claim.

officer withu the 1ast Tate
f tion involving t he same or a substantially similar ttem has not been denied by a Government

the Government, hereafter until he expiration of three year trom the date of final payment under contract resultinrf Ore

epte

TYPEO NAVE AND TITLE

Robert E. Walsh, Contracts Dept. Manager

HKAME OF F IfcM

Digital Ejuipment Corporation.
OATE OF SUBMISSION

1/20/75

nm FORM



3 DEPAKYMENT OF DEFENSE FORM APPROVED
OMB No. 22-R0294

1123
{TEM OF SUPPLIES ANO/OR SERVICES TO BE FURNISHED (2)

CLAIM FOR EXEMPTION FROM SUEMISSION OF CERTIFIED COST OR PRICING DATA

NOTE: Numbers in parenthesis refer to instructions on reverse. (J)
NAME OF OFFEROR

Digital Equipment Corporation
HOME OFFICE ADDRESS (Include ZIP Code) Wireman A

146 Main Street, Maynard, Mass. 01754 TOTAL AMOUNT PROPOSED FOR ITEM(S,QUANTITY

GOVERNMENT SOLICITATION NO.
OIVISION(S} AND LOCATION(S! WHERE WORK IS TO BE PERFORMED

Maynard, Marlboro (Mass.)
By submission of this form the offeror claims exemption as checked below from requirements for submitting cost or pricing data on the basis
that the price offered is, or is based on, an established catalog or market price of an item sotd in substantial! quantities to the general

:

public Or is a price set by law or controlled by regulation (see ASPR 3-807).
information.) (3)
1. [Ly] CATALOG PRICE: (4)

Check 1, 11, or I! below and provide applicable

Catalog identification F

CSS-466-A-4 8/74Date

Period Covered (5) 8/74 next revision
:

SALES CATEGORIES:
A. U.S. Government sales (6)

10%- 15% (est'd) * Units

B. Sales at Catalog Price to the General Public (7)
* Units85% - 90% (est'd)

0
C. Sales to the General Public at other than Catalog Price (8) Units

(* .1 the offeror's accounting system does not provide precise information, the offeror should insert his best estimate and explain
in an attachment the basis for his estimate.)

LIST THREE SALES OF THE ITEM OFFERED. (9)
NO. OF

1 2174 _ 64 0hrs.) Based on catalog
CSS-466-A+3 dated 2/73

CATEGORY:
B OATE NITS SO

2.
$18/hour12/7 hrs covering period 2/73

7/74
3.

il, MARKET PRICE: Set forth the source and date or period of the market quotation or other base for market price, the base amount

and applicable discounts. (10)

In. f_] LAW OR REGULATION Identification: (11)

The offeror represents that all statements made above and on attachments submitted ere accurate and are submitted for the purpose of clain-

ing, exemption from requirements for cost or pricing data. The offeror also represents that, except rs stated in an attachment, a like claim

(or exemption involving the same or a substantially similar ttem has not been denied by a Goverment contracting officer within the last tw

seats. Pending consideration of the proposal supported in whole or in'part by this submission and, if this proposal or a modificataon

propos.d, the contracting officer or any other authorized employee of the United States Government is granted access 10 hbouks, records,

'scuments ond other supporting dats which will permit verification of the claim.
i ee by thereafter until the expiration of hree yeur from date of final payment under contract resulting {

the Government,
:

SIGNATURE

Ke'
DATE OF SUBMISSION

1/20/75

TYPEO MAWES ANO TITLE

Robert . Walsh, Contracts Dept. Manager

NAMC OF FIFM
Digital Equipment Corporation

nn 229729 7



DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION 1130
February 3, 1975

Jane M, Pugh
Assistant Keeper
Science Museum
South Kensington
Landon SW7 250
England

Dear Miss Pugh:

Kan Olsen just handed me your letter of January 8, regarding
MIT's Whiriwind, We have It In storage now, and Ken Is keeping
it for the Smithsonlan, The MITRE Corporation Is also trying to
get it back. Hence» [t Is somewhat In jimbo. We cannot promise
a core memory or core memory plane to you just now, but we
cou 4 d make some other parts avallable--such as a switch
register or a fli-floo from its accumulator, Ken would ilke
to keep one of the cores systems In tact, and glve it to the
Smithsonian, and dismantie the other stack so that planes could
be made available to various museums, But until this matter
Is cleared uo with MITRE and the Smithsonian, we can't really
move, Therefore, we wili try to get a loan of a part of the
the memory core system» but we could get you other parts and
ohotoaraphs if vou are interested.
As for your letter of 24 July to me» have certainiy been
late In responding. We have been In the mode of cutting back
our muSeum program, because we have Increased pressure for
capital and veonie In the current unsettied economic
climate, Nevertheless, we are still proceeding, and In fact,
s]nce our museum group really had llttle noticeable output
for thelr expenditure of timer capital, etc,, It Is just as
weil that we are doing little. It has been really
dlfficult to get the museum golng.

1 had asked Roy Gould to prepare a kit of parts that had to do
with the minicomputer part of technology for you and others, but
he has not made progress along these |Ines. J hope he will
take this opportunity to assemble Some materials and forward
them if you're Interested, 1 am starting to get some material
From other places (e.g. the University of Illinols, Manchester» )

and would like to get these parts put Into perspective and will
get them Into displays around our facilities to bulld
up interest in tne historical section. Our museum will
consist of 2 oarts: the collection of oid parts, and the workIng
part that exolains machines with demonstrations, As a Corporate
Offices I'm pushing for the later, because of the general need»
but I'm personally Interested In the archival section
(which will be small),
1 would tke you to give me an Idea of some of the machine parts
that you could obtain, will buy these most Ilkely for
my personal collection» which 1 will joan to our museum; DEC

and/or Ken Olsen may also buy some of the parts,

am interested in all types of historical parts: mechanical



v 1134ea!culators, eariy data processing ang Storage eauloment
and conventional ist and 2nd generation computers.
I think It 1s important to get some functlonal mechanical equip
ment, and personally want a Thomas Arlthometer.
I would hope that some parts of early English machines are stil!
around In varlous Junk stores (@,g+ STC» ICT, Ferranti). In
this regard, have some pieces of the DEUCE, but would Ilke
to get some of ACE, and PEGASUS, together with other
machines that were commercial versions of the Manchester
machines, STC made a copy of our POP~1, and would IIke part
of it, but we probabiy should go after It through ITT, In facts
1? vou have names of peonle within the UK computer Industry, would
correspond directly.
As for the mechanics of purchasing, please jet me have an Idea
of the parts and the money Involved, and ['1! send a check for
the account, We should try a few purchases, and see If / t is
all right with both vou and I. I'm Sure we can get lawyers(soliicltors) Involved, but If we keep it simple, that paln
can be avolded. Your commission should be whatever you think
ts faire-I have no Knowledge of these matters. The equipment
can be dellvered to our DEC offlce Im London (and to Reading)
for transshipment. It might be useful to taik with our manager»,
Mr. Geoff Shinales of the U.K, offlce, because I've talked
with him about this from time to time--hopefully he'il call you
flrst at @1,.589,6371, but the UK office number that he's at is!
58 35 55,

1 hove we can get started with the collection,
Sincerely»

Gordon Bel |

Vice President, Office of Develonment

cco: Geoff ShIngies» U.K. Office
Roy Gould
Ken Olsen
Mimt Cummings

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
146 Main Streat
Maynard, Massachusetts 1754
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SCIENCE MUSEUM JAN 1 3 1974

South Kensington London SW7 2DD

Telephone 01589 6371 ext

Mr Kenneth Olsen Your reference
President
Digital Equipment Corporation Our reference
MAYNARD
Massachusetts Date 8 January 1975
U es eA e

Dear Sir
A large new display on the history, operation and applications of
computers is in preparation at this Museum. Through Professor Arthur
Porter, and Professor Jay Forrester, I have heard that the old
Whirlwind computer may be in your custody. If this is indeed the case,
I wonder if there is a possibility of a loan of a small piece of the
core store. We have a good collection of early storage methods ~ delay
lines, Williams tubes and early drums, but have no example of the early
core stores. As the Whirlwind is credited as being the first machine
to use core storage, it would obviously greatly enhance our display to
be able to show a sample of its core.
I look forward to hearing from you,

Yours sincerely

Jane M. PughAssistant Keeper

Tr

Fez.
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SCIENCE MUSEUM 1133
South Kensington London SW7 2DD

Telephone 01589 6371 ext 4 4

4
Professor Gordon Bell Your reference GB:mjk
Vice-President, Engineering

146 Main Street
MASSACHUSETTS 01754 Date 24 July 1974
Digital Equipment Corporation Our reference 100/1 23/1 3

USA

Dear Professor Bell

First of all please let me apologise for the delay in replying to your letter of
June tithe This has been due to circumstances quite beyond my control, and I
assure you it does not at all reflect a lack of interest on my part to the content
of your letter.
I will answer the points raised in the same order. Concerning exchanges of objects,
this can be a possibility, depending on the items involved. If you could give me a
better idea of exactly what sort of artifacts you are looking for, I hope we will
be able to come to a mutually satisfactory agreement. I am certainly very keen to
have some parts of a Whirlwind, for instance.

Qo
I have been advised that I may be able to act as a purchasing agent for you, provided
that this did not conflict with my Museum work and interests. I+ is not clear
whether you are interested in just computers or also early calculating machines and
mathematical instruments. Again I would be grateful for details of what you think
this would involve, as it will have to be considered by senior officers here.

As to the other points, I shall be most pleased to give you any help and advice that
I can for your new Museum etc. I was delighted to receive your book, thank you very
much indeed. We had not seen a copy before, and it has already proved most helpful
in the preparation of one part of our forthcoming exhibition.

I look forward to hearing from you.

Yours sincerely

bale

YP -Jane Pugh

ye
Assistant Keeper
Department of Astronomy

Mathematics & Earth Sciences
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t June 11, 1974

Miss Jane Pughe
Asst. Keeper, Computing Section
Science Museum_
Exhibition Road
London, SW7, England

Dear Miss Pughe:

It was a pleasure talking with you on Friday, June 7, regarding
possible interaction with you and the Science Museum. Professors.
Wilkes and Randall have spoken enthusiastically of your efforts
and exhibits at the Museum.

I'm interested in some means of cooperating with you In the establish-
ment of our own DEC museum in Massachusetts. DEC is a manufacturer of
mini (and larger) computers with sales of about $400M (about 1/3 of
which ts in Europe). It was founded in 1957, and its antecedent
machines include MIT's Whirlwind and the Lincoln Laboratories TX-0
and TX-2. A booklet of DEC is attached. Our own museum will include
parts of Whirlwind, the TX-0 (operational), other machines (operational)
and various technological parts.

The cooperation we might explore:

1. Exchange of computers or computer parts with the Science Museum.

We have nearly all of Whirlwind. Also, we have parts or complete
machines of our early DEC machines. | (and Prof. Wilkes) feel that
Whirlwind should be represented in your museum. Simiarly, believe
it might be interesting to have a working U.S. machine (minicomputer)
exhibit, too.

2. Your acting as a purchasing agent for early British and European,
computing instruments for me. Here, | would like to personally buy
machine parts which could be loaned to our museum; | have no intention
of having our corporation buy parts which would not have wide appeal
to the general American public. Since you have knowledge of this
field, ! would like to prevail upon you to consider such an arrange-
ment. (I will wait until hear from you before | contact Sotheby's
1 Bond St. WI). This arrangement would have to be cleared through
the Science Museum.

3. Since we (I and others directly involved in our own museum) are
considering a museum, we would like to have benefit of your counsel
from time to time.

4. As a student of computing machinery, I would like to establish contact,
because | may write other books about computing. Enclosed is a book

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION, 146 MAIN STREET, MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS 01754

(6171897-5111 TWX: 710-347-0212 TELEX: 94-8457
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To: Miss
Miss

Pughe From: Gordon Bell
June Il, 1974 -2

written by myself and Allen Newel] of post Von Neuman computing;
and this may eventually go into another edition.

Please consider the above possibilities, and look forward to hearing
from you, and eventually visiting with you.

Sincerely,

Gordoh Bell
Vicé/President, Engineering
Professor, Computer Science
Carnegie-Mellon University (on leave)

GB:mjk

cc: Ken Olsen
Geoff Shingles
Roy Gould
Sally Lymberg

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION



FROM: GORDON BELL

®
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e

SUBJ: OOD STAFF MINUTES
PAGE 1

DATE:

+ > + + * % + + * &

*#PLEASE@@SEND Tos FILE
# % + * & %

+ %

6

SUBJ: OOD STAFF MEETING MINUTES ee 1/23/75

@ To! 00D
CC: Mark Abbett, Ed Coreil, Tom Stockebrand

1, A. Ed Coreil and Tom Stockeprand will get together to
work on tha termina! plan,

2, Becky Hawes jntroduced us to tne Corporate Salary Planning
process for 1975,

B, Larry asked for 5 hirest 3 are approved as a replacement,
Wea recommend the other 2 to OC--Larry Is under budget.

@ 5, Gordon will get George Plowman to take over the Engineering
Committee, (Notes on Eng, Co. Charter attached,)

6. We currentiy belleve We aren't effectively communicating
with Field Serviae and Production, We wil! talk with
them once/auarter (Shields/Cudnores-St, Amour),

e
7. Core and 40S now meet the budget, Components [s paying

for core on 11/WD!
e A. 32K~-progress In ynderstanding ringing» better Operating

point, redressed |ines, Two systems running at margin

WwedneSday, Feb, 15, |00Ks good,

@ B, MOSTEK--fallure rates Up on early devices at 7Adeg. C.

GBimJk
@

B. We Will get Tom a decision on Ais request for budget
overefun ta maintain the group by February 1,

3 Mark Will get back with expense visibility om the recrulting
mechanism, The cost center pays for recrulting.

4, A, We Will go to OC to ask for a policy to add people to
spend according to budget,

and room temperature, Report at schedule review an



TO: Gordon Bel} DATE: January 22, 1975

Ta: OLD, Ep, Unto, : Rony Elia-Shaou!

SUBJ: ENGINEERING COMMITTEE CHARTER

In chating with Lorrin today about the Engineering Committee Charter, he
made the following suggestions with which | concur:

1)

3)

7)

The Engineering Committee should be a compromise of engineers, managers,
and supervisors, who have been at D.E.C. for 5 or more years, and have
done a number of significant projects.

They should be an advisory board to management (00D), and to project
engineers (workers).

They should offer opintons on key policies, products, projects, business,
manufacturing, or any other issues requested of them.

) They should not be responsible for creating or enforcing policies.
5) They should have a direct pipeline to you, Ken, and Pete so that when

their opinions arrive, they do so unadu!terated!

Areas of review could Include:

a) Project plans - how something is accomplished, budgets, and manpower.

b) Products - will it work? State of the art, reliability, technology,
and manufacturing issues.

c) Engineering design procedures.

d) Manufacturing problems, testing, etc.

INT CONEDENT! 4:
1137:

:

p
DEPT: Micro Products

[f-2 (MLI1/E6EXT: 2192 LOC:

:

+

6)

As far as standards, procedures, and ECO activities, these shouid be handied
by the responsible people in the designated areas. The Engineering Commi
can ask, however, to review some procedures should it become necessary.

committee:

Group A. Practicing Engineer - 5

Ralph Dieter Jim O'Loughttin
Al Kent Pet Sul ftvan
Alan Kotok Don Voneda
Jesse Lipcon Don White

ittee

The following is a suggested list of people we suggest could be members of this
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Group B. Supervisors and Managers who were originally engineers (5-6)

Vince Bastiani Steve Rothman
Bruce Delagi Grant Saviers
Russ Doane Tom Stockebrand
Len Hughes Steve Teicher
Lou Klotz Mike Titlebaum
Walter Manter Allan Wallack
Dennis O'Connor

Group C. Marketing and business managers who were originally engineers.
(We can think of only three, we should have at least six.)

Roger Cady
Jerry Dulaney
Bob Savel

Ken OlsenHonorary Chairman

.Chairman - Gordon Bel]a

Vice Chairman - Allan Kent
- Dick Best

To be selected by membershipSecretary

/cjf

2



MEMORANDUM
January 29, 1975

Gordon Bel! 1142
00D

2236 LOC: ML12/A51

INTEROFFICE
TO: oop DATE:

FROM :

DEPT:

EXT:
SUBJ: OOD STAFF AGENDA--JANUARY 30, 1975

12:30 Gathering data for product spec, on line Laut/Goldfein
Lunch technical editing for orders--information

1:30 Semiconductor Proposal Lemaire

2: 30 Decision on Stocky's request for budget over-run
to maintain the group.

GB:mjk

FUTURE AGENDA !TEMS

Date Topic Responsible

2/6 Abbett
2/20 CudmoreProduction communications (1/qt )

Expense visibility on recruiting expenses

2/20 Perception of Product Manager function-- Portner/Clayton
Puffer/Belloutline for workshop presentation

3/13 Shields
3/13 DEC Safety Standard Cudmore/Minezzi

Field Service communications (1/qt)

3/16 Analysis of Product Manager's Workshop Abbett/Cronkite
7 Hardware/Software Systems Plan Portner/Clayton
? 2x2 Report Puffer
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: 00D DATE: January 22, 1975

cc: Mark Abbett FROM: Gordon Bell

DEPT: 00D

EXT: 2236 LOC: ML12/A51

SUBJ: STAFF MEETING AGENDA--JANUARY 23, 1975

12: 30 12", integrated, low cost terminal with TPS proposal Stocky
Lunch Information

1:30 Salary Planning - Proposal Abbett
Information Becky Hawes

2:00 Charging of interview expenses for college recruiting Abbett
Proposal

2:15 Engineering Committee Absenteeism--attachment Puffer
Discussion

2:30 Gathering data for product spec, on line technical Laut
editing of orders--Information Goldfein

3:30 Budgeting for tests (see Puffer-Cudmore interchange) Puffer
Discussion

4:30 MorrisBudgetary changes Croxon

Future Agenda Items

Date Topic Responsible

Hardware/Software Systems Plan Portner/Clayton
2x2 report Puffer

2/20 Perception of Product Manager function-- Portner/Clayton
outline for workshop presentation Puffer/Bel |

3/13 DEC Safety Standard Cudmore

3/16 Analysis of Product Manager's Workshop Abbett/Cronkite
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TO: 00D DATE: January 14, 1975

cc: Mark Abbett FROM: Gordon Bell
Jim Cudmore
Dick Best DEPT: 00D

EXT: 2236 LOC: ML12/A51

SUBJ: 00D STAFF MEETING MINUTES--January 9, 1975

1. John Cronkite presented the Product Manager's school.

2. Best and Amann--we are asking Jim Cudmore to come back in 8 w

weeks with a DEC Safety Standard. Ron Minezzi is presenting
a first pass at Engineering Committee.

3. Ken described the organization vis a vis the Woods Meetings.
The implications for us:

A. It may be appropriate to have an interface to P/L's
stmilar to their interface with manufacturing, finance,
personnel (sales has a similar problem).

B. We are moving to systems versus computer components
(e.g. disk) PSG's for P/L interface. Computer component
level will exist intra central engineering.

4, We approved Nat's plan to establish a Communications Review
Board inside the software standards framework.

5. Gordon will call Leng and Marcus relative to the problem of
planning and building communications systems.

6. The production interface. The 2x2--Bob will work on it specifi-
cally with Howard Reed and Jim Cudmore (if appropriate). The
issue certainly needs cleaning up and a plan. Bob should report
back on this.

7. Stocky came to ask for $20K-40K for a 12", integrated, low
cost terminal with TPS (20K for terminal, 20K for TPS).

GB:mjk

Stocky will deliver a 1 page proposal on the subject.

Portner/ClaytonFuture Items:
Hardware/Software Systems Plan

1
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A

TO: O4D DATE: itar 197514

SUBJ:
Fol
Pro
decisions were agreed to:

clg
cc:

*

FROM: Mark Abbett
DEPT: Central Engineering Personnel
EXT: 2633 LOC: ML12/All

PERSONNEL COMMITMENTS FROM
1/9/75 02D STAFF MEETING

lowing John Cronkite's presentation on the design of theduct Managers Workshop, the following commitments and

That individual participants will be charged for expenses.1.

That the 02D Vice Presidents will be asked to discuss their
perceptions of the Product Management function. Outlinesfor this presentation should be discussed at Gordon's
@bruary taff Meeting.

2.

One Sident will be responsible for the wrap-up and
concluding remarks. This commitment should be made by
February Ist.
That the hand-out information should include articles on
Product Management.

4.

That John Cronkite will draft a letter to participants for
Vice Presidential signature by January 16th.

5.

That John Cronkite and Dick Clayton will have the re-
sponsibility of talking to Win, Bill Long, Julius, Brad Vachon,Charlie Spector, and John Leng to ask for their participationin the Workshop and explain it's design. Product Line Managerswill be asked to participate in the second full day.

6.

A questionnaire will be designed to ask participants what was
learned, what follow-up is needed, what is the frequency and
design of future meetings, and who should be invited to future
sessions, etc. The questionnaire should be as descriptive as
possible.

7.

At the March 6t Staff Meeting, following this Workshop, one
agenda item Should be an analysis and follow-up commitments
as a result of the Workshop.

8.

ohn Cronkite
Mary Jane Keeney

Mary Jane: Please note for future meetings



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO:

SUBJ:

Distribution DATE: January 29, 1975

FROM: Gordon Bell 1146
DEPT: 00D

EXT: 2236 LOC: ML12/A51

IBM SYSTEM 32

Everybody's got their idea of what the significance of the IBM System
32 is. As t read the press releases and all the other documentation
associated with it, it is clear to me that the main significance of
the announcement fs that IBM is trying to address the programming problem
by first, having a machine that is just basically an RPG 2 machine; and
secondly, and most important, providing a set of applications programs
which are tailored to particular industries together with a set of input
parameters which allow programs to be constructed for specific cases.
That is, they are writing a program that is essentially a program
writer, and thereby hoping to eliminate the need for the programmer,
or programming as we know it today on an applications basis.

| think it ts important for us to go out quickly and get the documents
associated with this and see what techniques they have developed, and
see if we can formulate how these techniques, i.e. new programming
technology, can be applied for our own use.

think they know something that we don't know.

GB:mjk

Distribution

02D
Peter Christy
Ed Fauvre
Irwin Jacobs
Dave Schroeder
Pete Van Roekens



Dr. Craig Fields
ARPA

.. 1400 Wilson Blvd.

December 4, 1974

Dear Craig:
Here's the research proposal we discussed. Hope to get your
reaction next Wednesday.

Sincerely

Gordon Bell

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION,

Vice President.

Engjneer
ing

146 MAIN STREET, MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS 01754

(G17)897-5111 TWX: 710-347-0212 TELEX: 94-8457

'lay
rrr"

Ci : 3 :

Arlington, Virginia 22209

GB:mjk

4
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Schedule and Cast
Eech of these two research will be headed by its

own erinciral investigator. They will rraceed inderendentlay
while shering suerort rersanmel and services. Tne FTS
Will reauire twa engineers Tull time with surrort services for 2
total cast of #1352000 aver nine months. It wil yield a
comrlete FTS sustemy along with technical documentation.

The CES : j tL will arnvolve ane ensineer and one Programmer
each tuo-thirds time with surrort services for @ total cost of
$1207000 over eighteen months. Tt will erovide two
rerorts at six month intervals and a final research rerortys wth
one or more orerating and accomeanvingd arrlications
software.

Submitted but

Richard M. Merrill
Frincireal Investigators FETS

Mark J. Sebern
Frincireal Investisetors CES

115i

J. dbo
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: 00D DATE:

FROM:

DEPT:

EXT:
SUBJ: OOD STAFF MEETING AGENBA--January 9, 1975

12:30
Lunch

1:30

2:15

2:30

2:45
3:00

Ylog BSF

mjk

January 8, 1975

Gordon Bell

00D

2236 LOC: ML12/A51

Course outline for Product Managers Workshop Cronkite
Abbett

Puffer
Amann
Best

Teichholtz

Bell

Bel]

Fire hazards in our equipment.

3 Short [tems

Systems

Separate standards process for networks. Portner

Report on Operations Committee Woods Meeting Clayton

Bell
Portner
Clayton



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
1153

TO: 00D DATE: 1/2/75

FROM: Gordon Bell

DEPT: 00D

EXT: 2236 LOC: 12-1

SUBJ: STAFF MEETING AGENDA--JAN 2, 1975

12: 00 Status of Reallocation of people Abbett
Lunch

1:00 Joint Software/Hardware Planning Proposal Portner

(Henry Lemaire will join you today.)

mj
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dl iloAGE INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: 00D DATE: December 17, 1974

FROM: Gordon Bell

DEPT: 00D

EXT: 2236 oc: MLI2/A51

SUBJ: OOD STAFF MEETING AGENDA--DECEMBER 19, 1974

12:30 Budgets Croxon
Lunch

1:30 Primate Exchange

Bill Thompson's proposal! Thompson
How/who to do?

PSG's--clarifying their roles, low keying
some, beefing up others. Who to do?

2:30 Personnel--proposal for engineering manager Abbett
categories.

3:00 Proposal to integrate graphics as a central Hindle, Kramer, Halio
product.

4:30 EEO audit update Otis Courtney

Future Agenda Items:

Review of Quality and Field Integration--who to organize?

PDP-11 Handbook

GB:mjk



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM:

1155
TO: Win Hindle DATE: November 5,

1974NoyKramer
ordon Bell FROM: Len Halio
(Chairman, Products Committee)

& EXT:
DEPT: Graphic Display Systems

SUBJ: Graphics Fund ng

6935 LOC: mR2-4

Over the past two years the growth of the Graphic Systems Product Line
has been both impressing and consistent.
I believe this is due to the high degree of identity and "esprite
de corp" of the people associated with it as well as the ability
of the principles to formulate cogent long term business plans
which mature into real products,in a timely fashion. This ability
to focus on a business, set plans, and then bring resources to bear
to complete those plans is,of course, the forte of a product linestructure.
The disadvantage for graphics,is that it is a product in a market
oriented company. The true long term growth of graphic productslies in their ability to become a necessary. tool in many diverse
markets; from a designers console, to a real time process. monitor, -to
the output terminal of a management information system.
The structure to accomplish this at DEC today is through central
engineering funding. As a central facility, the graphics group,
in conjunction with the product lines (through the PSG), is free to
develop consistent long term plans with some surety of funding
depending on its past performance and current requirements (much as
a product line).
The facility of shared funding by contrast is self defeating in this
respect. If it was the Products Committee's desire in suggesting
shared funding for graphics so as to protect its growth, I submit
shared funding accomplishes precisely the opposite effect.
* When product lines budget the next years engineering budget, they

may not know the detail of the projects they will begin that
year, but rather that some level of engineering will be required.
This money is committed to a hiring plan to sustain that growth.
When the product line is approached for shared monies, it is not
uncommon to find all the engineering funds committed for internal
projects and people.

* Budget adjustments and cuts usually reflect disproportionately
on a shared project as opposed to internal product line efforts.
Unless the project is basic to the business, (usually handled by

Make it great with graphics
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internal groups), product lines will usually opt to drastically
reduce or eliminate funds for shared efforts rather then affect
internal projects during times of cut-back.

* There is no funding continuity. Whereas a product line can baseits future growth on past successes, a shared group has no formula
for continued funding, it operates solely on a project to projectbasis. Hence, long term issues are clouded and low yield, but
essential efforts such as support usually suffer. Personnel
motivation is difficult.

* Launching a project becomes a complex and frustrating simultaneous
equation of project definition, product definition, funding
parameters and continuous budget adjustment, as product lines
jockey for a most beneficial position.

Many of the above objections are either eliminated or greatly reduced
by either becoming centrally funded (that algorithm allows continuous
funding based on current use of product types) or, of course, by
becoming a stand-alone product line.
However, as a stand-alone product line we would diminish the incentive of
product lines using our products. Unrestricted selling of the products. i
is possible only if the expenses of development and support can be accrued:
back to the parent product line. Central funding eliminates this
problem. Another possibility is to set up a "dealership/product line".
Here not only will the graphics product line sell directly to the
market, but will sell through the normal product lines where appro-
priate (i.e. ECP, IPG, LDP, etc.) ata discount equal to the savings of
selling cost and warranty. At first this might be viewed as counter-
productive time, but it is essential to return revenues to offset
the expenses. Any time wasted setting up this procedure is probably
less then that spent in trying to secure funding under the shared
arrangement.
In summary then, I believe central funding is proper for the graphics
effort or secondarily, a product line structure (actually first as
my personal bias). However, the shared funding proposal should be
avoided as most disruptive to the emerging graphic business.



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM9 :

TO: Bell DATE:Dick Clayton
1974

Phil Laut
DEPT: Central Development Personnel

EXT: 2633 Loc: ML12/A11

BACKGROUND

SUBJ: DEFINING LEVELS OF ENGINEERING
MANAGER POSITIONS

There are presently three levels of Engineering Managerpositions: E01, Group Engineering Manager, E15, Senior
Engineering Manager, and E02, Engineering Manager. Thereis no consistency in how we have our people classified.
For example, Jega Arulpragasam is classified as a Group
Engineering Manager, while two levels below at Engineering
Manager we have John Clarke, Steve Teicher, and Lorrin Gale.Bill Demmer, for some reason, is classified as a Product
Line Manager and Grant Saviers as a Senior Engineering
Manager.
Attached is a first pass at setting up some criteria for
each classification. There may be some additional criteria
that should be used and some existing criteria that should
be eliminated. I feel a little bit nervous as to the
different levels of scope of responsibility and complexity
of products and would appreciate any imputs from you in
further definition. Please consider the criteria and I
will be setting up a one half hour meeting with you during
next week to discuss this in more detail. The goal will
be to get some agreement at Gordon's next Staff Meeting.

clg
cc: Dave Larson

Brian McDonald
Jerry Patton
Joe Underwood



SIZE RESPONSIBILITY:

support

motte,re40 design ,and-

Eng. 19.2 24 28.9 $0 to $1 10 - 20 design, some ?million Generally times product }

ENGINEERING MANAGER CLASSIFICATIONS (Must have Cost Center respons ibility to qualify)

LEVELS CRITERIA
ORGANIZATION SCOPE OF

SALARY RANGE BUDGET

Grp. Eng. Min. Mid. Max.
Manager $2 to $4 40 and more design, marketEOL 27 35.1 43.2 million employees ing and product

t r vibe

Sr. Eng. 20.7 26.5 32.3 $1 to $2 20
Manager millionE15 employees product support

:

a Vans

7

Ost 7
9

Manager
split betweenE02 Support, & no
hourly & pro- marketingfessional
employees

E s

:



IMPACT OF
PRODUCTS ON SAMPLING SIZE OF BUDGETS IN

NUMBER OF CORPORATE COMPLEXITY OF PRESENT ORGANI- MILLION OF
PRODUCTS BUSINESS OF PRODUCTS MANAGERS SALARIES ZATION DOLLARS

a family 50 - 100 usually state Demmer 40 kK 75 3.8of million in of-the-art Saviers 30. 3K 65 3.8
products sales technology

design

2 products 15 - 50 heavy design Teicher 23K 26 2.0
although Clarke 31. 8K 22 2.035sales fairly standard Delagi 30. 8K 14 -621

Corell 27 36 2.0.

1 product 0O- 15 fairly standard Arulpragasam 32 K 19 -875million in design with heavy Ryder 29.5K 18 l. 2sales product support Platz 23K 21 1.1
Gonzales 21.3K 11 -408

*Can be

7

budgeted or
projectedsales.
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TO: Phil Laut DATE: November 1974
Gordon Bell

:
:

t

EXT: 3779 Loc: PK 3-2 4,
SUBJ: Planning and Control of Engineering Expense wag

Al Bertocchi. \Y FROM: Bill Thompson :

Bob Londer DEPT: Corporate Planning

For several years you and | have been theorizing a better way to plan and contro! (under-

stand) engineering expense. You have been doing this for your end as best the system will
allow. The current system focuses the company by cost center-to the project. A more appro-

priate focus is the project--the cost center is only an accounting convenience. My current

feel of conditions - we have planned more projects than is rational - Products Committee3

calmly discussed how "norm" was currently 2X plan on major projects - Ken says he can't

& see what is going on - leads me to conclude the time is ripe to change.

| propose that all planning, budgeting and measuring be done by project. This should be

done for both Central and Product Line Engineering. Specifically, this would mean:

1. Resource allocation by project
2. First level budgeting by project
3. Corporote focus on variance analysis by project
4, Budgets would be for the life of project not a fiscal year
5.. Clear view of "committed" expenditure
6,. Breaking out projects between investment in the future and support
7.. Cost center managers focus should be overhead costs to support his

"direct lobor"
8. Close the reporting loop between the strategy groups understanding of

project and reality.

| clearly see the advantage of project control as a great improvement in communication

within and without engineering. The best example is the current reallocation of resources due

to budget. It would be beautiful to communicate the ever changing priorities by the project
that has been changed. How many people have different views of the active committed :

projects?

| would like to see you set this project as a clear short term objective. | would like to spend

time with you specing the specifics.

(?
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDU

TO:

SUBJ:

Julius Marcus FROM: Gordon Bell

DEPT: 00D

1161
Vince Bastiani DATE: February 11, 1975
Roger Cady

EXT: 2236 LOC: ML12/A51

GETTING RID OF MODEMS WITH A TIMESHARED DIGITAL FILTER

The BTL 1 Mhz digital filter has 32-8 Khz filters. I believe
this single system could replace 32 modems (or more) with direct
inputs to the filters.

GB:mjk

cc: Jessee Lipcon
Ed Kramer
Mark Sebern
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Bill McBride DATE:

cc: Kramer FROM: Gordon Bell
John Mucci
George Thissell DEPT:

EXT:
SUBJ: ED FREDKIN/GT44

February 12, 1975

1162Ed

00D

2236. LOC: ML12/A51

I got a call from Ed Fredkin at 213-796-7063, who's visiting
Cal. Tech (from MIT). He is the owner of a GT44 with extended.
memory. He's not getting much work out of it because the software
isn't especially good, and is complex.

He would like help of some kind. Can you please call him
regarding help?

GB:mjk



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Phil Laut DATE: February 12, 1975

Bob Puffer 1163

SUBJ:

Grant Saviers FROM: Gordon Bell

DEPT: 00D

EXT: 2236 LOC: ML12/A51

LIST OF PRODUCTS (PROJECTS) WHICH WOULD BE DROPPED

There is still clear hostility toward the disk group as evidenced
by products which the group VP and PLM's would like to kill.
| believe the area is getting better, and the current RK06/7/RP02/
Trident/RSL strategy is a place to establish clear leadership and
demonstrate good business sense. 00D has to do everything to
come up with a really good strategy on the disk and tape areas.

1 wanted TS02 for program distribution and backup. The PLM's
say--distribute RSL, (floppy--too small) etc. Also TS02 will
backup an RK06--there is a real education problem as to why this
is a good product to me, as | currently favor it. They would have
also dropped anything else given the chance (knowledge), e.g.
6250 tape.

GB:mjk
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SUBJ: KLigZ DATES B2-14-75
FROM: GORDON BELL
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SUBU: USING A KL12 (or equivalent) TO GET US TO UNDERSTAND
VIROS (SNARK) + 11785

To: Bruce Jelaal
Somehow I belleva we (vou) have to get 20 or so terminals
to the above comouter as a mechanism for the product l{nes
who will be sellina UNICORNS with such a svstem; they would
use it as communication medium:

1. All massages would be communicated via MAILe=directiy
to vou and vour aroup, Ail specS, manuals would be stored
there.

2. learn the software.
3. Use the software In real life (e.g. editors, tynesetting)

to do secretarial work,

4. Benchmark the system,

5. Learn some of the exotic languages=~APL, DBMS, SIMULA,
COBOL (multt-terminal).

How and when can we start? Is there a cheap enouah 2820?
What about more terminals on the VIROS system in Mariboro?
GBim mik

oc: Dick Clayton, Roger Gourd, BIl| Klesewetter, John Lena
Mike Mansh
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SUBJ! STRATEGY/BUDGET SEQUENCE DATE: B2-14"75
FROM: GORDON BELL

* * + @ + & # 8 * 8 #8 # & 8 &

SePLEASES##SEND To: FILE
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>

Ta: Distribution
Thompson has proposed the following seauence to firm up

the strateav/budaet:
1. The Marketing Committee will iterate over the sequence

of sroducts as thev did in the first meeting, It would
also be verv heloful If wa could provide cogent Input...

2. Technoloay strateay (cogent Input). Why are we dolna what
we are doina in each area? Where do we stand In the
area? Is it a matter of need, competition, cost reduction,
etc...-! believe this entire statement should be no longer
than 20 vaces for all, and each area should be about one
nage with a statement, a set of graohs as to where We are--
arowth, NOR, etc,

3. Product Lina Interaction at a high level with PLM + PL
Mkt + PL Dev. etc. managers, Thompson has oroposed a
1/2 day maetina of OOD with each PL, lat which time,
we ao over the strategy with each PL (about 5 or 6 people
from the PL). I belleve we must use thls oonortunity to
iointly interact with the PL's at this level...it wil!
cet a lot of the noise out of the system that we currently
have. Aiso, I'm looking forward to trying to understand
their businesses and the products needed,

4. Products Committee. We must use them as a warmup--test
for the woods and we will present strateav/budaet there,
The next Tuesday wil! be dry run,

00D. We need a sronosal, and dress rehearsal for the
woods meetina,

The areas: 8 (hardware=-software), memory, disks tape, terminals
(Puffer for all, inetudina alphanumeric), LSI-t1emlcro, small,
medium and |arae comouter systems, communications and network,
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SUBJ: STRATEGY/BUDGET SEQUENCE DATE: M2-14-75
FROM: GORDON BELL

nan~human (real time) svstems, human interfaced systems (time-
shared + single user). languages, Software/systems size
matrixes vs tima should also be Included,

wrote the above sections, and I want to write an overview,
(Right now, the COMM section Is up to Juilus, and 1.) 1

want to soon aet Dick and Larry Involved as it Is a network
problem,

What vou think?
GAimik

oistribution
oa0
Wenrv Lemaire
Julius Marcus
ATi 1 Thomoson

1 believe It would be best If each of you
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1167
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SUBU: COMMEITS ON COMPUTING WITH TOPS 1@/BASIC/LA3B/VTZ5 &

FROM HOME (QR CONFESSIONS OF A CLOSET PROGRAMMER)

To: Nistribvbuton

Over the last 14 weeks I have spent probably on the order of
1@ to 2 hours per week orogramming, totally using the BASIC
language from the DET"10. I have an LAS@ and VTI5
coupied todather and I have computed almost totaliv from home,
Nurina that time, tne whole thing, a slde from the fact that
I have develoned a_useful program and have gained a lot of
Insioht Tnto the financial aspects of products, has been
useful from a learning experiance. would h anh| recommend
Tt. It ts a comoletely salf-taught kind of thing, and It
can tbe dane n tne Drivacy of your own home=-hences no one
knows how Slow, fast, or badly one learns, Programming Isn't
totally forei an to me. I have written some relatively
good sized programs» but the last serious proaramming was
Tnvoived with was tne PDP=6 nonitor and the beginning of the
desian autonation oroaranning at DEC, While at
CMU 1 wrote a few nroarams in a teaching mode to make
sure 1 knew enough about the janguage to teach them.

t think [t ts especially important for the management

attention to oraurammina, It is almost essential In fact, if
one nasn't done a substantial amount of croaramming, to re-engage
ln it for a few months to write something of a fairly serlous
nature-cat jeast a Saveral| hundred [Ine oroaram that actually
does somethina that one wants done or would lke to be able to

of DFC to enaage in thi beacause we den't pay enouah

understand.
The comments on the whole process can be broken into the
various com]spent vartse-the terminal, the ohone |ine, the
oaonie vou interface with while dolng the program
(those who run tne svsten, nalntain the various
languages, and others who uSe the system),
the system Itself in this case-~the engineering PDP-1@ CS/2, and
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ON TERMINALS DATE: B2-14-75
FROM: GORDON BELL

the lanauage that one uses to wrlte the proaram, and of course
the customer--in this case» myself and Phil Laut.
THE PROGRAY

The uroaran is called Phil's Financial Desk
Calculators, which is in fact a collectlon of subroutines
and some spacific oroarans put together which do the dog work
that is associated with a lot of the financial kind of
raportina that Phi! Laut does, It Is about
1542 !ines jona, Tha kev program that we are
using naw is a orogram that looks at a product
over its entire !ifetime and calculates product contribution,
ROI, and all other kinds of varameters given the sales and cost
data. The kev attribute of the program Is that there are
a lot of variables and one can Search a space and compare
the results of a proaram under varlous conditions Including
project slin date, number of units soid, price Increases/decreases,
east increascs/decreases, and a variable work in orocess and a
variable accounts receivable, "all of which affect
the oroduct contribution, In facts Tt can be used a number of
ways: First, aiven the oroduct, look how good It is, and how
sansitive it is to various disasters that have been known to
hafal! other products, Second, alven the nation of a product,
and the cost, one can find out how many units one has to
sei! for a oroduct_to be successful,
Thira, do exnloration nto oricing, and the sensitivity of

Fourth» ao back and look at certalm products; for example, the
whole history of the -18, and determine its success as a product,
payoff to vaiume.

The thina s relatively easy to use. For examole, by typing In
about a half a nage of numbers (which takes about 5 to 12
minutes) for a oroduet like the LA36s I can get results In
1a minutes and start the exploration of the space lookina for
what the effects of various market and pricing conditions are,
Weare the Important thina is that this whole thing has got to
be interactive. In a system like thls» one cannot
ealculate most of. tnese thinas In a closed form because of the
nan-linearitias; and in effect what we are doing Im each case

one can auicxiv essentiaily simulate various marketing conditions
and arrive at alternatives In the 'what if' situations.
Ts r eal t ing the product cond t ons,a Thus doing It

This is tne kind of interactive optimization and use of computers
that is sadly missina from D&C, Nearly all of our use of computers
within E02 and Manufacturing is clearly ore 1958--the task Is
to Kean score, mot helo with the game,
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SUBJ: COUMENTS 9% TERMINALS DATE: 02-14-75
FROM: GORDON BELL

Another intarestina thing I learned was that a free format
Input proaram isn't auite rlant, Initlally one simoly tvped
Tn the product olani now the program asks for various attributes
of the plan in a oromating (check list) mode, and input Is
substantially faster,
To a larae extent, the orogram Is
successful, jut to a certain extent It still needs
[morovement, To some extent that It fails Is my fault, but
certalniy sut a larae share of the blame on the -12 BASIC

language, dASIC is a deoressing story onto itself,
TERMINALS

Anvbody who uses a Computer has quite
strona fealings about the terminals because even
thouah it is not the terminal the user sees all the time,
the termina is what the user appears to sea, To the extent
the xevboard feais riaht and the response time Is rights one
may aniov or disiike a oarticular terminal. Terminals
we are al! talking anout here are purely the dumb kind, Even
the jow cost terminal, If you look at the whole system from
a cost standsoint, tnen the terminal Is clearly the lowest
eost component of tne svsten, That Iss the user's time is the
most expensive, the svsten time Ts the 2nd most exnensive,
and the cost of the terminal is clearly the least
expensive part tne svstems hence, the feelings about terminals
Ts auite Justified. For the terminals we use at DEC and the
oacoie who use them, the cost of the terminal _is Insignificant;
and anvthina that can be done to get 5% out of the orocess by
batter couplina of numan to machine» pays off extremely ravidiv.
FEELINGS ON TERMINALS

1 got both a SRT and an LAS by accident, IT started out with
a CRT (VTZ5) and found couldn't use Tt because didn't have
hard conv, and I was finding that was writing my
program in longa nand, nutting them in, and then as made
ehanoes I had to make them in long hand and the next
dav a would set a hard cooy from the machine. The whole
orocess was extremely tedious.
Quite by accident brought an LA3® home In addition to the VT@5

bath, but nav belleve that this [s the oniy clviiized way to
compute. Trae VT5 is bv far the most pleasant terminal
to Interact with--there is no head to get In the way of

and found to my amazement that in fact needed and used them
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SUBJ! COMNFNTS ON TERMINALS DATE: N2-14°75
FROM: GORDON BELL

viewing; there Is no head noises the terminal is substantiallyculeter; andj finally ane is viewlng the text at a normal
angie, and one can See 2 lines simultaneousiy as contrasted
with onlv a few in the LA3Z in a convenient way without moving
the hands,

Beneath the terminals the wiring 18 a mess, It Is like component
hifi. There is a modem with 2 long cables
to the 2 terminais, the terminals plug In» the modem oluas in, and

Especially since Was on the computer one dav for 13 1/2 hours
but it certainiv kept the incoming phone calls down.)
In the case cf these 2 terminals, Qenerally they are too big
and too heavy» and too noisy. The VT85 is quite long, and it
Ts hard to get a desk or table that fs right.
The A3@ [1S hard to move and as a result the things occuny quite
sDace, and have not vet found a very good wav of positioning

them together. This is doubly true Simce the conventional desks
are rot of tne same heiaht as the LA36, so one ends up With a
haiait differantial of about 6 Inches between the 2
terminals, You have to have 2 chalrs, or one siides around
and sort of inakes do with what one has, Alona this
whoie thing of havina oortabie terminals, have
noticed a great number of TI1 terminals used withtn DEC simoly
because they are portable and quiet, used one for one
waekand and wasn't really that satisfied with it
becaise the thina wasn't dark enough to sult me, The modems
that we sel| certainiv leave a |ot to be desired and thev
don't always work at the high speeds$ although generally once
one finds one that works, it will generally work at low speed,

a Dhone Ts ved, (I finally had to get a second phone because
t Was pagianina to Interfere with the rest of the fami

From a sneed standvoint, have been auite satisfled at runnina
at 3 ch/sec., and On many occassions I have used the
tarminal aS a orinter. It car type out say
2 pages of a orouram, which is about all I can type in In

sat Tt to tyne out, then qo away, and It grinds away. would
be dead without this. The thing about writina programs,

veu do have 3. ch/sec, that Is about all one Is capable of
readina. By doing that, one really works hard to first fit In
the space in the time that you can get in 34 ch/sec; and secondly,

v work on the numan [nterface so that vou don't have to
tvoe and read a jot. 32 ch/sec. IS about al! one can
orocess, unless it is poorly organized,

i]

an evenina, and aet running, So simpl y

faa

The whole thina of an environment Issue is that vou are
programming interactively. I find that nolse aenerally
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distracts me. Fron this noint of view, I want to do a lot
Tn our tarninal room. 1 think that we have to nut baffles on
everv teletyoa in the public terminal Fooms, because Just
don't see how paonle can accomplish very much with lots of
terminals qoina all the time. This Ts in the particularly
low noise environment, so it hits me quite hard. In fact
Tam able do almost anything e/se in a high noise environment,
but simply can't proaran very well without relative quiet.
From mv standpoint, I am certainiy motivated to work on the nofse
asoacts of the mill to aet better conditions for programmers.
It reallv is difficult to program without a oretty auiet
environment,
Both of these tarminals simoly take Up So much Scace, I can't
allocate any tvoewrlter soace. The thing that probably buqs me
most about our terminals is that they don't really behave
wali as a typewriter, and tney must. One thing that you
eleariy want to do with a terminal Is to use them as a
tvoawriter. I am now using the terminal as a tyoewriter-
the standard editing oroaram on occasslon, but
ganerally just a tyoewriter--and I am finding
tnat not having upper/lower case and backSpace, In the caSe

use the 2 terminals Is that type at the VT@5 and then the
LAS is stave to It (I tvpe and read at the VT@5 screen).

af the LASS, is tust Intolerable. am to sav that the
these problems. But again the way thatLAS6 saves a

MODEM

Now aoina from the modem, one encounters the telephone
svstam. In general this js a pain I have been In an
a@nvironment aooarent! v coupled through the Waltham exchange,
and through the arlinaton 646 exchanger and

302 baud. Perhaos it's my modem, (1 finally bought some
outside after trving our own!) After a few trys to botch
various things uo and to qet my own direct data set» 1 sort
of resianed myself trnat the oowers that be will tell me

how fast I aim aoing to run my terminal. I work at
that rate. The other thing find that my computing bills are
siiahtiv higher when I compute at 32 ch./sec. In affect 1 am

aattina more aut of the computer, and am aetting more work
done too--I have a very small sample slzei but the faster
the terminal the more Interaction you get with the machine, and
acain the excensive oart of computing Ts my time. In fact
with the amount 1 qet paid there | S probably no way I can afford
to compute anvwavs uniess I orogram at a fantast]c number
of instruetions/nour. (This Is not an argument for you not to

On rainy niahts I oan't run atthe whola thing is bad.

Sroaram and use the machine=-can you imagine a Ford executive
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who alwavs took the train and had mo drivers ticense.)
In goina from the phone !ine and Into the Maynard svstem to DEC
phone svstem, One loses a couple of minutes getting
Into the approoriate line. We deflnitely need some dial-In
tines in the Artinaton area so that one doesn't have to ao
through the operator to aet a connection, That ties Up a
eouole of minutes and what is wors@, most of the time the machine
Ts down on an unscheduled basis Is because the phone system
Ts natched wrona. I have lost more time because of the poor
ohone than because of machine downtime, Particulariy, In
the case of the machine, most all the downtime Is scheduled,
CI have found the reaulariy scheduled downtime of Sat. from
5PM to midniaht frustrating as this Is one of my orime
times for proarammina.]

As one finaily aets through the Digital exchange, alven
that it fs patched right, one gets Into the computer system
and the comouter operators

CS$/2 COMPUTER SYSTEM

In Generals this part works fine but If It doesn't, the onus
has been on the user to vrove that It doesn't. In one
case, had to nrove that the |Ines were down at CS/2 before
peoole would ao around and try to fix them,
In the machine room, there Is no capabllity to dlal out
through the ohone exchange, back through various |ines In
order to check out If the various dial In |ines are working
erovarlyv,
TOPS 10 SYSTEM~-cS/2

As one aets into the comouter and through all the overational
stuff, and is finally talking to the TOPS 1a mon)tor. one
gets into a couple of fairty subjective areas. In the case
of the TOPS 12, I have simply lost touch with
what is available there, found that running Tn the
POP-10 anvironment an extremely awsome and

wants to compute and doesn't really want to get Into a knowledge
of computing. There Is almost no way that one can avoid learning

thouch am just using the BASIC language, st1i| have to know
a |ot about joa in, talkina to other users, spooling on

the |ine printer, backina up on DECtane, interfacaina
with tha operators, and In general don't know If this
material Is covered. Riaht now I elther ask Mary Jane,

bewildering thina to a user who Just

lot about the system In computing there. For example, even
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or I ask an operator. I have forgetten
almost all about how vou talk to the monitor, or monitor
commands, know that what I fought for years ago
In the minicomputer area, is that all the Information
be oublTshed. simoly would't know where to
start looking to obtain information about comput!na-~getting
Into the -18, and comouting on It. There Js a
larde vart of computina that I should know about, even
when 1 am using it, that 1 simply store in other people and
don't know. This should really concern us as deslaners,
1 don't know how to avold its; however, good helo commands
and much higher speed |ines can help,
BASIC

1am using a relatively oure form of BASIC, which runs on the
POP-10, that mav have some extensions beyond the orlagina
Dartmouth BASIC. I think it is a terrlbiy sad tale to
have to say that am computing In BASIC, BASIC is a horrible
Janguage, It is totaliv a non-structured Droagramming language,
and the only thing that BASICS have In common is a name--i.e
BASIC ts a teense to invent a fanguage.
The whole issue of BASIC Ts beyond the scone of
this note, and all can say is that it [s an even
sadder thing to find that BASIC was the oniy aiternative that
1 had Tm which to comoute. My reaulrements were fairly simole,
I needed a system that was fairly easy to use

and sequential files as orimitives. The only alternatives I

had were APL (I had no terminal), and ALGOL (I didn't think the
string statements were sufficient). Alas» ended uo in

used ALGOL even though the strings weren't auite ue to snuff.

and had both strinas and real numbers, random access

BASIC. In retrospect, I think probably should have

have learned to structure orograms within the limits of
BASIC such that I don't spend time whieh is exponential with
aroaram size. With a bit of thoughts disciolIne and manv rules,
Tt is vossibie to write biager programs In BASIC--althouah there
are jimits. Mv subprograms are about 15-2 |[nes lona--hence,
a 22-24 I Tne scove is auite useful,
MACHINE ACCOUNTING AND THE USER

The accountina of the CS/2 time to me Is quite good and I believe
we must Insist that It be used throughout DEC, One
Ts issued monthiv bllis which reflect storage charges; and I am

iled also on CPU time, kili/core/secs., and
connect time. Disk read/write times and page charges are also
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Included.
1 feel there are fundamentaliy 2 ways of operating computing:
elther totaliv freer or that one has a budget and computes
accordinaly, Even thouah this goes Into a CC overhead,
I really haven't had to budget for computer time yet, because
I don't hava time to use very much tlme. The fact that it is
accounted, 1 can look at the bills+ and 1 know what the
relative charges are, does permit to make some tradeoffs.
That is, whan can 1 encode information on the disk. compute
rather than have a bia program, and In general try to manage
the resources according to the charges, I think if evervbody
did this the machine would run a lot better and more cheaply.
1 am totally opnosed to any kind of a charging scheme that
is based on a sort of ad hoc allocated scheme, because that
is purelv a filament of some accountant's Imagination
who doesn't understand that with computing vou don't have
to ao through the whole business of allocating and playing
aames that one does in a complex system involvina
peopie whare It is too axpensive to account things.
I mav have a distorted view, but accounting seems to be one of
the fine arts where one takes a number of relatively precise
tokens, and with gusto and imagination. thinks of different,
arbitrary bins to nut the tokens In, Generally, by usina too
few or too manv bins or the wrong binss the obvious can be
totally disaulsed so that no one understands where the tokens are,

The machine knows what it Is doing and can account for Its
resources perfectiv. It fs simoly an accountant's
qame to olay It any other way, I think we must qet
al | the DEC machines run this way, because
it is onty through Knowledge on the part of the users,
throuah the accountings through the chargina, that they can be
Intelliaent in their use of the machine. They wil! also migrate
to the rlaht kinds of languages for the right Jobs because of
efficiency noth in their time and the machine time, Bear in
mind that the hianest cost is a person's time, so in general
the trade offs will alwavs be to have the easiest use.

THERAPY AND JOME COMPUTING

The other thing about using the machine is riaht now
lam findina it an extremely relaxing thing to do; because after
working ene more nour at JEC a day» and interacting with lots
of veople, certainiv nead a relaxation that is not peoole
Intensive. 1 don't know of anything quite so satisfying as
beina able to interact with quite such an Intelligent device and
to build sovething and aet immediate resuits. of course
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PAGE 9
DATE:
FROM: GORDON BELL

this whole thing has been contaglous in my family. My wife
and son (14) are also heavy nachine users at this colnt,
am rattanalizina that I am finding owt what the computer [n
the home market is likes permitting them to have their own
lob numbers out in general» they are restricted to run when
the machine is lightiv loaded. I believe that
wa need a pailev for allowing familles to use the machines
after hours. It reaiiv becones clear how tedfous it is to
gat a macnine to do a job. It Is Clear to me that from the loading
1 seo after oe there is a lot of machine there that could be
usefullv used In teaching familles more about computation,
1 tnink it "ould be basically useful. Also think In some
cases, or In Manve t would be very heloful if some
of the orofessional oroaramners dId programming at home
with their own terminals at home} because aaain
the machine is there, and balleve If they have the d
of themselves they can aet substantially more done in a auiet
environment than thev canin the mlll. This, of course, needs
ta be looked at on an individual bas{s,

Scloline

In tne case of oroarammers, alternative work oattern contracts
miaht be drawn up with conditions Such as:

1. Nailv report in times would be vila terminal at home.

2. Computer used for most memos and meetina notices to appear
at OFC.

3. Reaqular nattern of interaction days,

4. Soma use of machine during low accounting hours to achieve
a better on tha macnine,

5. Some contract agreements on productivity, but with the
security of navina a full-time Job.

GBimik

Nistribution
Product Line Hanagers

:

ono
Jim Bell
Al Brown
John Clarke
Pate Conklin
Ed Corel!
Biil Demmar
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Len +allo
Al Huefner
Jin
Clav Nea!
Ron Rutiedde
Mark Sebern
Tom Stockebrand
Steve Telcher
Nat Teichholtz
Pate Van Roekens
Larrv Wade
John Wolaver
Me! woolsey

Live
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February 17, 1975

Mr. George Michaels
Computation Group
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
Livermore, California 94550

Dear George:

t'm glad you invited me to talk at LLL, and look forward to seeing the
laboratory again. ! hope !'ll have time to see various facilities, and
to interact with you about where you think computation is headed. |

hope Dr. Fernbach will be available for some discussion. The abstract
of a talk is enclosed, which gives a view of this.

I'm in the process of collecting parts from past computers, such that
we might someday have a museum at DEC. Is there any chance of getting
parts from some of the machines LLL has used and/or spawned--especially
LARC, the CDC machines and Stretch?

Sincerely,

(Gordon Bell
Mice President, Office of Development
Professor, Computer Science
Carnegie-Mellon University (on leave)

GB:mjk

Enclosure

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION, 146 MAIN STREET, MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS 01754

(617)897-5111 TWX: 710-347-0212 TELEX: 94-8457
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: PLM DATE: February 17, 1975
00D

FROM: Gordon Bel!

DEPT: OOD

EXT: 2236 LOC: ML12/A51

SUBJ: RANDOM MINICOMPUTER EVALUATION CRITERIA

From: '"Minicomputers: Low-cost Computer Power for Management''
by Donald P. Kenney

APPEND

BID EVALUATION SHEET

Date: Prepared by:

Rating values: 10, excellent; 8, very good; 6, good; 4, average or nominal
value; 2, poor; 0, unacceptable

A rating of zero for any asterisk factor is cause for rejection, regardless of
overall score.

ScoreFactor Evaluated Weight x Rating

I. Vendor Organization (40%)
* Stability (years in business,

project as a percent of business)
° Financial rating
® Experience with similar

systems 7
* Client satisfaction 4

5
2

x4
3 x

x
x

Maintenance and software support
Timeliness of delivery
Quality of proposal (revealed level

of understanding) 4 x
Level of staffing and manage-

ment for project 3 x =

Project plan and organization 2 =

Quality and cost control
techniques 1

Experience with proposal
hardware/software 5 x =

x

x

Subtotal

187



188 MINICOMPUTERS

Factor Evaluated Weight x Rating = Score

Il Proposed System (60%)
A. General (25)

* Suitability. for user's intended
solution (such as specified
volume, timing, inputs,
outputs, storage, retrieval,
routing, controls,
recovery, interrupts).

* Capability compared to
cost

Simplicity
* Compatibility
Scheduling (realism, mileposts,

accountability)
Ease of installation,

cutover plan
Consideration of alterna-

tives/trade-offs
Training
Documentation
Growth potential
Test-acceptance plans
Backup/recovery

Subtotal
B, Software (20%)

* Suitability to problem
(such as control, security;
error handling, translation,
file organization, formatting,
sorting, updating)

Modularity
Use of previously developed
hardware

* Ease of revision and main-
tenance

Versatility
Report, printing, file,

record-keeping capacity
Subtotal

C. Hardware (15%)
Suitability to project (such .

Appendix 189

Factor . Evaluated Weight x Rating Score
* Performance compared to

cost (storage capacity, speed,
redundancy)° Reliability

* Maintainability and
manufacturer support* Number in use

In-house experience
Ease of changing configuration

Subtotal
Summation
Subtotal I

:

Subtotal II-A
Subtotal II~B
Subtotal II-C

Total (maximum = 1,000)

xx2

2
1

x
2 xx8

3
1
2

x1

x2

1
1

2
1
2

7
2 x
4 x
4
2 x

LT
T1 x
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SUBJ: LOBBY EXHIBITS DATE! 02"17=75
FROM: GORDON BELL

* * * * + * * * * * * + * 2 * * e * * * * *
eePLEASES*SEND To} FILE
o* * + @ * @ & w* * 4 *

SUBU: EXHIBITS IN OUR FAGILITIES (PRELUDE TO THE MUSEUM)

a: Rov Gould

tam Intending to put together varlous exhlbits an
eamputer technology which might be put In various DEC bulidings
(for the time beinas 1 would lke to de one, and see what It
fooks lke)
Tre exhibit would Inelude the oarts } eurrently have Im my
aiflee, olus those which other people are sending me.

in order to make a really effective exhibit, want to
Tnclude Whirlwind! Would you please get me a Tot of the carts
so that ean select some? or If possible, would iTket

One eaeh of the reaisters: AR, AC, BR» IOR, PC to Show the
dialt slice approach. Well! hang them together fram the
calling as they were In WW,

4

2. A clane and choto of cere memory,

3. An elestrostic Storage tube (If there were any).

4. flode matrix for time pulse distributor (for changlina
control easily).

3, {/O-ewhat can we have? a CRT, |Taht pen/aun would be
nice?» a tlexometer,

6. A consele realster,
7, Part of marainal check/malntenance console.

8. trum and/or taoe.

9.. Some Interconnection cable,
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FROM? GORDON BELL

PAGE 2
SUBJ: LOBBY EXHIBITS DATE:

Tre amphasis wil! be to show WW asl
4. The first (early mini) 16 blts; Tn contrast to other

lona word machines.

2. The memory: cores disks tane,
3. Unlaue I/0--CRT and camera (just new In use),
4. The flexo as an 1/0 device (used Tm late 2nd),
5. Maralnal checkIna to Increase Fellablilty (used until 3rd

oen.).
6. Rit slices (stTi! used).
7. estan for rallabl lity
&. Forerunner of mleroorogramming,

WHEN!

GG: Mim? Gumminas, Marv Jane Keeney, Ken Olsen, gob Reed,
John Trebendis
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H-P Confirms
Price Cuts on
New21MXMinis

43
CUPERTINO, Calif. - Hewlett-

Packard slashed prices 10 per cent or
More on its new 21MX minicomputer
line last week.
The cuts, as predicted (Data Topics,

O

6
Feb. 10), came about a month after
Digital Equipment cut PDP-11 series
and some memory prices, but H-P's top

firms action was a response in a
«

d thou
minicomputer marketer denied his

developing price war

McCracken, H-P Data Systems division

Continued from Page 50

that came directly from Texas

"I always thought you determined a

cent to $6,150 from $6,800; in 16K

Instruments,"' he said.

price war by a company cutting profits
to get the price down,'' Edward

n 21IMX. Minis

systems prices dropped to $7,650 from

0 Prices Reducedit

38 10% by H-P onmarketing manager, said
The reduction has not affected H-P's

profit structure, he said, but was made 1,

possible by savings in the cost of 4K
RAM semiconductor memory used in 2 18

the 21MX line
t"We're simply passing on the savings

:

di

At the same time, however, other H-P $8,950, a 15 per cent dip: in 32K systems :

marketers who asked.to remain uniden- prices dropped 18 per cent to $11,800
from $14,000; and in 64K systems pricestified said they saw the H-P cuts as put
$18,777ting pressure on DEC and Data General dropped 18 per cent to $15,345 from

PS. Phare bring cost pre} ection yhole,

Both Mr. McCracken and Dick Ander-
son, division general manager,

> predicted further price cuts, based on
the same reason: reductions in semicon-
ductor prices that would enable the firm

4K RAMs should halve within a year.

ths last f lb
ré
en

y
M
in
g
of

De
c.

19
73

.Mr. McCracken said the most signifi-to follow suit
Mr. McCracken, for his part, claimed

minimum 8K configurations well below op
the 21MX reductions lower the price of cant factor in the price competition is in

tions beyond basic memory
Without options such as memory pari-the prices of equivalent DEC and Data

General configurations and give 16K ty, extended arithmetic unit and power
32K and 64K versions a competitive

'We wouldnt look quite asrecovery
price edge good.' However, he said most minicom-

In OEM quantities of 50, H-P's puters offer little capability without the

systems, including memory parity, are options
as follows :

Price savings the H-P line range
a

In 8K systems, prices dropped 10 per
from $2,000 to more than $10,000, vis-a

said.Page 60
vis the competition, Mr. McCracken

to pass the savings on to customers
In fact, Mr. Anderson said the price of

_S
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February 17, 1975q

Dr. Peter Weiner
Head, Computer Science Division
RAND Corporation
Santa Monica, California

Dear Peter:

! hope your visit, with Ivan Sutherland, proved worthwhile to ARPA.
hope we can see any recommendations that are not proprietary--although

it is probably out of your hands.
:

Already we are starting to see better communications with ARPA; therefore,
it will be worthwhile from our standpoint.

We are hoping to have a museum at DEC someday. Since RAND is a part of
computer history, would like to ask you for parts of some of the
machines used there; or in the case of JOHNIAC, would like to get a

smal1 part, photographs, etc. that could be part of a Von Neuman

machine exhibit.

Sincerely,

Gordon Bel1
Vice President
Office of Development

GB:mjk

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION, 146 MAIN STREET, MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS 01754

(67 7)897-5111 TWX: 710-347-0212 TELEX: 94-8457

:
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El February 17, 1975
:

Clifford E. Carter
Assistant Director of Engineering
Computing Services Office
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Urbana, [llinois 61801

:

Dear Dr. Carter:

! received the documents and photographes on ILLIAC and am really
delighted. want to use these to make an exhibit in the Maynard
engineering building.

| think it is important to have all of the key dates in the history of
ILLIAC, if you could supply those too--when the machine was first
running instructions and when it was dismantled. I think | know how

many copies were made of it, but it would be useful to check this.

| Took forward to the second package.

Sincerely,

Gordon Bell
Vice President, Office of Development

GB:mjk

LyEnclosure Ay &
:

(s) \ >
:

+

+

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION, 146 MAIN STREET, MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS 01754

(G17)897-5111 TWX: 710-347-0212 TELEX: 94-8457
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Services 11895

Office :

University of Illinois
:

at Urbana-Champaign
February 5, 1975Urbana, Illinois 61801

Dr. Gordon Bell
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754

2
Dear Dr. Bell:

This is the first of two packages on Illiac I. In this one
I have tried to give some picture information as well as supply
a manual. :

In the next; one I will send a Williams-tube chassis and two
of the original storage tubes.

Please let: me know if there are other items you might want.

Sincerely,

2
Clifford E. Carter
Assistant Director
of Engineering

CEC : dkw

\ Es

a A\ f

Cr TLLIAC
+:

ft f. a

x i. t4
fh :

:

Coe ayw a

7

1
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February 17, 1975

John Whitney
600 Erskine Drive
Pacific Palisades
California 90272

Dear Mr. Whitney:

Thank you for your letter of February 4, 1975.

| have turned your request for a computer system over to Bill McBride,
the product manager of the Graphics group. Since | am not funding
development outside of DEC and am not directly responsible for graphics
development, | do not believe can fund your project from our develop-
ment budget.

| would like to be kept informed of any developments you have in regard
to using computers for motion picture production.

Sincerely,

4
Gordon Bell.
Vice President
Office of Development

GB:mjk

cc: Bill McBride

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION, 146 MAIN STREET, MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS 01754

(617)897-5111 TWX: 710-347-0212 TELEX: 94-8457
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SUBUY: SMALL SYSTEM'S STUDY GRQUP DATE? 02-28"75
FROM: GORDON BELL

o * & & 8 # # & & &

#ePLEASE##SEND To: FILE
* 2 * * * + * * * * + % 2 * *+

SUBJ: THE SMALL SYSTEM'S STUDY GROUP AND AN ALTERNATIVE TO
MOVE FASTER

To: Dlstrloution
It is tlme we (DEC) get serious about the LSI-li and start
planning to use it NOW! -1 want direct participation from
those who will be responsible for [ts yitimate market success:
LOP» IPG» COMM, and some computation cenfigyration (CLASSIC-11).

1 was glad to see the study group In aetion, Although a lot
has been accompl!shed In group Intercommunlcatlons 1 want
corporate commitment from the wsers. There Is a jot to do,
It ls clear you have won over Corel| amd Hughes and they are
contributing ..,the only ones?

The real problem 1 see Is that the varlous other groups and
product lines are not part of the things and you are dolng the
olanning for them...which If you ascept a theorem of DEC: he
who plans» do@s} or a coroliary! planning for sameone e/se
usually comes to naught,
belleve there are Important applications areas for the

and belleve you must get the Implementers In those areas
{only about 4) ta meet weakly to discuss common problems, but
each area goes off and starts to bulld products,
We have historically been slow to adopt machines Into the
end user groups..,jet's not make the same mistake agaln,
The common Issues you Rave are?

4, Mechanical packaging, What do you have In cammon? Can
you use the same modules? (CI belleve the testing problem
(cost) says they have to be very sImilar,,.sama box, etc.]

2, Options. What are thelr configurations? This would establish
the orlorlties for what to LSI,

3, Common PMS structures. Can you all go to the computer
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PAGE 2

SUBJ: SMALL SYSTEM'S STUDY GROUP DATE: 02-28+75
FROM: GORDON BELL

the

module approach» which right now I want to go tor assuming
t makes sense for the customers and you understand thepitfalls, problems, and how muen [t costs,
Likely competitive announcements Im the LSI ara fram Motorola,
Fairchild at al..smamelys see them all going to
a few, very general LS1 parts to do controls--In essence back
to more conventional structures for control distributed out
from the processor (off loading It), but stil] multi-
computers, Motorola nas a simple part In design for multiport
memorles and bus couniers |ike UNIBUS window, (In discussing
this with them, they have a more deep understanding than we
do aboyt systems!)
I believe this has happened In every generation starting
with Whirlwind. Namelye at the first of a generation,
control 18 concentrated in a central place dye to economies
or technology oasts somewhere else, As the technology becomes
more famillar, cantro| moves out te tocal controls? and
finally, the local contro!s become quite complex processors
(in fast computers), which are Interconnected,,..and
orocass starts over again,
1 see the same thing happening In LS1. Namely, the processor
was first used exclusively for the contro! of a device
through Its program, As the technelogy Improvas, the
Integration takes placer and the machine Is off loaded
(and off loads the designer) by having a funetionally
separate part doling that contro! function, With the
and |ts microcode, one Nas @ more eomplex tradeoff, But
don't think It will be withowt a lot of pains and with

not a tot of payoff, Things may be different this
time around though, as one funetlomaily separates the I/0,
jt can and wil! be done In separate modules (computer
modules) ala the Hughes proposal, Jf and when one wants
to snend the extra money for the other computers the
programs, microprograms, vs the more Integrated approach
of a single system, one gets through LSI.
Right now 1 don't fully understand the future, but my
bellaf is that It will be to still have separate modules,
together with as much Integration for focal control as
cossible, simply to ease the programming problem (especially
for high data rate transfer devices),
This functional separation should be quite Ideal far
many different environments to get away from a halry
operating system with multiprogramming.
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SUBJ: SMALL SYSTEM'S STUDY GROUP

PAGE 3
DATE: 92-20475
FROM: GORDON BELL

do the network!ng?
How do YouProgramming, What willl the support policy be?

If you take this approach, that Is getting the various groups
Involved, so that they do the planning for their own areas:

1.

Conventional boxed systems-who?

Communications--here have a Strong desire to use the
computer module approach to do the communications stuff
for ail our COMM, | would Ilke to put no options (aside
from serial, AIQh Speed IINKS) Om any of our machines,
would Mave fiunctiona! modyles for each type of COMM
problem--asynchronous, Synchronous, and the multledrop--
and then have these modules Interconnectabla In the same
way that Hughes proposed for the CLASSIC, A UNIBUS
Interface might exist (as opposed to HS serlal) for
direotiy coupling the COMM stuff te a conventional (a,g.

conputer, AS an aside, It might alse be the way
to do the Interface to disks (@.9, floppy) If you happen to
end up with that stuff in the CLASSIC configuration, 1

hope yeur group has read and digested the work by BBN on
the HS"Imp using the Lockheed Sue-"as thelr approach (s
somewhat similar, Note» COMM IS exploring (has) a $62
front-end data mManagenent system that would be part of a
totally functional computer approaen, The 8BN HS IMP Is
the archetype of such a system,

Industrial/LOP (real timed-"again, nere I am convinced the
computer module thing Is the right way to go,
have shunted 2 anplicatlons yowr way (Weld at U, of Chicage
using several 8282's), and the American Electric Power
problem which also has high data rates,

2

In the case of IPG, I belleve that there wil! be 2 basic
structures:
i,

2,

The joosely coupled things made of remote control, data
logging, etc. and preprocessing. This will look the Same way
as we are going In networkS, except that you would provide
much nore capablifty at an Inputeoutput polnt, and the jocal
contro! wlll occur there, much the Same way as In the human

body,

In sone of these problems, aS a distributed point gets
overloaded and needs more computation and/or coordination
through more memory (global varlables), a set of modules
have to be combined to carry out the function. This In
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SUBJ: SMALL SYSTEM'S STUDY GROUP DATE: B2-20"75
FROM! GORDON BELL

turn begins again to |ook much I[ke the commynications probiem
I call this--set parallelism,,,which occurs when there is a set
of problems to be solved al! using the same (or relatively
the same) algorlthm, byt Involving some common global!
memory. J] belleve set parallel| sm with multiple Interconnected
computers would have evolved the Industry had evolved
slower and the control problems Narder to solve,
It !s Interesting to note that we bulld a signiftcant number
of machines In this structure In CSS, Here where to find
out about the applications, or Im talking to the customers
directly or better yet» having done applications personally,

3, The CLASSIC 11 Structure (Correll, Stocky, Clarke,
L'm glad this one Is being done deeply although we do have
a product there now} and if you can use the compyter module
approach here, and have / t be ecosteeffective, then It will
work everywhere elSe. The cost constraint Is the most
severe. Agaln, the SACI system, UC/SD, Kan Bowless will be
good, demanding Input.
However, again the real problem who Is golng to do this.
Are you (Js it Included within the 358K called enclosyre
In your budget)? see It unfunded: It would be Interesting
If Corell took this one. belleve there are people
avallable with experlenoe In the cempany that could be useful
here and would IIke to get them to help, Rick Is
very useful In the determination of the CLASSIC structure
since he has understanding about the use, and packaging,
Alternatively» Lan Hallo haS an approach to scan
displays that |ooks quite Interesting and might be helpful.
It would be Interesting to know If he has looked at the
packaging probiem,

Right now I belleve that the curremt VTS packaga should not
be used to hoyse the LSI-11 In the computer configurations
because!
i, It Is totally nonemodylars Renee has no way to grow or

change with changes In the prooblem, or customer requirement
(e.g, different |ine characteristies, differant I/O, differ
ent program size),

2, It cannot be fleid upgradable (changable to whatever is the
lim!t of what It eventually might be),

3, [It requires a whole new sat of customers who don't want to
flx 1t themselves, understand It, open It, expand It, ate,
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SUBJ! SMALL SYSTEM'S STUDY GROUP DATE$ 2-28-75
FROM: GORDON BELL

5

which with the exception of a eouple of our markets don't
belleve exist.

4, There Is no way to house floppy, and don't want to try
to push tape cassettes anymore in a burgeoning market that
has a relatively nica media (e,g, DEC announced a thing
called CLASSIC a for 3 Separate markets predicated on floppy)..:.
and [Is nice,

5, It Isn't up to what at least one manufacturer has come Up
with that think will be the Standard-=HP2647,

Is thls the right approach? Don't we want commitments from
Julius, Ed, and Brad, and (? on the CLASSIC) to help get going?

GBsmJk

Distribution
Ed core! |

Andy Knowles
Ed Kramer
Jullus Mareus
Steve Telcher
Brad Vachon
Qick Clayton
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February 18, 1975

Mr. David Rosenberg
31 Douglas Avenue
Maynard, Massachusetts. 01754

Dear Dave:

I have received your memo of February 12, 1975 summarizing your
present employment status and requesting action on my part. I
order to make a judgement on your appeal, I have reviewed all of
the documentation from you and your management relative to your
performance. In additicn, I have heavily weighed the findings
and reconmendations of Brian McDonald, who acted as a third partyin reviewing your appeal.

I believe that you were handled fairly and that there was sufficient
verbal and written warming as to your performance. I further believe
that, under the circumstances, you were given a reasonable choice be-
tween payment of accrued benefits and severance pay or payment of
accrued benefits and a three month contract.

In summary, I support the action taken and will not take any further
action on your appeal.

Sincerely,

Bel)
Gordon Bell
President,

clg

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION, 146 MAIN STREET, MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS 01754

(617)897-5111 TWX: 710-347-0212 TELEX: 94-8457
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TO: DATE: February 21, 1975Clay Neal
Larry Portner

FROM: Gordon Bel]
CC: Julius Marcus

DEPT: 00D

EXT: 2236 LOC: ML12/A51

SUBJ:

When are we getting dual port support on RP04 under RSXIID?

GB:mjk

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Mark Abbett DATE: February 24, 1975
Larry Bornstein

FROM: Gordon Bell
CC: 00D

DEPT: 00D

EXT: 2236 LOC: MLI2/A51

SUBJ: STOCK PLAN

We would like you to work out a stock plan whereby stock for
our engineers is allocated at the time of project completion.
This might be done on an allocated or reserved, which we hold
in escrow until the proper time.

GB:mjk
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SUBJ: WEWLETT PACKARD DATE: B2-2575
FROM: GORDON BELL

* 2 * + * * * * * * * * * a * * * * * * * % % *
##PLEASE@*SEND To?! FILE
* * * * + * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

SUBJ: HP

Te: Ed Kramer

As being responsible for competitive analysis of HP, I'm
counting on you to start. We have no real Information,
visIblilty about HP through the organ{zation,
My concern for HP 18 through direct connections! oustomers,
manuals. advertising, Already they are taking much market
share, through 21MX+ and in reading thelr Internal sales
document om selilng against RSTS, It's clear that we are In
much trouble with IAS, RSX11's, and RSTS, On comou-
tational benchmarks using BASIC, they out perform us by a
factor of essence, a complier versus an Interpreter,
Meanwhile, the pressure on RSTS for more features, too,
We have let a product get obsolete with no real alternative
strategy,
In order that I can cet a batter appraisal of the situation, would
you please send me Several coples of the 5290 documentation
Yor understanding, and analysis, I wil! make
sure they set In the responsible hands so that we oan move.
Also, would like Several of us to visit and operate an HP3008,
Gould you find a sultable site?
It Is also possible the POP<10 Is In some competitive orobiem,
too with the 3222 system, as It performs about the same as a Ki
with more features, and 1/2 the cost. This Is my gut level
Yeailng having run the benchmarks}

olck and Larry, we are responsible for producing state=ofethe=
art products; and I view we have @ problem here which must
take orlerity over being hassied.

oc: Marketing Committee, Dick Clayton, lewIn Jagobs, John Lena
Larry Portners Charlie Spector» Jerry Todd
Dick Angel» Win Hindies John Levys Larry Wade
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OOD STAFF MINUTES DATE:
FROM: GOROON B ELh

+ 2 * * * * * + # * * * * * *
#ePLEASE#eSEND To: FILE

+ 2 * * * » + * * # e * e 4 * ** * *

SUBJ: 00D STAFF MEETING MINUTES==Feb, 28, 1975

To: 000

4. Produotlon Communication

A.

B,

C.

Cudmore, Smith and Clayton wlll come back with a proposal
as to the responsibliity for design, fabrication and
testing at the systems level.
Me Rave ai-loop control system for manufacturing the
LAS6,

Sampie the output of the engineering process (Gordon
might do this). We do not design worst case,
What Ts the level of our designers? Can we
track deslans by ECO's? (This might Inhibit badly
needed FCO'S.) Are we dolng enough In desian alds?
(Dilek Best» can you propose Something here?)

Low end oroducts=-we need pressure to meet volume/
producibliTty reaulrements.

2. Gordon would ITke the strategy written down by the Individual
VP's within next 2 weeks, Gordon wil! write an overview
of
Wood
of-therart and competitive Information Is fagking,

3. Wed

A.

Q.

he pian, This should really be cleaned up before the
s meeting, While have a start at [t, state-

PAGE
M2-25

1
75

e+

Tseussed the process to arrive at a decision. The problems:

Every group Is working the problem==0Cr MC. Ken + MC
# several PLM, PLMC?, PC, 009, PSG, John Fishers etc.
There the possiblilty of nolse In the formal organi=
zation because:
« many ilnks
e many filters
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SUBJ! OOD STAFF MINUTES
PAGE 2

DATE:
FROM3 GORDON BELL

= gee attachment
C. There are some unclear goals=-e,g, do we spend In relation-

ship to where we earn It,» or where we'd Ihke to earn
Tt?=-corporate oroblem,

GBimik

Attachment

CCi Dlek Best, Jim Cudmore, Henry Lemalre, Jack Smith
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SUBJ! ANALYSIS OF MAKE/BUY DATE? 82"25"75
FROM: GORDON BELL

* * # 2 + * * * * * + * * + * * * ® * * * *
#ePLEASE#eSEND To: FILE
* * * * * * ® * * * # * 2 * * * * *

SUBJ: ANALYSIS OF MAKE/BUY

70: PHIL LAUT

Cc: 00D, MC, John Fisher, Pete Kaufmann

I'm really puzzled as to how to deeply analyze and decide how
we allocate engineering In several of the peripheral areas,
1f we pushed the algorithm of spending versus where we elther
earn or Intend to earn NOR [t would Increase:

. Memory
+ Tape
» Floppy.

4 . Other perloherals (paper tape)
. LA'S

6 e POP8
and reduce!

1. CPU's

3, Alphanumeric terminals
2. Software

1t Is also hard to allocate between manufacturing cost reduction
and new products, In some of the make/buy decisions, It Is
almost as expensive to buy a unit (lee. bring It Imto WM)

as to make It from an engineering standpoint (e.g. WF).

As We move to get all projeots Into produet measurement system,
better Investment guidelines and styles of analysis should
emerae.

since new deslans (e.g. mamory) bring lower costs, and we pass
the savings alona to the customers, ROI and PC analysis are
really difficult since It has to come from Increased sales.
1 belleve these styles wil! look |!ke:
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PAGE 3
SUBJ ANALYSIS OF MAKE/BUY DATES

FROM: GORDON BELL

Lower costs (the memory case)
New, Incremental business: |ike VT and LA
Systems
Software which generates Incremental business
P/L engineer!ng which generates Ineremental business
Cost reduction In manufacturing and make/buy cases,

1
2,
3
4
5,
6

Allocatian algorTthms are at best guide!ines, and I really
belleve we have a problem of analysis, understanding, and
oroposina the direction,
Maanwhlies we have to get our engineering and product managers,
who belleve that thelr own Investments are better than other
oroduct Investments» to be patient.
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SUBJ: REPACKAGING DATE: 82-25-75
FROM: GORDON BELL

* + bd % + * % * % % + & # + + * * * * *
#ePLEASE#eSEND To: FILE
* + * 2 + * + * % + * * + * * % * * + »+

SUBJ: 11/84,95,LSI-115 etc. REPACKAGING

To: Distributlon
For those of you who missed a talk I gave a year or so ago on
oackaginas don't Want any systems or computers wa sel! to be drawer
mounted or to have cables coming from modules (wlth no strain
ralief). The drawer clearly stands out as the worst packaging
schemes (e.g. fixed» pags, drawer) by all criterla except
local density Cinversely proportional to reliabllity).
I am thoroughly disgusted with the fact that Vince Is having
to spend his effort to nut the PDP11 products (e.q,
11/04) In a decent box, (He 1s using a variant of the 8/A
box for the communications market.) There are a reasonable
number of Cables; and cooiing, reliability, and low cost are
the criteria.
Ironically» COMM also took an order for one of our other computers
from an enlightened customer, who demands round cables when
qoing batween bavs Instead of Internal=type cable in the UNIBUS,

Going thls way provides more of a market separation by letting
each P/L pick thelr own box design. The OEM could be differentiated
bv being crammed together, expensive,» and high power density, 1

asSume each 9EM wants to make thelr money with lots of Service
calls. For the systems we have to service elther on a warranty
or Contract basis, we should probably pick the boxes that Vince
Is goina to use,

It is clear that the new LSI11 Is using the 2 box strategy, Can
wa get elther Industrial or COMM to take the design responsibility
for the LSI-i1 used In systems? am prepared to work to fund
thinas this way, and I suggest we use the box for systems we

sell.
want each of us to give Vince full support {n this endeavor,

and 1 would hope that other product IImes could also be able
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SUBJ: REPACKAGING DATE: G2-25"75
FROM: GORDON BELL

to use the box In order to get a reasonable housing. want
the systems we are, responsible for (e.g, RT-11, RSX#11/S/M)
to use t!
GB-mik

To: Steve Telcher
Mike Tomasic
Dick Gonzales Dave Nevala Larry Nye

cco: Bob Armstrong, Vince Bastlani» Roger Cady, John Clarke
Dick Clayton, Bill Long, Bob Puffer, Bob
Savell, Jack Shields, Ken Q/isen
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dO INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
LOC/MAIL STOP

TO. Ed Corell ML1/E62 DATE, February 25, 1975
FROM: Gordon Bellcc: Phil Laut ML12/A16 DEPT, OOD

Andy Knowles MR2/A52 EXT: 2236
Bob Puffer ML1/E38 LOC/MAIL STOP. ML12-1Bill Steul MR2/F21

SUBJ. FY75 Printer Budget

You are authorized to overrun your budget by up to $350K, to do the following
projects in FY75:

1) LA36RO

2) LA36 Communication options and forms control
3) Basic LA180

Please provide a coordinated Manufacturing/Engineering delivery schedule
within 30 days to the Product Lines for planning purposes.

/ale
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FROM: GORDON BELL
SUBJ: LEARNINGe=FACTOR IN SALARY

PAGE

* + * * * % + +
#ePLEASE®*SEND To: FILE

+ + # * + & *

* + + bd # + * + % + e + + * * * + +

SUBJ: CONTINUING LEARNING@=A FACTOR IN SALARY, AND OUR OWN PLANNING

To? Engtneer!ng Managers
Consulting Engineers
Mark Abbett
Dennis Burka

CC: Ken Olsen

In general,» 1 get 3 kinds of news about produets (other than
the financlal results):
4. Things are really going well--this occurs when the project is

on time, and performing wel! above the goals you have set
for the project (good news travels to me fast).

2. The bad news (which moves to me very slowly), is of 3 types:

A, An Internal product Is Screwed up and Is affecting
other products,

B. A product can't be produced and the nolse j s that
Tt's production's fault (they can't track the ECO's
fast enough),

C, The product Is out in the fleld and our customers
react to It,

3. A product is really no good because it is not up to the
market's expectation [n terms of cost/performance--most often
the performance (capablilty) Is the problem,

In being fortunate to have a slower growth rate than {ast year»
and by having a wider range of experlence because of the diversity
of products we produce, and because more IS Known about the
products from an academic/intellectual sense; we should make
fewer mistakes. However, a slower growth rate Inhibits
new employee entries who have better backgrounds,
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SUBJ LEARNING-=FACTOR IN SALARY DATE: 8292675
FROM$ GORDON BELL

2

Many of the mistakes came in contact with last week (e.g. the
race in the logic that hangs the specific terminal that am
mow typing ati the really bad method used to allocate storage
In an operating system that makes It come crashing to a stop
under reasonable load; the lack of understanding which permits
our products to be oversold even though by any rational
expectations (l.@. a salesman's or customer's) the product should
do the task even if it Isn't explicitiy spelied outs the PC
board that might catch fire under varleus failure conditions;
and the product we can produce In High volume that people are
skeptical of being able to sell) are Impossible by any rational
expectation of engineers,
At this time when we are doling our Salary olanning, and you are
feeding back to each of vour people, please take the opportunity
to think about our futures In a highly technical, rapidly
evolving fleid. Professionals out of schoo! more than 5 (and
definitely 19) vears are at a definite disadvantage of recent
employees--especially those who don't have advanced degrees,
or do not read beyond the superficial material of trade
magazines, How many of your employees are members of IEEE,
the ACM, and read their publications?
Much of the understanding about our technology has occurred in the
jast 5 vears. Howevers many of the disasters which I am aware of
could have been avoided by having the knowledge (e.g. an algorithm)
that is at least 12 vears old. In the case of a very few
software engineers , knowledge of how te design recent algorithms
may not be necessary because they have good fundamental knowledge
to rederive the algorithms from first principless=but this number
of people Is not over 12, For the rest of us who are not so
bright, wa must look elsewhere for other techniques,

AS production bagins to understand thelr own processes for
producing products,» it Js clear that tha largest galns can be
made by contro!ling the auallty of the process that produces
the oroduct (@.q. design engineers),
We have many excellent on-premise university programs. TheSe are
meant to be taken by you, me, and our fellow engineers. (If
vou really want to learn some of the material deepiy, then let
me urge you to aet Involved In teaching one of the courses.)
There are other ways to learns of course, and I'm happy ta
hear of the ways you're using.
This might Include learning a new languages an algorithm
or being able to solve certain classes

As sift through the plethoraof problems,
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SUBJ: LEARNING=-FACTOR IN SALARY DATE: B2-26-75
FROM: GORDON BELL

of Incoming resumes» the cigar tragedies are those who
stopned learning; and there are lots looking for management,
marketing, and planning positions, There Is really no escape
with technology when one is in this Industry,

would be happy to get feedback on the extent you agree with me.
on this polnt,.
on this point, However, do want to understand your plans In
this area of learning your living.
GBimik
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO:

SUBJ:

Distribution DATE: February 24, 1975

FROM: Gordon Bell

DEPT: 00D

EXT: 2236 LOC : MLI2/A51

FE PLAN

I'm impressed that you have the skeleton of a COMM plan based
on the COMM Front Ends.

The future might permit a more modular system based on LSI-I1,
but there fs work to really test out such a scheme.

Are you benchmarking (competitively analyze) these schemes in
terms of cost/line at the FE and systems level?

How well do they turn out? The store and forward system ala
ARPA also needs to be considered | believe.

An early review with 00D, Demmer, Van Roekens, Conklin, Pearson,
etc., might be worthwhile.

GB:mjk

Distribution

Vince Bastiani
Tony Lauck
Nat Teichholtz

cc: 00D
Don Alusic
Julius Marcus
Pete Van Roekens



all INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
1209

TO: Ed Kramer DATE: February 24, 1975

CC: Al Michels FROM: Gordon Bell

DEPT: 00D

EXT: 2236 LOC: ML12/A51

DR. WIEDSUBJ:

| called him and said:

I LDP is his official interface; !'m just the developer.

2. Al Michels is a supplier for awhile, hence, Ed gets modules
through him.

3. Ed would contact him in regard to his request.

| hope something can be worked out since he has an interesting
application.
GB:mjk
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tty February 26, 1975d

Gerald J. Burnett
Director
Information Systems Division
Teknekron, Inc.
2118 Milvia Street
Berkeley, California 94704

Dear Gerry:

Anything we can do to help, please let me know. Sorry we

couldn't get you here now.

Regards,

Gorden Bell
Vice esident
Office/ of Development

GB:mjk

a

CC

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION, 146 MAIN STREET, MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS 01754

(617)897-5111 TWX: 710-347-0212 TELEX: 94-8457
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Teknekron, Inc.
2118 MILVIA STREET
BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 94704 « (415) 848-1464

February 21, 1975

Mr. C. Gordon Bell
Digital Equipment Corp.
146 Main Street
Maynard, Mass. 01754

Dear Mr. Bell:
I would like to thank you for giving me the opportunity to interview
with Digital Equipment Corporation. I believe our joint conclusion
was that my interests and your needs did not match at this point in
time. However, I enjoyed our visit and would look forward to meeting
with you again in the future.

I have accepted a position in Berkeley, California at Teknekron as
Director of a group delivering software and professional services.
Teknekron is an OEM of Data General; however, I would expect that I
will get them also involved with DEC equipment.

Thanks again for your time.

Sincerely,

Gerald Burnett, Ph.D.
Director, Information Systems Division

GJB/t1

A Consortium of University Scientists and Engineers
WASHINGTON, D.C.
BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA



alt INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: John Trebendis DATE: March 3, 1975

FROM: Gordon Bell 1212
DEPT: 00D

EXT: 2236 LOC: MLI2/A51

SUBJ: EXHIBIT PARTS

Could you get me a computer lab?

Can you get modules for an exhibit?

1. The lab units (1969)--extrusions.

2. Systems modules--various types
1200, 4000, 6000 series

3. Long systems modules (Teletype transmitter + receivers)

4, PDP-6 Systems modules.

5, Flip chip (R-series, B-series)
single/double/quad

6. Large modules (single/double/quad/hex)

J. Teletype modules for flip/chip series

GB:mjk
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SUBJ: OPERATING SYSTEMS
1

DATE: 83-8475
FROM: GORDON BELL

#@PLEASE##SEND To: FILE
* * * % * * # % * * * e 2 e * * e * * ®

+ * » + 2 % * * * * + * * * * * 2% *

+

SUBJ; OPERATING SYSTEMS

TO! LARRY PORTNER

CC: o0D

I beileve we've really a disaster In the works vis a vis the
mushiness of existina operating system8 (ang computers?).

At the high end GPTSS (which already seems too late):
1. RSTS (ar TOPS 11)
2. JAS
3. RSX with swaoping and scheduling (In progress)
4. RT with mult? orogramming,
8. 14/85

At the low end:

4. RSX=41/M
2. RSX-11/8
3. RT - it
with the price of 5K of memory moving to be about $120 (also
the orice of a cheap service call), have trouble understanding
the ow end, jow core request for 2 operating systems which have
Tdentical funotional capability, (Say we sell 13,892--that's
oniv 1 million savings to handie manuals, trainings supoort,
standards, atc. atc.)
The next disaster in process could quite easily be using the
POQ wes to enhance FORTRAN on RTi1 to Set a bigger memory in
{feu of using a larger address Space which we have to define.

1 belleve the two PM's Involved here have to come at this from
a business viewooint, The development costs and /ncrementa!
memory costs are the trivial costs, the rest wilt Kitt
US.
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PAGE 2
SUBJ: OPERATING SYSTEMS DATE: 83-04-75

FROM: GORDON BELL

Let's discuss thls at staff meeting so that the review of these
aulte black and white hot issues can be looked at,
Unilke the CPU strateay that requires exnlicit teol up
dollars Tn production and we operating systems get us In
subtie ways, Have We ever not released software that was
done?? (Remember the work we have on DOS, and how we're
unable to sel! new Nardware to these uSers unless
we continue massive support?) We really
oan NEVER drop an operating system once It gets In the field.
Larry, please position the primate on your posterlor,
GBimik
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DATE:SUBJ3 STATE OF ENGINEERING
PAGE 1

FROM: GORDON BELL

* * * a *
##PLEASE@*SEND TOs FILE

* * * *

* * * % + * * * * * * * * * * * + * * * * * *

SUBJ: STATE OF DEC ENGINEERING AND TO REST OF COMPANY
AT KEN'S WOODS MEETING

To? 000, yuilus Marous (COMM * Alpha Terminals), Wenry Lemalre

CC: Ken Olsen

For the last 2 vears have aSked for reports from each of the
engineerIng groups on the State of the products and the long
range plans, This was a prelude te a presentation at a ieday
Operations Committee Woods meeting,
At the PM/EM workshon last Weeks one request was to get an
averview the various product areas, The meeting by Dick
and Larry seemed to be extremely wel! received, was quite
fast moving, and served the need to some degree except that
Tt was bTlled as am Internal output-only meeting,

:

would I|ke to again have the yearly teday meeting whereby
evervone presents their oian, This year the product manager
could present tha business pian, {t would be attended by
the oroduct 1nes, who would also present thelr nlans In the
same context, After the MC/00D Woods meeting, the plan should be
more firm than at anv other times and we could give
evervone a view of the plan when It Is most solld,
To a certain dearee, it is too late to present this widely
since the Aprli OOD/MC woods meeting wii! be the final
decision polnt. Ken has asked that the format be that we
oresent and the MC approve. have asked each of you to prepare
a short strateayv position paver to be wsed at that
meeting,

GBimik



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
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TO: Dick Clayton DATE: March 4, 1975
Larry Portner

FROM: Gordon Bell
CC: Ken Olsen DEPT: Central Engineering

EXT: ML 12-12236LOC:

SUBJ: MARKETING COMMITTEE PRESENTATION - MARCH 10th

Ken has asked us (Dick and me) to present the competition at. the
next Marketing Committee, regarding the 32/36-bit question. I
believe you two should present the competition picture simply,
although for this pass (by Friday) I'd like details!
Let's take this opportunity to get things into a competitive per-
spective. I'm certain we have all the data in charts already, so
all that's needed is to reproduce it in those cases.

The parts of it:
l. Hardware (Dick organize)
2. Operating Systems (Angel and Clay Neal)
3. Languages (Al Brown)
4. Nets (Nat)

Each part should be about one page (although I'd like more details).
The competitors:

1. Interdata 7/32, 8/32
2. Varian
3. Eclipse, Eclipse VAX
4. HP 2IMX, 3000
5. Modcomp IV, new
6. SEL 32-bit
7. PDQ, 11/70
8 11/85, 11/85(32), integrated-low-cost 10, 11/LSI (32)

Hardware Attributes:
t. ship
SP. (with some standard configuration memory - say 16 Kwt?)
SM (16Kw)
direct address size

- continued
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Dick Clayton, Larry Portner March 4, 1975

Hardware Attributes (continued)

Physical mem size
No. sets of registers, # registers, width
t. context - switch
t. interrupt - response

Data - types
Speed (add, add float, mult, multi float) plus
some standard benchmark, e.g. Whetstones/Sec or
Gibson mix

PMS-structure (rough with bandwidths identified)
Mem - I/O bandwidth available
Multiprocessor capability
Hardware RAS
Rough IC count + logic type :

Language Attributes:
LGOL, APL, BASIC (level), COBOL, RPG, System Prog. Language 3For

do:

Object code representation (+ size measure)

Object level optimization

0. Year of introduction
1. Computer, interpreter
2. Working set size of translator(+ size with overlays)
3. Compile (translation) speed
4. Execution (interpretation speed) only for Fortran
5.

7
6. Debugging capability

Operating System Attributes:
1. Year of introduction
2. File types and data structures
3. Structure
4. t. response
5. size
6. languages supported

Net Capability & Comm Attributes:

Nat has to outline these and include our major competitors: Interdata,
HP, Modcomp (e.g. line speed, file capability, support, number virtual
channels, flow-through).

djc
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SUBJ: ARPA DATE: 83-84-75
FROM: GORDON BELL

* * * * * + * * * * + * + * * * * * *
##PLEASE#@SEND Tot FILE
* * * # # # * # 8 # & &

SUBJ: ARPA

TO: Bruce Delaal, Dlek Clayton
CC: Bill Streckers John Levys Alan Kotok

1 got a call from Craia Fields today regarding other options
he wants for ARPA to Insure thelr success of the smal! 12
eraposal,
1f we only deliver 4 of the prototypes and are net Intending
to ao Into production, he would I|ke to elther/or or both
4. Get thelr money back In the form of credit for 11's,
2. Re able to buy the computer at between 10 and 102 at a

fixed amount (sav the $52K),
Bll! Strecker has an alternative proposal which would use
standard parts (e.g, KLid or other memory, a CLASSIC, RKOS's,
or just fleppy) and be really low cost, With this only 3 or
4 boards would be bulit, and CSS might bulld It,
The more look at the aotss systems on the 11 and the
slummeting memory costs, the more attractive a low
eerformance 12 looks (i.e. It looks a lot lke a 192K
WP2IMX» but with great software), Somehow would really Iike
to breadboard a realiy low cost 1@ to get a feel for feasibility/utiiity,
GBimik



CONFIDENTIAL 1219
INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: 00D DATE:
Henry Lemaire
Julius Marcus FROM:

DEPT:

EXT:
SUBJ: KEY BUDGET RESULTS AS/APM, March 4

The key recommendations:

1. No sales meetings this summer.

March 6, 1975

Gordon Bell

00D

2236 LOC: ML12/A5)

2. No college recruiting--unless we come back with a way to
make plan.

3. Expenses flat: Q3, Q4, QIFY76.

4h, FY76 will be delayed by 1 quarter, yielding NOR of 675.

5. Resulting Engineering budget: 675 @ 4.6% = 31.1 or
a cut of 32.5-31.1 = 1.4.

Please cut each area back by 1.4/32.5 4.3%

GB:mjk
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SUBJ: OEM SALEABLE SOFTWARE DATE: 83-11-75
FROM: GORDON BELL

* * * % 2 # * * % * + * + * + + + % *2
#PLEASE@*#SEND TO: FILE

* w * + * + + » * % + * * * * % 2 % *+

BT Lona

Ci: MC, 00D, Win Hindle, Irwin Jacobs» Brad Vachon

've run across quite a lot of Algh quality software which,
or varlous reasons our cuStomers have written on our machines
-nd they would Iike the software marketed, aither as an add-on
r as an Integrated hardware/software Product, (The later
ase Is the more common,) These Include: languages,
peclailzed text handiing, datasbase, etc,
uch of this requires an OEM In order to get max impact of
Tohiv tralned saleS/application people found In OEM'S (and
acking Tn much of Our marketing/sales groups),

18 power demand manitor is clearly a case In oolnt=--where
1 this case we've developed a hopefully nifty package, but
t's doubtful !f we can afford to sel] and apoly it. IBM
Yaraes 2 times as much for the same thing (1/2 thelr
loe ts for field aoplications mo doubt), The OEM (e.g,

tone and Webster) Is the way to gO So that the most knowledgeable
yopie do the aonivina, and then since another organization
3 making money, we have a real chance of competing with IBM
ither than belna Inevitably forced out of the business within

because the orice was too low and the product was unorofitable,

vere are other situations like thls with external development.
shaving higher levei tools, t would seem |ike you have unique
'oducts rather than the iorn you sell} hence, more buffering
yalnst the economy.

yat do vou think? Can steer a few externa! products of
s tyoe to vou for evaluation?

timik
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SUBJ: PRESENTATION TIMETABLE DATE: 93-2675
FROM: GORDON BELL

+ * % + A * * + * * a * * + % + at+ ++
#ePLEASE*##SEND T3: FILE

* * # & 8 # # & 8 # 8 8 & & & % & & @+

SUBJ: TIMETABLE FOR PRESENTATION AND APPROVAL OF THE DEVELOPMENT
STRATEGY (AND BUDGET)

To: Distribution
March 6 Payoff tables and graphs for all maJor products

(Bell and Laut)
March 11 Presentation of competition for Large minis

(Dick Clayton)
Terminal strategy to MC (Laut/Marcus)

March 12 to 12 Presentation of 32/36 bit strategy to PL
Manaqers (Bruce Delagi Chairman)

March 17 aritten draft of complete strategy to oon for
review, 4ore comments on plan by MC,

March 18 or 19 Dinner meeting with 000 and | nterested PL
"anaaers to discuss draft (B lit Thompson to
schedule)

March 24 "The Pian" (written) sent to P/L's and group VP's.
(Informal discussion of plan between OOD, PLM,
key PL neople on iti basis.
(BII1 Thonpson to scheduie)

March $1 = Aorli 1 Presentation of plan to MC by OOD,
(Fisher/Thompson/Olsen schedule joalstics
and nousing)

GBimik

Distribution

Henry Lemaire (mamory)
Jullus Marcus (COMM + Aloha Terminals)
000

cc! Marketing Committee, PL Managers, Ken Olsen, BI1! Thompson
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March 13, 1975

J. W. Graham, Director
Computer Systems Group
University of Waterloo
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada
N2L 3G]

Dear Wes:

am very sorry to take so long in responding to your request for a
statement of our intentions to extend our agreement. was very
impressed with your implementation of the WATFOR-11 compiler in such
a timely fashion. am most pleased with the close working relation-
ship that has developed between WATFAC and Digital Equipment Corpora~
tion. Accordingly | am pleased to inform you that it is the intention
of Digital to extend our agreement with WATFAC for a period of at
least one year, upon expiration of the current agreement. It is
also our intention to give you the option of on-call maintenance
for the PDP-11/45 during this extended one year period.

Al Brown is working with Bob Trocchi of the Educational Products
Group in getting the details of the marketing relationship between
WATFAC and Digital across to our sales force in the form of sales
brochures and product announcements. Al Brown has informed me that
you are scheduled to give a presentation on WATFOR-11 at our spring
DECUS. | am scheduled to give the keynote speech at DECUS, so

hope that I see you then.

| look forward to a mutually beneficial relationship between WATFAC

and Digital in the future. I trust that any delay in my giving you
written assurances of our intention to extend the agreement has not

hampered your plans in any way.

Your products should contribute greatly to extending the capability
of the PDP-]]. Again, congratulations on a fine effort; see you
at spring DECUS.

4
4Sincerely yours,

Gordon Bell
Vice President
Office of Development

GB:mjk

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION, 146 MAIN STREET, MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS 01754

(617)897-5111 TWX: 710-347-0212 TELEX: 94-8457

cc: Al Brown, Bob Trocchi
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@ * % # + * * * % * * * * * * * ® *
#ePLEASE@eSEND TO: FILE
% * + + * * * * * * + * * *

CONFIDENTIAL

SUBJ: ATTACHED PROJECTED PRICES OF MAIN MEMORIES AS A MEANS
OF MODELLING SYSTEM PRICES IN 19751982,

In wonder!ng about how the virtual memery system would look
In the naxt few years, I started te understand (bulld a mode!)
what the system orices would look Ilke If things went along ag
they are heading for now, This discussion:
1. Looks at memory cost in an extremely conservative way

based on historical and varlouS market projections (flag, 4)
alving a price decline of 26%/year, Each 19 years, the orice
deci{nes by X12. In 1972 the gost was $.005/bit.

2. ASSumeS a memory orice based OM SX markup
Price/olt= $,215/1,26+(t-1962) (ThIs ohecks
with Telex papers rumored I8M rental of 1 Megabyte for
$1K/month In 1976.)

3. Defines our systems In terms of memory sizes,
4, Plots memory syStem prices for varlous memory sizes which we

now user and also the total system prices assuming memory Is
.eX the system.

5, Draws conclusions,
Exponential projections into the future scare mas this one is
no exception, but is necessary, TRIS Is perhaps the most Interesting
orojectlen I've made, Even though It's Implications are frignten-
Ings I believe It [s conservative, at least if you limit the
systems to be effective out until aniy 1982 (only 4.5 years
away). Thus what we are planning for Mow are at thelr middie
to and-of«life,
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FROM! GORDON BELL
SUBJ: PROJECTED MEMORY PRICES

PAGE 2
DATE: 83-2475

MEMORY COSTS

am absolutely certain that the memory costs wll! meet the
objective of 25.8% yearly price deoilne, The reasons that the
deciine will continue:
1. Core did and MOS is Just moving In and fs following at least

aS aggressive curve (probably more),

2. We held up the prices of memory by having a captive corefacliity. The minute MOS comes In at a lower orice Tt will
take away Our umbre(la» and our competitors wha do not vse
our markups (1,@, have no core faclilty) will gontinue to
follow thelr own pricing; and we wlll be forged to follow
(in essence go to more unbundiing and to higher priced
CPU's). palnted this oyt In the deo, 1973 memory olan
to you all; BCG has recently cenflrmed this; and HP Ta doing
It!

3. This will make memory less of a dominant contributer
of profit, Markup wlll go from 4 er 5 to 3, The pergentage
of the system In memory may al80 g® down (,3 to .2),

4, CPU speeds have been Increasing» and with it the need for
more memory to fun out of. Fred BPooks quotes 1 byte of
mamory/Iinstruction/seg in the IBM wortd, In our real time
systems, there Is more processing, Hencer the memory sizes
are smaller per fast CPU. Probably the poorest balanced
system announced so far is the OG Eclipse which can probably
execute 1 mililon Instructions/sec and would require 4 miition
bytes of memory by this measure, This ralsea the volume,

5. We kmow enough about hierareh|es, and with CCD and bubbie
memorles, the malin memory can be balanced to be both fast
and to achleve @ lower cost target beneath pure MOS,

6. All projections are at feast this aggressive,
7. The technology Under=pinnings ef density, prices yleld,

history support {t. Thuse
Cost/bit= $,005/1,26+ (#1972)

Memory Price
The X3 markup looks |ike a limit, sonsidering new compet! tors
In sillcan valley and by HP, THIS cheeks with IBMmTelex
papers,

Prica/blt#S,015/1,26+(t91972)
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Note, ours was actually higher Im 972 due to umbrella and
capacity, But we will have to get Inte |Ine In 4972, Now HP
sells 8K for about $882 (on the curve),
A definition of system functionality by memory size

qu - fF

l've had a hard time with the notion of system functional (ty,
but It Ils now a bit clearer to me (nad hopefully even on tha
right track), It Is:

Memory Size, to a first approximation, determines the
functionality (use) of system, Through memory 91Zer Qne
can eaSiiy classify a machine Strueture and functional I ty
(1.8, Its use),

1 belleve the ranges of funotionallty are not orthogonal at
all with price as We have been working with, but almost totally
correlated with orice!
In essence there ar® just 2 uses!
1. Interactivas=connectedg to people (e.g, POS, teller terminals,

text manipulation» programming) +

2, Real time**connected to a meehanical process,

3. Hybride-in a few Instances both,» erg. IAS

There are 4 types of machine structure denoted by memory glZer
that define a system's use. Two attributes: dedicatedness
versus programmable and 1 program versys multiprogramming give
the 2X2 combination of structure, These are shawn In
Table 1,

The whole motion of batch Is Just an interactive use which hag no
time Iimft on completion, Iron Is simply a classification as
to don't knows don't care, and may end up In a dedicated
aoplication,
Memory System Price and Total System Price

Figure 2 now uses the categories of System, by memory 312@ and
piots both memory system coniy) price (laft scale) and the
imputed total system price (right scale) for eaoh size system,
Historically» primary memory (core? has been 25% to 38% of DEG'S
business, [n thls model, assume It 1s 20%, thus our histori-
cally hlah markuos WII! balance lower future markuoS. Noter We
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can cross check some points! A dedicated 4K machine sold for less
than 20K In 1966"=POP+8; [n 1964 a LINC, 1 yser S0/d for about
$50K; In 1968 a 65Keto-128K PDP#18 sold for between 350 and
600K; currently a i user CLASSIC might sell for about 4.5K,lf packaged in an Integrated way, (here, the disk prices are
the annommaly.)

Here the model which has been valid In the past, may be
in Some trouble, Namely, memory cost has fallen enough to not
datermine the system's price, byt Father there are proportionally
more {Imits by the disks display, Sut most drastically by the
packaging and power costs which Raven't falien. If one Integrated
all this Into a VT8/E*type design, where memory waa shared with
processor, and disks were more tightly Integrated, the cost of
$1.5K mlaht have been achieved, Nete, that the MCM APL terminal
Is Just this.
Imp! icatfons

mom

1. The high and,

The operating system price (size) In 4977 will be a smal!
number (overhead orice of aboyt $25K), The 48 will be
drawn into the miniworloe arena dye to memory orice
deci{nes. Noter Interdata's 1 megabyte for $178K Is precisely
a 256K word 12, The 1@ will Imvarlably be banchmarked
(e.g. the Ecllose), and for mow the only separation wil!
be tack of monitors by Interdata, Modeomp, et al. Clearly
these competitor companies won't have the resources to do
the software nowrd but wil] evelve Into Just Ilke us (IAS,
RSTS/V7, RTL1F/B).
The 10 and high end 11 will be Separated for awhile by the
general purpose versus special purpose and by lack of
software for higher orleed systems where the customers
begin to measure performance at the language level and
worry about the user Interface,
The 10 might come down In price throughthe high end mini
competitors (already the 2018 Is at 252K).

The low end 12 which uses 32K*65K words could be avaliable
for $25K or $50K In CY 1977, Here the emphasia would be
not ana new monitor, but the restricted use to a aingle
language or single prablem to gain efficlanoy, and minimize
program cost,

2. Mid
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FROM} GORDON BELL
SUBJ: PROJECTED MEMORY PRICES

PAGE 5
DATE! 24-75

Fast machine, lower priced memary, and smal| memory are
inconsistent! Assume the 11/42 system price fs 58k In
CY74, This amounts to about 48KW average, In CY77, this
amounts to 128K words average, henee should PDQ better get more
physlcal memory space "pdq"?

Low end

The memory cost here of say $682 (1977) for 8k will be a very
small part of the system, and permit more capabliity In

me ae oe

monitors. Notes this [8 approximately the
of 417of RT113 and the orice

Ioanse price
days of Software support people.

The calculator people who sel| at $8K (same as CLASSIC) wil!
begin to go at us competitively» because they wll! be
working up to a more functional unit at same price,
The calculator people (HP, Tektronix, and possibly the

guys Such as TI) will also go down In price,
aiving tham more volumes and pytting more pressure on our
relatively higher priced systems, Note, they are
lowar In orice bacause the applleation is fixed (e.g,
BASIC).
Appi leations
I belleve we want to be working away from low level monitors,
and languages aS we have done In the past, Alas, we Nave a
whole new set to do? The special
function languages and systems are going to ehew away at
all parts of uss If we're not sareful,
12 versus it
I'm unhappy that we even think of the 11VAX extensions as a
new machine, However, I belleve the 11 will be pestered
and limited without the extensfons, The machine Is clearly
iImited in the 77889 time frame at 122K whieh will be
128KWe512KW, and get Into timesSharing, The 1g and 14
will eleariy confilet Im the future (as we start to see the
problems In jarge 11/72 that demand RAS, and quailty Just
to stay allve),.

»the orice (markup) probably also has to get there,

lf tha mode! (s correct and I belleve It [s,
A memory Size determines the ayteome of a system and @ach
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business (our market pruduct |Ines) Is only canable
of selling at a constant orice (e.9, $50K) due to fixed
selling methods, etc,
Therefore, all systems wil! evolve to a substantial amount ef
generality to do the same function In a mass overlapoed
fashion, Here We see: IAS, RSTSV7 extensions for
GPTSS, RT FG/BGr and 2-PDP#12 systems}! The 11VAX adds more!
Also, new competitors will take over our traditiona! systems
at lower prices, while we sel] un?

Attachments

Olstributien
Product Line Managers
00D
Marketing Committes
VAX Group
Bruce Delag|
Steve Telcher
Larry Wade
Mel Woolsey

co: John Fisher
Ken Olsen
Billi Thompson
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Table A--SYSTEM STRUCTURE, MEMORY SIZE, AND

RESULTANT USE

Structure Memory Range Function (use)

Dedicated 16KB Unteractive--e.g. POS Special
(fixed-] use) (4KB - 8KB) Real time--e.g. scope, traffic purpose,

control, automobile Fixed

Programmable 16KB - 65KB Interactive--RT11 Smal}
(1 user) Real time--RSX11S,M scale,

generality

Dedicated 65KB - 256KB Interactive--MUMPS, Trans. Process; Special]
(mult i programmed n RSTS purpose
n-users) Real time-~-RSX-11M, D

Programmable
(mul tiprogrammed
n-users)

128KB - 1024KB Interactive--1AS, TOPS 10, RSTS
Real time--RSX-11D

Generality

There are many implications of the 4 categories of structure and the 2-sub
categories as to the operating system, its overall system structure, etc.

GB
3/24/75
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#uPLEASE®#SEND To: FILE
® + + * * * & * * + + + » * * * * » * + * +

SUBJ: TRIP REPORT: UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, IRVINE
THE DEC-8 CONFERENCE ON COMPUTING AT THE UNIVERSITY

1 gave a talk on the dejivery mechanism, computer,
operating system, etc, at the above conference that Jullen
Feldman organized. It was a 2-day conference and there were a
dozen or 80 speakers and some working Sesslons/discussion
groups.
A list of the attendees will be sent to Charlie
Spector {f any one of you Is Interested, It might be worth
sending a mailing to them,

In general there waS a jot of controversy and questioning about
how computer aided Instruction or how computers In the university
would be uSed In the next few
years. clearly a blag problem In mass CAl, In fact some people
think Is Insoluble» is tha nigh cost to write the CAI texts;
In fact there Is data on the PLATO
system, that it takes 15, to $g@ man hours to write 1
Interactive console hour, Thus
at these prices, there has to be whole different mechanism
for writing programs, Right now the whole thing probably
Impossible because of the tremendous lack of standards In this
area, There isn't a device, that !s a computer, and particularly
a language tnat is well enough accepted that goes on the various
kinds of machines that allows any Standardization to occur
here: hence, there !s almost no exportabllity of programs among
systems, and aven among Installations, We of course, contribute
to the chaos by our own languagess BASICS etc.» and although we
are just part of the probiem the educators themselves ar@ clearly
a part of It, because they don't want to standardize yet,
while I was there I visited the UC, Irvine» computing system which

was running more users than a PDP-10, and had better response
times. They also had a superb APL that ran better on the Sigma
consisted of a Sigma 9 or and a POP-4, The Sigma
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than the PDP-12 APL» primarily because It was a smaller program
and was run with overlays aS opposed to a single program, The
machine with the APL (SIGMA). had a number of Taktrontx
Graphic scopes on them for this purpose, and APL had been
anhanced with graphics, It is by far the most Impressive
system that have ever seen, APL Is the only language
for araphics as far as I can tell. Perlis tried to convince
me of this Several years ago, but he never got his system really
working, These people had axtended APL, and the results
were just beautifult-that is plotting a single vector was
plotted as a time series, plotting pairs were plotted as Jine
segments and so ons 86 that all of the elements of APL correspond
to picture elements and the Impressive thing Is that
with a very smali APL program, create 3 dimensional
surfaces very cleanly, This really had very high nayoff In
some of the physics programs because one could see force fiaids
calculated, etc,, Prof, Alfred Bork, of the physics deptart,ment
has done an incredible job In prodyclng a number of programs for
teaching various levels of physics up to various parts of
quantum mechanics, When we get our CLASSIC 11 with graphics
and APL, he'i! be the Ideal user,
It is worth a trip to simply see the system in action.
The Tektronixs graphic terminal part 18 In Irvine, and the results
really show it, Namely, there are Tektronics (50 to 14%) scopes
and there were just lots of graphics belng used In this application.
All of the stuff was far better than any of the graphics
have seen on any of our systems» Including the flickery Caldec/
REDAC system that we use to jayout printed circult boards. The
other thing--these are really |ow cost, Jt shows what you
can do when one has a good low cost graphics terminal. One
of the themes of the conference was trying to understand Just
where the economies are headed In future CAI systems. It is
clear that the CLASSIC kind of system Js what everybody Is counting
on as one of the alternatives. It was thelr expectation and
l reinforced {it by Some numbers that one wants to get on a
oroduction learning curve herer and really turn these things
out in high volume as we hope to do In the case of CLASSIC,

At the other end of the spectrum, one expects lower cost
timesharing systems along the lines that were used In the POP-1
and the SIGMA for this application, The real difference
here that the levels of programs that are run ona large
machine are entirely different from what one expects to run
on a smal! machine, Also the unanimous need was that
whatever one did on a small machine should be transportable
from the smail machine to the largé machine, In fact, Ted Kehl
who runs the computation center at UCLA, and has a large 94
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believes that one should be constrained when using languages to have
the ablilty to move from the large machine to the smal! machine, (2)
to move fron the small machine to the large machine, (3) whatever
languages that are chosen are to be a committed language and that
authors should be encouraged to use these committed languages whera
standards are kept and enforcads and the computation
center essentially has a commitment to this over a long
period of time. Kehi also belleved that there should be enough
kinds of facsilities so that there could be duplloate
development of course ware so that one can have various options
and alternatives to understand thIi$ whole process as opposed to
really locking on a single standard, which Isn't really In the
cards for right now.

Aiso thera waS a person from Mel Plesekoph's office and he
suggested a terminal that he thought was Ideal, He wanted a desk
mounted computer with graphicS=-note, It Is CLASSIC 11 with Len
Halio's terminal, and he also wanted a portable version of
that same terminal; and then he wanted one that had some abllity
to have a printer attached to It,
From what I could teil, there iS a
great deal of Interest in Tektronies te try to supoly exagtly
that, Notice that In the Tektronies display, I have deserlbed
above, they had APL character sets on them already, so there is
a lot of knowledge that APL can be an Important Interactive
thing, For averybody who was there and who had switched from
BASIC to APL, there was just no conpar!son In terms In the amount
of work that one could do at the terminals, and one got from
students, there was just no way to move students from APL
back to BASIC after they had experfenced APL. The productivity
by any reasonable means was an order of magnitude better,

It is also interesting to note that Hewlett Packard Is betting
on the high speed magnetic tape to do the same Job as the
floppy disk, hope this is true, because I

think It Is one of the world's blagest losers

viece of gossip {ts that there IS a pedistal stand for the 26428

and a 21MX plugs Into the bottom of the pedestal, glving them
something probably like out CLASSIC. Since we have
an APL for an RT syStem that was weltten In Oregon, I really
believe we ought to push to invest]gate this and disect [t and see
Row aqoog the APL Is» vis a vis some of the other APL systems,
because { view it aS a very important Product In this and the
engineering market piace, AS an old BASIC programmer of 2 months,,

that dumb, The otherbut Just can't belleve that HP

anything is better.
Comment on the versus the SIGMA 7
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Thelr belief Is that there is too nuch terminal Interaction on the
POP-12 and that is why It doesn't run as many users. Someday
someone ought to try to understand where all tha performance
goes down the drain on the PDP#12. How much really gets
dellvered to the users? saw the SIGMA
clearly out performing the "1%, They had about 64 users
on a 128K SIGMA 7+ Which IS more than @ comparable 12,
Someday !f we gat into a competitive situation with a
real monitor. tha 12 1s probably going to have to get rid of
its full dupiex time consuming, highly Interactive, unnecessary,
sty!e In the terminal arear and streamline that part of the
system. But It probably won't come to a crisis untill the VIRQS
system gets out, in which case the marketplace will go bananas
when they find out that we have helped the hacker
at the terminal to the exclusion of much performance,
Is the market big enough for the hackers
who do the system programming on the DEC system 12 or are there
people who would jike to skin all that garbage and Just ryn at
Some reasonable janguage such as APL? After all you
really can't compute at that Interface,
GB : mik

Olstribution
Ai Brown
Dick Clayton
Pate Conklin
Len Hallo
BIlii Kiesewetter
Ed Kramer
John Leng

Portner
Charlie Spector
Pate Van Roekens
Mai Woolsey
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SUBJ: POLICYe=WHAT IS IT (ESPECIALLY VIS A VIS PL/a,LANGUAGES
BASIC)

Attached Is the abstract of a talk going to give at a DECUS
session (|t's not the keynote tople), The talk goal Is to Inspire
some feedbacks pius give them some of my concerns
about programming in BASIC (or other nonestandard languages),

Also attached Is a note by George Poonan of R&D outlining
pros and cans on PL/i,
Right now Wa're gleariy going to have to go work on al]
BASICS. RSTS Is slow, and needs featyreas and BASIC on the i2
needs features, If a BASIC standards sroup ever acts beyond
entry~level BASIC, It may not standardize on RSTS,
but move to the current partmouth version (done about the same
time as RSTS), that doesn't have all our syntactic sugar,
but does have subprograms==thus fael{itating sharing.
The way BASICS have evolved, we coyld do a subset af PL/4
and cal! It BASIC, and the world weuld probably be better off,
John Xenakis }mplementing an teractive subset of PL/1
on the 12 and [t looks ang "feels" quite superior to BASIC,

view that wa noW have very marginal Support for all our
languages excant for APL=12, COBOL#10, FORTRAN@12, and MACRO#19,
and various other 18 Jangyages (@.9, ALGOL< SIMULA, LISP, ete,),
The 11 languages don't have complete packages for debugging
(@.9. only ODT). running Ce, only Interpreter for RSTS),
sharing (library), and some are [neomplete,.

Should we do a few languages well with complier, Interpreter,
debuggers, runtime Ilbrary extensions, formatters,
etc., on the 11? The priorities feel to me:

1. FORTRAN--debugger, string package, encourage sales of
WATERLOO fast FORTRAN for Interactive use to be
announced by them at JEOUS,
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2. COBOL--finish, debuggers, plus other support, also the
mint»COBOL as subset,

3. BASIC-7I'd Iike to not Invest In any beyond the min, std.»
olus walt till a standard occurs,

4, PL/ie-subset call Iti BASTCe-WHOOPJE, Probably Interpretfirst to get user reaction and then a complier,
5, Someone elise to bulld and rent on our

machines. (probably the best and Gould (should) replace
BASIC, FORTRAN, and PL/L In Interaetive use),

6, MACRO#*DDT

Do we want to keep golng inorementally reacting to the
market or Is there a jeadership position?
COMMENTS PLEASE!

Distribution
Product Line Managers
Software Engineering Managers
Software Engineering Consultants
Marketing Committee
Al Brown
George Poonan
Dave Stone
Larry Wade
Mei Woolsey
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COMMENTSs ON USING BASIC(tm) ANT QUESTIONS ABOUT

IT'S EVOLVING FUTURE

C. Ge Bell
January 30. 1975

ALSTRACT

KASIC has been used extensively as both a lansusse for
learning shoot rrogramming ani} more recently to build
sustem + It was initially conceived es
vers Simele lensuese which could run effectively es z
time-shared sustem on mid-second generetion hardwere,

From this it has evolved into many dielects
and mew inelementation of BASIC
PTONLG@®S mew carebilities that ere in seme wee subset

with earlier Line
"Tertmouth BASIC." There is even

stendards to sort cut some af these issues.
But it mainly eddresses the EASIC" level

while the dialects are well this in el
directions.

y

Com!fi

As a fellow commuter users I am currently entrerred in
B Sits written im BASIC. think it LG worth eskins
@ Tew nerd Guestions snout its shoud it ::

tenore the work om otructured erosCetin : Krowios thet
the basic KASIC at

oi: ashame tow users blo docirn AEC. ore
teachings them the bed tricks of

ls it la
heve ae better taesic EASIC Toes Snore
cere of
machines thet this
want a Prosram library? Is there @ better besic basis
for

Te i i :

lensussge violetes ti tite

li tebaut Toes

Are the users-maenufecturers in a
lansuede evolution that lesds mcawhere -

becsuse the basic is insufficient.

Clin) Dartmouth Collese
x
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Larry Wade

Jd. Bell
A. Brown
P. ChristyL. FramptonE. Peters
-PL-1

At the last meeting held on Wednesday, March 12, I senseda feeling that we were slipping into doing PL/1 without anyexplicit objective. I might verybut in case I am not I would like
the pros and cons.

EMORANDUM
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INTEROFFICE:

STOPLOC/MAIL
pAte, March 18, 1975
FROM, George Poonen
Dept, R & D Group
EXT: 3537
LOC/MAIL STOP, ML3-4/E41

TO. 2/E39
CC:

SUBJ,

well have been mistaken
to re-emphasize some ofWhile I am all for doing PL/1 there aresufficient reasons for NOT doing PL/I. "herefore it is ab-solutely essential that we have some well defined goals for

PL/1 on the PDP-ll.
PROS

1. There is a definite need
for a suitable high level lang-
uage to program a number of
emerging applications, e.g.small information system (re-
port available from Market
Data Center).
2. Claims have been made
that
a. the PL/1 user popula-tion is growing fast and
has overtaken FORTRAN.

b. PL/1 is catching on
fast in Europe

Note: However, none of these
Claims have been substantiated
by data.
3. PL/1 will certainly enhance
our image. Today PL/1 is almost d Thesynonymous with IBM.

4. During the last few years
Burroughs, CDC, and UNIVAC have
or are implementing PL/1. In
addition Honeywell has PL/1 on
Multics (For more data see Lois
Frampton's report).

CONS

1. The majority of productlines have NOT expressed anyenthus;.asm for PL/1.
2.
not
for

As far as I know we have
been inundated with requestsPL/1.

3. Cf Farrell Woods letter, and
Datamat: ion 73 the number of PL/1
users has remained relatively con-
stant the last few years. The
Datamation survey indicated the
following ordering (with respect to
usage)

COBOL
Assembly
PORTRAN

Other
with PL/1 having less than 10%.

PL/1

PL/).

(hun

0

"xk
4
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ata General is very likelyto implement PL/1 Cf conversation
with Bob Freiburghouse. If the
contract is signed DG will have

e in 2 years.

5

6. ANSI standardization is ex- 4. I doubt if we will be able
pected in 1976. This should in- to provide the full standard on
crease its availability and de- the -l1. There is no subsetSirability. standard.

3. If Transaction Processing is
the major market area that needs
PL/1, then we had better define
the functional requirements ofthis area. Subsetting PL/1 isGifficult. Without any explicit
objectives it can be disastrous.

7. Some major users such as GM, 6. Others such as Bell Northern
Ford, Sylvania, Kodak? appear to Research, Canada take the opposing
be interested ing PL/1. view cf letter to Al Brown.

8. If DG comes out with PL/1first theirs will be the de facto
Standard. It is essential that
we keep close track of what is
happening at DG and whether the

to COBOL, FORTRAN, or BASIC. powerful, hard to learn and almost
impossible to implement.

2. Very suitable for applica-

uage,e.g. the one proposed in the language. A number of superior

aid in formally defining the sub- features for the subset we nave men

PL Tatoo angus bv

2

:

contract with Freiburghouse nas
een signed. (ey,

OWASEA / Technical 0.
1. Without a doubt superior In its full generality very1.

tion programming.
3. A suitable subset of the lang- 2. NOT the ideal implementation

report or the one proposed by Fret implementation languages are avail-
burghouse is easier to learn, im- aple.
plement and is suitable for most ofh
the applications mentioned in the
report.aw

4. Since the last report some No one at DEC as far aS I
tools have been developed, e.g. has implemented PL/1 compiler be-
Parser Generator. This can be fore. However, at least number of
used both for parsing as well as us have implemented other
otner hases. Tl its W greatly have anc ost all the

tionedset as well as implementation.
wa WOT
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5. Suitable for data base 4, Almost all existing DBTG
applications proposals and implementations

- have been based on COBOL.

Economic

1. We will be implementing a Historically almost every first
subset. attempt at doing PL/1 by manufactur-

1.

ers has been a disaster. It is generally felt that the main reason was
trying to do full PL/1 without afull understanding.
However, our understanding has
certainly improved since then.

2. Unlike FORTRAN we will not
be able to do a crash project
to implement PL/1. We will
have to plan ahead.

3. There is no reason to believe
that a PL/1 implementation will
cost less than the FORTRAN IV
PLUS implementation. Some be-
lieve it will cost 1 1/2 -2
times as much.

:

In conclusion
a. The market data does not conclusively point to PL/1;

b. PL/1 is sufficiently complex that we must plan ahead
about two years;

c. we cannot do full PL/l. Therefore we must carefully evaluate
. the market goals and define our objectives so that in turn we
can define an adequate subset. A preliminary definition of such
a subset exists with respect to certain applications.

If our market perspective has changed let us re-evaluate the sub-
set in terms of the new markets.

GP/bd
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FROM: GOROON BELL
SUBJ: SYSTEM FORECASTS/ENG, BUDGET

PAGE 4
DATE: B3m24u75

* * % * + + +
#ePLEASE##SEND TO: FILE

# * % * # 4

* % * * * * * * % # * bd * & + % 2 » * »

SUBJ: A LOOK AT THE FEBRUARY SYSTEM FORECASTS FOR FY76-77
AND THE FY76 ENGINEERING BUDGET

To: Distribution
plotted the data that Curtis/Frith collected from OCG) DEM,

IPG, LDP, TELCO, BUS and DEC-18 to get some feeling of where
the business Is supposediy going over the next few Years so
that we could compare this with our Spending and product plans.
Tha categories of the s{ze dimensions of the matrix: terminals,
micro (LgI-4i), smal{ (8/11=04905a40(Bgs)), mid 44, 35-4-pNy,
latge 45-72-35, and MACRO (12's), The categories of the function
dimension of the matrix are: trons 1 user» real time, timesharing.

while It Isn't worth It now, these categories are probably bad»
e.g. Iron eventually ands up belng used for elthar: real time
erocesSing-LOP, switching=-COMM, centrol-=continuous--IPCe
controlediScreta--IPG), or interactive (1 user, m-user
dedicated application with varying Slzed data-bases,
n-USer 1 language, Neusers/i-languages(, This funotion
dimension needs mprovina, and "transaction processing" wlll make
lt more muddy!

Marketplace

Figure 1 shows the total NOR plotted bY Increasing system size»
so that one can observe migration of the various segments,
This should be viewed with Figure 3, which shows the growth of
each of the segments independently, OMe gets an Idea of the

losing % Internally. Here the 8 IS clearly diminishing and
the nigh growth businesses are terninals and the micro Segments,

relative growth, and sizes of each of the segments
that has a linear growth (e,g. MACRO and MID) are esSence

Anything

The MICRO 8 and smal! Segment afe Peally quite similar, and
the whole Set Is not growing that rapidiys but are at the
expense of the 8. Eventually» the MICRO may take business
from the |ow end UNIBUS, given the Systems are forthcoming.
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FROM: GORDON BELL
SUBJ! SYSTEM FORECASTS/ENG, BUDGET

PAGE 2
DATE: B3-24"75

Figure 3A plots the % NOR for each functional category versus
time. Here, Tron (OEM) Is losing Internal market share (n
FY75 along with real time and 1 user to Interactive computing.

In getting these top down forecasts for the first time, I had
the terminals separated and I want to keep it this way} but |t's
not clear how we deal with the addeon part of the terminals
on each of the business product segments, For example, should
we count the terminals on the time shared systems we seil as
terminals or as the system? (Thes obvious cholces: all terminals
are separated; anly the terminals DCG Sei! are separated; and
terminals are separated for each product market product |Ine.)

Figure 2 shows the projected NOR for 74=77 ona % basis for each
categories of the size dimension, (It might also be Instructive
to do this on the basis of a good function dimension.)

The main value of looking at NOR by % Is to guage whether
our engineering expenditures match where we axpect to be Selling,
Note: the POP-14 has been excluded from the expenses, although
the relative NOR Is shown,

ENGINEERING EXPENSES VERSUS WHERE WE GET NOR

Figure 5 provides an alternative way of ltooking at the
Informatlon, where % projected NOR (for FY74, 76. 77) Is plotted
agalnst % expenditures for each system size, For totally fair
(not necesSarfly most profitable» or one we want) allocation,
gach Investment should be solely on [tS return, (I am extremely
worrjed about terminalse=not the expense, but wili we be able
to get the NOR In this new to us, competitive, commodity
marketp!ace?)

Figure 4 shows a similar plot but by technology area.

GBimik

Distribution
anaww eam

PLM
000
PC
MC

:

Vince Bastlani
John Clarke

Ed Corel

Brlan Croxon
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Bruce Delag]
Bl!) Demmer

Wenry Lemalre

Ken Olsen
Bob Peyton
Grant Saviers
Tom Stockebrand
Steve Telcher
Mike Tomasic
Larry Wade
Mai Woolsey
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SUBJ: PHIL'S DESK CALCULATOR
FROM: GORDON BELL

4

* * % & # 8 % 8 8 FF FF 8 ® & 4* % * %

##PLEASE@eSEND To: FILE
+ + a + * * * % * + + * * » * % bd Ld + + * +

SUBJ: PWIL'S INTERACTIVE DESK CALCULATOR PROGRAM TO CALCULATE
PROJECT/PRODUCT P&ls ETC,

INVITATION

Having given a demo of the above to Operations Committee
and the Product Linge Managers, thiS memo describes the program,
how It Is Used, the results, and other uses. Phi| Laut and
would I!ke to get with you to demo the program and talk about
Its uses In Product Management,

THE PROGRAM AND USES

The program called PROJEC operates In two modes}
4, A Simple desk caculator whereby P&L functions are done,

In an Immediate mode a user cam put up a P&l statement on
a perlodic basis (quarterlys semiannually, bleyearly, etce)s
and then do varlous operations, 'e.g. combine rows by addition,
subtraction, multinilcatlons atcy, caculate ROI on a row,
discount a row and all the standard functions that one does
with a P&l statement row), The P&L statement can be saved on

a flle and reread, This Is done purely like a desk calculator
and averything Is done on a commandby~command basis, There 1s no

programming nvolved.

2, Calculation of P&L for an Input file or set of Input files,
A text fille which contalns [mput data to the P&L workgheat
ts read and then a P&L analysis Is carried out to
determine varlous Indicators (product contribution, NOR,
prodyet contribution %» ROI %» crossover date, development
per sales ratio) plus the normal proforma P&l statement for
the Input data over the prodyuet's life,
PROJEC Is used to study a prodyct/project from a P/L Standpolint,
1t's use ncludes: generating a base P&l case, observing
effeots of project silo» different costs, pricas, sal@s
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FROM; GORDON BELL

volumes, work In process and aecounts recelvable delays.
From this, sensitivity to facters can be computed, to
arrive at priceS etc. With reSpect to a demand curve; etc,

Finatly, there Is an editor called PREDIT which allows the user
to easily Input data In the format suitable for PROJEC
Actually PREDIT was written to facli{tate the inputing of data
although the Inout to PROJEC Is a Standard ASCII text
flla whieh can be prepared using BASIC, SOS, TECO,
atc. editors.
USE OF PROJEC FOR P&L OF AN INPUT FILE

The following will deseribe the yse of the program which [Inputs
the data from the fille and does the P& calculation, The mama
will show how the program has been used to analyze the LAS6
plan together with some conciusions on pricing,
Flgure 1 shows the Input flie, a standard BASIC text files
consisting of 16 lines of text--1920 to 1189--note, no lines
4072 and 1982. I have probably overly annotated the Input fille
but one can see the structure of Input format, An entry
consists of an attribute defined by a mame (1,e, a text string?)
terminated by a colon (e.g. MFG.START,UP: )» with a
saparator, followed by a jist of values or a single values
terminated by a "3". Each Item of the value ist corresponds to
a vaiue of a time series, For example, on [ine 1110, the
attribute,/PRICE: Is the per unit price beginning In
fiscal '73, and the prices for flseal 78 thru 79 are 010,1,52,
1.473, 4.372, 1.439, 1.45, The dates are written In a format
which [gs shown at the top of the flgure, The date Is elther a

2digit, 3 digit, 4 digit, or 6 digit Number, These are Written such
that I oan easily transform, and de arithmetic on the dates,
The key attributes of dates are T,DATEI, which Is the date of
the plan} begin date, T.BEGIN?, which [s the beginning date of
the project (that Is when the P&L starts); T.END?> the time tne
project ends from the P&l; T.Cts denotes when the
fiie was changed (a |jst). In thiS Way one can tjme-stamp al |

the changes that are appended to the plan, Note that the project
name and the project author are present, and these are standard
text strings. Line 106g has multiptlers for time scale of
P&L, in this case, 12 month Intervals, The number of units
Is in thousands and the dollars are In K lo=bucks,

RUNNING THE PROGRAM

PROJEC Is run iike all BASIC programs, Flaure 2 shows a fun of
a base case, One calls the program (OL0 PROJEC)., A number of
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guestions are asked by the program to get Varlous flle names
that will specify the names of the attributes the program knows
abouts the print plot format file, which tells how many
attributes ({Ines of the P&L) are to be In output format: and
the output file [n this case the LAS60 (which Is the name of the
output fille where the results go), If 1 had named the oytput
TTY. then Some of the results would come to the teletype,
There are a number of questions asked about the base cases that
are to run. These are: the ship delay In months, the sales,
cost, and price alternatives, Each of these can have a [ist
of alternatives to look at and one gets a}! combinations of the
cases, In thls case, we are golng to run the Standard pian
unchanged so each of these multipliers are 1, The accounts
recelvable time [Is 3 months and the work [nm process time (bulit
Into DEC) Is 9 months, We then give the command, CPL, to
calculate Pali and the program responds by asking If the file
Is to be direct or Indlerect, Im the ease of Indirect flies, the
flie contains the names of other filles to process, In
this case it is the direct files so It Simply processes the file
called is given In Figure 1,Executing CPL takes
about 1 sacond. Now, unfortunately» the user has to return to
BASIC, which Ts shown In the flgure to copy the A360; that is
the output file to the teletype} the remainder of Figure 2

shows the results of the run (copled from fille LA360).

There are 3 parts to the output results, The first part Is the
key sheet, which denotes the abreviations of the output are
called; the second part gives the attributes that are
not put In the P&l statement, In this way the user can see
what the plan was In totals and the third part 1s goodness
Indicators and P&L.

These goodness Indicators denote shin delay, the sales factor,
the cost factor, the price factor, NOR: product contribution,
% product contributions %return on Investment, the development
dollars, the development doliars per NOR %, and the crossover
date, in this case the 12th month, 76th year.
Here one can look at the P&L to get the varlous Indicators. at
this polnt. the reader ought to understand both the Input file
and the results of the base case, because they are Just the
standard DEC P&L with the exception that the ROI is calculated
on the basis of last row on the P&L statement, ROI Is
like the product contribution row except It assumes that
manufacturing materials are purchased 9 months before the unit
ls shipped, and that blils are collected 3 months after the
product s sold, Therefore, one can see the offact of all this,
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USE OF THE PROGRAM FOR OTHER ANALYSES

In Figura 3, we use the program to explore some pricing alternatives. The pricing guidelines are 50% product cantribution.
To run the program, everything proeedes as [t did before,
excent that in this case, 5 alternative prices are used:
-95, 1, 1,05, 1,1, 1.2 (the average [s 1.26); and averything
e!se !s the same, The program Simply glves the Indicators for
theSe pricing factors. Wa thus explore the sensitivity af NOR,
and product contribution to price. In Figure SA, % ROI» and
% product contributions product contribution dollars,
and NOR dollars for the various pricing cases ara plotted.
Note, we really should ralse the price by 6% In order to achieve
the 58% preduct contribution goal,
In Flgure 4, other cases are tried to determine sensitivity of
the projact to siip» different sales alternatives; a cost
overrun of 15% and a stable price. There are 2xsx2=12
alternatives to conSider and the resuits of the Indlcators for
these 12 cases are Shown, Noter that In assuming no silps,
thera is no volume Which wil! allow the 58% goal to be made.
Raising the volume to a factor of 2 does help, provided the
costs do not change. If we have a cost overrun of 15% on
the project, the project does deviate from the contribution
coal,
EXPLORING THE PAYOFF FOR A DEMAND CURVE

In Flgure 5, 1 have axplored the return assuming a certaln
orice demand relationshin, It assumes a doubling of volume for
a 25% price decrease and there IS a 10% learning ourve, Te,
the cost decreases 19% each time the volume doubles. Golng to
a lower demand,» provided the price Increases, makes the product
look better from a percent contribution? although NOR IS loWers
NoR and product contribution are none||near, and worst case Is
getting a double volume at a !oWer PPlee, Whereas If We Sold
4 times the ynits at mych loyer erices and higher demand, would give
better results,
THE USE OF VARIOUS INDICATORS FOR MEASURING A PRODUCT GOODNESS

In Figure 2A, I have plotted 4 different Indloators--product
contribution per year, cumulative Product contribution over the
llfe of the project» effective Investment per year (this Includes
capital equipment costs, work | n process delays, and
accounts recelvable delays)» and the accumulative Investment,
In each case the Indicators are shown at the plan (times 4)»
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PAGE 5
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at half the volume (times .5) and twice the volume (times 2),
Here we can see how these Indicators can be used to measure
the project. Note, that the negative part of the scale (risk)
Is plotted In units of $2 million, and the positive part (payoff)
[s plotted In unlts of $25 milllon, Here one can observe how
we can us@ various Indicators for running the various product
businesses, 'ote, that the one we now use Is the product
contribution per year~-tha first one,

Note, that cumulative product contribution [s different than
the cumulative Investment (assumes Work In process and acgounts
receivable), From the cumulative product contribution, the
Investment appears to pay off just before fiscal '76 ends}
whereas, If you look at the cumulative Investment, the payoff
occurs after fiscal '76, or there Is a year difference In
aoparent crossover, Different volumes of course effect the payoff
time by severa! months,

Since the effective Investment per year js the basis for
calculating the ROIy and I am not ystng Interest In the cumulae
tive Investment curves then the payoff occurs much after fiscal
'76. That is» It assumes there Is no Interest on the money.
The effect of putting Interest on the money is to silde the payoff
time out further, Immediate money worth more, and
the time value of money Is multipiled by the Investment and the
effect {s to simply move the crossover date oyt further depanding
an the Interest rate, In fact, the ROI percentage Is that value
of money such that the net amount that the project loses Is
equai to the net amount the project gains, The reason we
haven't used ROI calculations Is that It requires moving
the inventories and recelvable, and Is an Iterative process;
[t requires a search for that value of Interest such that
the net gain or net joss of the project Is zero, calculate
the ROI percentage to the nearest 1% by dalng a binary
search for positive Investment pereentages. Beginning with
64%, I try 7 times to determine the percentage Investment
In the range 2<Rol <128,

LOOKING AT OTHER PROJECTS

Figures 7 and 8 show the oumulat!ve Investment for varloug
disk projects and for various display aiternatives, In the
case of Figure 8, Stockebrand has bean working the work
In process, and Inventory delay prebiems by a single assembiy
l}ne, and It ts clearly worthwhile,

oP 8

Note the project really looks much better by only waving a

3 month [nventory versus having a % month Inventory. This has
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FROM: GORDON BELL
SUBJ! PHIL'S DESK CALCULATOR

PAGE 6
DATE: 95-24-75

mo effect on Pc or %PC, as We measure Projects within DEC,
It affects the oroject payoff and also drastically |Imits the
Investment by the work {n process,
USE OF THE PROGRAM FOR RANKING PROJECTS

ane

In Table 1, various projects are ranked using the program,
From an Investment standpoints we would l1ke to use this as
another sat of Inputs to look at projects,
FUTURE EXTENSIONS

In generals having Worked at a terminal exploring varlous
orojacts, has reaffirmed my falth that Interactive computing
ls the only way to compute, and that we are In a fundamental ly
good business. One can with a relatively good program, explore
lots of alternatives quickly and look for various optimizations
In proflt, NOR» or what have you, The program leaves a lot to
be desired In terms of its Interactive capabllity, but with It
one can get a feeling of what a really great program would be
(tke, The current BASIC and the standard VT terminals place
clear [imits on one's ability to Imteract, In extending the program,
plotting Is the highest oriority, Here }'d |lke to sae al! the
plots that did, which are attached, Indicating damand
curves and sensitivity analysis done on |Ine,

Some of the other extensions Include looking at multiple
projects and t would be nice to roll up the whole company In
terms of [ts products: by hardware SyStems, by hardware/Softtware
systems, by technology, and on an Individual basis with lots
of cross checks against the Input system forecast and project
history, The common way of analyzing a P&L is by risk
analysis» Where one puts probabilities of different things
happening and then the P& Is In effect simulated, and the
net P&L Is calculated. As long aS there Is a linear relationship
betwoen the various Inout factors, SUCH aS prices cost atte ?

with the output, then we can simply use the various alterna~
tives and take the average of ail of these cases as one explores
the varlous end solnts,
USE AND RELEVANCE

4, OOD might use Indicators such as those of Table 1 to
eValuate VarfousS projects when Indeed we get Into
development budget bucks,

2. 1 See the product managers might uSe the program for pricing
alds, and to determine Whether they have a good
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This wlil let us explore variousproject/product,
olans before thelr final evaluation.,.

Distribution
Product Managers
Product Line Managers
00D
Pat Spratt
Jack Smith
Irene Leary
8111 Thompson
Bob Curtiss
Herb McCauley
Ron Rutledge
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Name

Peripherals & Terminals

LA36

Displays (2) (9 mos. inv.)
Displays (1)°(9 mos. inv.)
RX01
LA180
RSL

Millions
Product

Sales Contri-
Dev. Dollars bution

(fH) POA

9.7 619.0 478.0 i

2.9 184.6 2 88.9 : 2

2.2 70.1 3 30.7 3

6.5 61.1 4 26.6 4

45 27.7 5 17.2 5

1.1 26.9 4 13.7
3.1 22.0 7 12.3 7

ROI

a3 3

67 5

65 8

119 2

67
79 4

Dev %

of SalesPC a

4

7127 16RK06 7

asa 5 1.6 2

43 6 10.3 3 76 (42
43 10.6 4

62 2 1.6 ]

50 4 5 3.9 2

57 3 14.0 5

:
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PAGE 1

SUBJ! FLOPPY DATES
FROM! GORDON BELL

AS=17"75

* * + * % % * * # * * + * * * * * * * % * * * * * *
eePLEASE#eSEND Tot FILE

0 & * & & @* * * *

SUBJ: OOUBLE BUFFERING OF THE FLOPPY

To! DistrYbutlon
In suggesting and encouraging a non*DMA transfer davica for
the RX21, 1 dld not endorse runing the device at 1/2 Its
eacacity by having only 1 buffer (2 was the suggestion)
For low oerformance devices, wa shouldn't arbitrarliy limit
them by saving 34-6. The Incremental cost/oerformance Increase
Ts 36/283 for large biock transfers,
The marketing cultures whleh expects DMA for disks, may respond
to the RXZ | by Tts prices but by ITmiting Tt and not using
a double (swinalng) buffers they have a hard time acceoting
OMA, Mary Ellen Corey has suggested a OMA Interface for
LSI-11. It'snot clear she's worked the numbers, 1 ,e. @

program transfer takes up about 15 microsec,/word or at 36 microses,
/aord transfers 42% of the running at full speed=-or a few
sercent Tn use after considering the seek tlme,
This fs probably {eSs than LSIwi1 loSeS on memory refresh,
Also, a microcode block transfer would helo We san get
{oony to transfer at full speed? Are there any ontions?
is It too late?
GBim ik

oTstribution
Bob Peyton, Chuck Youse

oct Bob Beans Mary Eilen Corey, Bob Puffer, Steve Telcher



life
TO:

CC:

SUBJ:

LOC/MAIL STOP
Bob Puffer ML1/E38
Grant Saviers ML1/E58

Bill Long PK3/A60
Mike Tomasic PK3/M12
John Holman PKI

Diabolo 5 Megabyte Disk from Xerox

& 1276

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE, March 18, 1975
FROM: Gordon Bell
DEPT, OOD
EXT: 2236
LOC/MAIL STOP: ML12/A51

It is my understanding that we just booked an order from Xerox for
a CSS controller for the above disk. Can it be done with sufficient
quality, clarity, etc., such that it could be a back-up to something
we're doing? (Is it too little, too late to back-up anything?)

/ale
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PAGE

SUBJ! PRICE POSITION DATE:
FROM! GORDON BELL

* * + * # * * + *
##PLEASE@*SEND TO: FILE

8 H 8 # 8

*+

+

SUBJ: PERSPECTIVE ON OUR PRICE POSITION IN THE MARKETPLACE/
MACHINE OVERLAP

Tos Comnetitive Soeclallsts for MODCOMP, HP, DG, INTERDATA
and Bob Curtis (Jack Courtemanche, Ned Somervilie,
Ivan Tanner)

oc: Dick Clayton, John Fisher, Phil Laut, Larry Wade

Tam uncomfortable with our ablilty to focus on each of the
competitors, We may be working too well to optimize a set
of machinas across a orice and performance range, and the
competitors are moving Into cover all the holes effectively,
Also, whlie we have many machines, don't belleve the number
Ts unreasonable for the range,

For each competitor, and each machine, would IIke the rough
data (by March 24)3

Unit Price:
Price/extra memory:

Price range! minwavg=max

Time first shlo:
Rough performance: fxd, fit (nearest DEC model or

Tn terms of our models)

For HP, I'd ITke to Include thelr orogrammabie calaulator
down to tha one that sells for $795,

The attached 2 |Ine graphs, give an Indicatlon of the
means of the attack for the comparlsoni namely, 1 want
to get at the breadth of time and size of holes to see how we

are aolno to Succeed,
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SUBJ: 11/85 DATES 03-27"75
FROM: GORDON BELL

* A * + * * * * + * % * o % * * * * * * * *+
#oPLEASES#SEND To: FILE
* + * + * + » * * + 2 % * * * * * * * *

SUBJ: UNDERSTANDING THE 11785 (TOPS 18 OR SNARK) VIA USING
IT

To: distribution
00D is meeting with the Product Lines regarding development
strategy. 1 feel you have the opportunity to sel! Business
Products on the 12, but It is probably best through uS@,

They require RSTS at the high end i,e, new BASIC 18), COBOL=-
you have one with full capabilities and debugging, RPG to
bring people over from IBM» Dibel to move up, Inaluding
thelr applications, and a DBMS of Some type,
They also would like to offer some amount of word processing,
which you have much of alreadyr both uSing typewr!ters and
scopes,

Comnuting with (using) the 12 Is Important to seliing It, How
about some terminals?

GBemik

Olstribution
Avery

Bruce Delag|
Roger Gourd
John Leng

coi Dick Clayton, Irwin Jacobs» Larry Portner
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PAGE 4

SUBU: VT2OR/ VT5 DATE:
FROM: GORDON BELL

83-27

* * * * 2 * * % * * * * + * * * # * * * * * *
#ePLEASES#SEND To: FILE
* + + * + * * 2 * * & * % * % * * * * *

SUBJ: VT20R, SCAN GRAPHICS, VT52

To: Distribution
Wa really have to work on the terminalis strategy, I Just
learned of another, the VT2OR for typeSet, also using the

We were, In part, proceeding with the VT54 for
being programmabie for typesetting,
LSI

Can we put 3-15 minute, Information only: Items on the PC
agenda?

GBimJjk

Distribution
Products Committee
Ed Corelle Win Hindle, Bob Lane
Jullus Marcus, Bill McBride, Stan Olsen,
Tom Stockebrand, Len Hallo

cc: Ken Olsen
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ilo} INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO:

SUBJ:

DATE: March 28, 1975

FROM: Gordon Bell

DEPT: 00D
a

EXT: 2236 LOC: ML12/A51

FAMILY TREE/DEVELOPMENT HISTORY

As a hobby, I'm putting together some family trees of all our computer
systems. These will be used for us to all gain more insight into the
development process and it will be exhibited in the museum. Some
sketches are attached, but | need more (better) and correct information
for all machines or models. Could you give me as much key information as
you remember about the project:

First paper on project proposal
Project start (put several dates if it isn't clear).
Announce
First operational
First ship
Volume ship
Withdrawn (traditional ized)
Price at minimal (unit price)--specify configuration + average

+ maximum,
Relatedness to other machines (compatability of instruction

set/1-0)
Key people
Goals
Other
Where files are kept on the project

I'm using Jack Smith's data for quarter ship volumes, but need better
breakout on models. Jack can you send me the detailed sheets here?

GB:mjk

cc: Jack Smith



128+INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM :

TO: John Clarke (PoP-5...8 DATE: March 28, 1975

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Dick Clayton (LINC...12; PDP-11) DATE: March 28, 1975

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Dick Deviin (PDP=4...15) DATE: March 28, 1975

d 18 0 :
} j

: INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM:

TO: Alan Kotok (PoP-6. 10) DATE: March 28, 1975

GEAR INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUN
TO: Roger Cady (11/20, 40) DATE: March 28, 1975Jim O'Loughlin

FROM: Gordon Bel)Bruce Delagi (11/45)
Steve Teicher (05,04, LSI-11) DEPT: 00DBi Demmer (11/70)

pvm. anat TAD 6 tse UN Sard

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUMa

TO: Roy Moffa (MPS) DATE: March 28, 1975

DEPT: 00D

EXT: 2236 LOC: Mtt2/AS1
SUBJ: FAMILY TREE/DEVELOPMENT HISTORY

FROM: Gordon 8el!
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: 00D DATE: March 25, 1975

FROM: Gordon Bell

DEPT: OOD

EXT: 2236

SUBJ: 00D STAFF MEETING AGENDA--March 27, 1975

LOC: ML12/A51

12:30 Field Service Communications Shields
Lunch

2:00 Responsibility for Design, Fabrication, Clayton/Smith/Cudmore
and Testing at the systems level

3:00 Brad Vachon (Woods Meeting)

NOTE: NO STAFF MEETING APRIL 171!

FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS

Date Topic Responsible

4/3 DEC Safety Standard Mondani/Minezzi
4/3 Operating Systems 00D
4/3 Development Managers Committee Meetings 00D

GB:mjk

4/3 Yellow book--a monster? 00D
4/2k EEO Position John Sims
5/1 Engineering Process Best
? 2x2 Report Puffer
Q4 Production Communications Smith/Cudmore
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SUBJ: PC.ISP WATIBILITY DATE:
PAGE
83-31 75

FROM: GORDON BELL

#HPLEASE#*SEND To: FILE
% & * % + + e # e % % * % % % % % & *
+ a % » + % o % + * * + * * * & % 2 %+

SUBJ; Po, ISP COMPATIBILITY INVESTMENT ANALYSIS BASED ON

DEC SOFTWARE

Toi Peter Christy
CC: Bob Beans Denny Paviock, VAXC

In getting a handle on cost to convert (upgrade) to an

extended POP-11, we need to get a better definition of this
dimension, This seems best done by asSuming one, and using It,

(Would vou please attempt to analyze the Investment
using this definitionn Modify, If necessary, Interactina
with Richy» mer VAXAs etc,)
MODEL
aon mw

Flgure 1 shows the general overational notion of machines

consisting of hardware, opsrating system(s), and languages,
At @ach leve!, a machine exists which may be well defined by

the previous level» or saveral {ower léevels Ce.ds In 11/9

privileged Vu).

MACHINES WE SUPPORT AND THE PROBLEM OF POORLY DEFINED INTERFACES

Wa Support a fai rly large number of machines ranging from

many hardware modelS to languages. In trying to extend the

44 architecture, we need to provide a higher leval Interface
that supports tne notion of a process. However, Jt Js not clear

that.many of our multiple operating syStems have a very walt

defined Interface, Instead operating systems have "holes"
to allow direct access to particular 1/0 and other hardware

features, Henca, each combination of machine X operating system

provides another machine which conStralns conpat]b | ty.
believe we must develop a well-defined Interfaca (6,9, 11/0 VM)

that aJl languages, utilities soecial applications use. In

this way, we can modify, evolves change, etc. any lower [evel

without affecting our Investment In a higher level software,
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PAGE 2

SUBJ: PC.ISP COMPATIBILITY DATE: 85-51-75
FROM$ GORDON BELL

It Is the task of Richy Lary to design this Interface In Such a
way that sofcware can be transported aS we develop new machines
and cperating systems throughout the next 5 years,
Table 1 attemots to defi[ne the varlous hardware, software,
languages machines We support, Note, the relatively large
number--say, In contrast to PDP-19 which Is 1 softwares golng
on 2, There are 2 hardware machines going on 3, Richy is
getting this {n a better operational state, as a basis for
definition of the next ii.
WHAT WILL THE 11 EXTENDED USER MACHINE BE?

1f Table 1 Is correct, we probably should provide the abllity to
create user interfaces ||ke the current 11/VH, We can also» by
software, provide multipie 11/22 virtual machines; In contrast,
lt is probably iess useful to provide multiple 11/78 VM's,
exceot for development of monitors, AS we extend the address
Space, we automatically get an LI/VAX User machine Interface,
To get better performance and be competitive, we must place
more operating system capability In hardware. This implies that
we Cannot Support the plethora of Interfaces we're used to.

The task of VAXA Is to define this nardware interface
together with the software Interface,
SOFTWARE INVESTMENT AS A KEY DESIGN CRITERIA OF THE INTERFACE

The interface we provide In subsequent machines should be
a tradeoff of: permitting as much uSef-level software to run,
versus taking advantage of new capablilties that might be
provided (a,3. Recursive Virtual Machines),

For the machines In Tabie 1, would you!

4. Quickly ascertain that these are the machines we should
consider.

2, Enumerate the programs by types nate, quantity, and general
auallty for each machine, ThIS would Includa::
diagnostics, operating systems, operating system specific
handlers (e.g. COMTEX)» Vilelevel (@1g, FORTRAN IV+), and
language specific apolleations (e.9, DIBOL Machine:
Accounts Recelvable Package),

3, Estimate the code (In %) Investment that our users have,
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PAGE 3

SUBJ: PC.ISP COMPATIBILITY DATE
FROM: GORDON BELL

This wilt enable us to: firsts find out what the machines
really ara; seconds, evaluate the Investment we have} and finally,
estimate the Invastment of our users,

GBimik

Attachments (2)
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PAGE 1

SUBJ: COS.PERFORMANCE DATE} D3-34"75
FROM$ GORDON BELL

* & + & * + * * * & » @ * 4 + * * * # * 2 % +
#ePLEASE##SEND TO: FILE
* a + * # + * * * * + * 4 * * * * * +

SUBJ: Cos.performance CHARACTERIZING THE PERFORMANCE OF
RSX11/M, D, RSTS, TOPS 18, and VIROS COMPONENTS

To: Rollins Turners Peter Christys Larry Wade

CC: VAXA

In trytng to understand the kinds of modifications we might
make to the i1 In terms of Instructloneset, structures implementa-
tlon(s), operating System, etc.s we meed to know something
about the nature of monitors (operating systems), and specifically
thelr parformance. It Is diffleylt to completely eharacter|ze
and model them, but we do need a mode! In order to go after,
and hopefully get, a significant Improvement. Can you characteriza
these In terms of capability, slze, reSidencys and performance
values for varlous components?

this should be both from a user's viewpoint, and an Internal
structure.
For examole, What file structures are Supported, what Is
mapping on files, and what s the performance (Im accesses),
and in time for various disks? What termina! modes are sUpported,
what is maximum rate and what Is cost (time)?
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April 4, 1975d
taal

Maarten van Swaay
Director of Instrumentation
Department of Chemistry
Kansas State University
Willard Hall
Manhattan, Kansas 66506

Dear Mr. van Swaay:

| am sorry that we have caused you this inconvenience. ! have
asked John Clarke, Engineering Manager for PDP-8, to incorporate
this change in our manuals.

Thank you for your consideration of us and others with the same

potential problem.

Sincerely

Gordon Bell
Vice President
Office of Development

GB:mjk

cc: John Clarke

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION, 146 MAIN STREET, MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS 01754

(617)897-5111 TWX: 710-347-0212 TELEX: 94-8457
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epartment of Chemistry

Phone: 913 532-6665

Willard Hall
an, Kansas 66506

Mr. Gordon Bell
Vice President of Engineering
Digital Equipment Corp.
Maynard, Mass. 01754

Dear Mr. Bell:
After many frustrating days I have finally satisfie myself that the CLEAR

key and the CAF instruction on our PDP/8-E with lab peripherals clears all flags
and interrupt enabling registers, with one important exception:
request from the M8650 receiver and transmitter channels are both enabled by
CLEAR and CAF.

I have thoroughly read and re-read much of the documentation accessible
to most users: Introduction to Programming

Small Computer Handbook LAB/8-E Users Handbook
LAB/8-E Maintenance Manual
0S/8 Handbook

In none of these did I find a single reference to the important difference be-
tween the teletype interface and most other peripherals. The only references I
finally uncovered are the print set (hardly considered normal reading for a

programmer) and a single sentence buried in the processor maintenance manual
(volume 1, p. 3-171). May I suggest that future versions of the M8650 module
be made more consistent with other peripherals, or that the difference be

explicitly stated in such documents as Small Computer Handbook and Introduction
to Programming?

The need for more explicit imformation is clearly illustrated by the fact

the interrupt

that a letter and numerous phone conversations with DEC personnel failed to yield
an answer to my questions on unexpected interrupts.

Yourg sincerely,

Maartén van Swaay
Director of Instrumentation

MvS/nhh

ce: John Davies
Kansas City
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DIGITAL INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

PAGE 1
SUBJ: 00D MINUTES DATES 04-07-75

FROM: GORDON BELL
EX: X2256
MS3 MLA2"1/A51

o + + @ & % & # & # + & & &

TO: FILE
* ** » # *+ +

SUBJ: OOD STAFF MEETING MINUTESe-Aprll! 3, 1975

To: Distribution
1. Format/purpose of OOD staff meetings,

Gordon was asked to report back with a written statement
as to What he exnects of the staff meeting, It was suggested
that the purpose of the staff meeting Is to work budget
issues, intergroup issues (manufacturing, fleid service,
software support, sales» marketing, etc,). Tha meetings
with the product |Ines last week would be counted as
staff meeting "tlme", Varlous other Issues Include miscellan=
eous general policies, administrative Issues (such ass the COOP
program and employments review of workshops, and the general
notlon of the engineering process), Also at this time
Gordon would report on Operations Committee and we would
review detalis of workshops (6,9, Product managers,
engineering managers).
Also it is a time that Gordon yses to ralse |ssues
that should be reviewed by everybody (e,g, the board shop,
the lack of commonality In our packaging diractions.,.
Dick's packaging hobbles versus Bob's Corporate
Packaging). It should also be ars time where Issues will be
uncovered and reviewed» and the committee would be used as
a body to look at each snecific area,

Gordon will defer an official staff meeting charter until
he gets through with the corporate S2eb1t question, Meanwhile
the meeting will be rescheduled to be 19:38 to 12:38 on
Thursday (this wlll start April 24 with Henry tn attendance
and Jullus as of May 1), It was generally felt that an 00D
Jungle (Woods) meeting was Worthwhile. WII! hold one
on a quarterly basis, and the responsibil iity will be
distributed on an alohabetical basis (Olck Is responsible
for the logistics of the next Jungle meating)

AS a means to Imorove efficleney, Gordon wil! appoint a

secretary who wlll help with agenda, write-up minutese and
serve as Chalrman in his absence, for the next few months,
pick will be the secretary,



1298DIGITAL INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

FROM: GORDON BELL
EX: X2236
MS: MLA2"1/A54

2. Vinee Bastian! will work with Dlek to formulate
the policy and document the previous UART Case, and also
to look at this particular chip on a cost benefit analyss3
including the alternatives as to whether we mold
a proprietary chip or whether we help get a aublic chip,

3. LAS6 RFI problem is under control, but Bob wii! come back
with a proposal on how We afe going to coordinate the whole
business of safety, RFl+ EMl, and Varlous standards (e.g, UL,
CSA, VDE, and European countries) proposal, Ha wil
get with Jim Cudmore to try to figure out how we are going
to get at this thing,

4. Larry presented his organizations &nd We discussed the ramifi-

SUBJ: 000 MINUTES
PAGE 2

DATE? 04407475

cations, That In turn created a discussion of
better Integration between hardware and software systems,
Larry and Dick Will discuss how communications can be
better Integrated Into our products, for now, Nat has
been assigned the problem of Communications product planning,
He needs someone else, and it has been suggested that Tony
Lauck Perform this Integration role, Bob and Gordon
are going to meet with Stan regarding the Integration of
displays and LA terminals,

Distribution
000, Henry Lemalrer Julfus Marcus, Mark Abbett



DIGITAL INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

SuBJ: MACHINE EXTENSIONS TO POP-14 DATE:
FROM:
EX:

& * & 2 e td ® * + + * * 2 % %

TO: FILE
& % + & & % + * % « % + % + % *

CONFIDENTIAL

Several of us are looking at extending the 11 architecture
such that It would be better Implenentable across a broade
oarformance range (e,g, with larger memorles and on stl
smaller machines),

The chlef problem being addressed Js eXtending the address
space such that a program can access large arrays easily,

would
11 you think would significantly Improve the capability of
future Implementations, while retalning a very high degree
compatibl lity with existing programs,

Instruction set?Implementations? etc.)? Capabllities?processors, natworks,
Improvements?

GBimik

To: Eng!lneer!ng Managers

1299
PAGE 4
$4-1475

GORDON BELL
X2236

:

MLA2/A54
* +

MSi
+

+

2

r

{ike your nout as to the vartous deficiencies In the

Structures (e.g, multl-
Operating Systems
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

FROM? GORQON BELL
EX: 2236
MSi MLI2"4/A51

* # & 8 @ @ 8 & &

DI G TAL
+

PAGE 4

SUBJ: 11 PROGRAMMED 1/0 DATE? 04988975

T03 FILE
+ * % % + * % % % % # hd + * % * ° o + % * a % +

SUBJ: BRIEF NOTE ON 14 PROGRAMMED 1/0
ANO CHANGES IN PDPw1i ISP FOR BETTER I/0 TRANSMISSION

:

To: VAXC. Chuck Kaman, Jim O'Loughlin

have jong been against Plo's (1,e, channels In the IBM

venacular) because?

@. Historically, the 184M 749, 7098 provided them In a really
maximally costly way.

1. They add logical, and physical complexity, without much

payoff (low duty factor), Thelr real functlon Is to
pass Information, without change,

2, AS a somewhat Intelligent deviee, they require more

coorfination from a higher level Intelligent processor,
Pc, than elther another Po or @ feSser device,

3. Another processor which has to be programmed, diagnosed,
and stocked,

4. Programs have to be written for Ite dynamically, by Pa.

S$. In the limit, 1 memory cycle S required to transfer data,
for high speed davices the NPR Is used, and achieves this
limlt,

6. Even In the case of 18M channels, an Interrupt/block
transfer to Pe Is often reaulred since the Pa executes
a progtam to plan the transfers,

7. 3/0 computers organizad In the fashlon of the 6642, and

networks are the real answer to 1/0 by doling slanificant
data reduction and preprocessing,

Most of the thinas Plo's can do well, @ Po can do substantially
batter (e.9. optimize disk blocks In order of arrival timed.

When a Pe Is used this wayr and runs out of capacity, we simply

-edd a second Pe of the same tyne,

1 do belfeve we should have mora powerful 1/0 Inatructions



In
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DIGITAL INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

FROM} GORDON BELL
EX 2236
MS3 MLL2"3/A51

SuBJ: 11 PROGRAMMED 1/0
PAGE 2

DATES

our Pe, to assist In transferring and manipulating data from
the 1/0 world, This Includes;
i.

The
by:

1.

ra

More rapid response to Interrupts to transfer blocks
(vectors) between the Mp (vila Pc) and an [70 controller,
Kio,
Actually processing information on the fly for certaln tasks,
Fer examples In communications tasks, [t Is appropriate to
take In a character, translate It, put It In a aueye,
and evoking a process (Interrupt) In the Po, If necessary,

2

performance gain, attributable to channels, gan be obtained

GivIng commands rapidly to a sImple device controller, Klo.

Double buffering a second command In Klo,
CURRENT INTERRUPT PROCESSING IN Po
a OF

Responding to an Interruot, and transferring a word takes}

Save PCs PSH 4
MOVE 10, LOC 2
ADC LAC 5
DEC CTR 3
BR 1
RTI 3

Total 19 Memory Cyeles

By

ADDING BLOCK TRANSMISSION
OF

placing a contro! block for block transfers, In the trap
vactor locations, we get!

1/0 Contro]}
han am ane e wan

IPTR IOC i! 1Pfr to LOC!

!New PSW Misc, CTR}



DIGITAL INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

180

PaGE 3
SUBJ: 11 PROGRAMMED 1/0 DATE:

FROMS GORDON BELL
Ex! 2236
MSi

tNew PC

This takes 6 memory oycles per word transferred,
USE OF BLOCK TRANSMISSION IN MICROCODED MACHINES USING CURRENT
PROGRAMMED Kio''s.

wae - FF

The 11A4d can Imolement the Instruetion directly and achleve
the 3X speed up,

For the POQ, the varlables can be moved Into [ts WCS, and In
orinciple, achieve a speed of 2 memory cycles with current
orogrammed controllers (Klo)-nanother factor of 3,
Note, that In this case, since the PC doesn't mover thera Is
no need to foo! with the stacks ete,
Summary of changes!

Current controllers via programming 49
Additional block transfer Instruction
for current controllers 6

Microcode caching of data for block transfer
instructlons using current controllets 2

Best case""NPR oontrollers 1

IMPROVING THE RESPONSE TIME FOR HIGH SPEED CONTROLLERS

A Second problem, getting commands to an NPReoontroller, Kilo fast,
can be solved In a Similar way, Although In principles lt
could be handled by double buffering In the controller,
In this casey a block of [nstryctions are sent to the controller
at interrupt level. This could be accomplished In Several WaySr
Inctuding a block transfer Instruction, Most thls
Instruction should be executed at a high priority levels
and an Interrupt caused to a lower level, slanifylng
command completion. This needs to be worked out based on our
current K'S.
ePce-central processor; Plow=I/0 processor (1BMeseschannel)~-
a device which axecutes commands (Instructions) from a stored

-proaram the Plo Is Interprotting} Klor=lo controller=-simple
device to execute 1 Instruotion at a time,

GBimjk
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@.. Lloyd Tucker

CC: Dick Clayton

SUBJ. Signatory Authorization

LOC/MAIL STOP
PK3~2

ML5/E71

1317
INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: April 9, 1975
FROM. Gordon Bell
DEPT. OOD
EXT, 2236
LOC/MAIL STOP, ML12/A16

Please enter signatory authorization as follows:

Cost Center
Location Code

Manager
Badge #

Advances
Business Expenses
Purchase Requisition

(Expense)
Purchase Requisition

(Capital)

fale

385

MY

R. Clayton
1590

$500

$3,000
$20,000

$20,000

394

MY

R. Clayton
1590

$500
$3,000
$20,000

$20,000
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MEMORANDUMINTEROFFICE
+

1318TO: Jean Haynes February 18, 1975DATE:

FROM: Gordon Bell

DEPT: 00D

EXT: 2236 LOC: ML12/A5!

SUBJ: AIR TICKET REIMBURSEMENT

The attached check for $838.02 covers the following personal
air tickets for 1974:

Date Ticket/Carrier Amount

TOTAL $838.02

GB:mjk

Attachment

1/25/74 314796 $ 99.27
1/30/74 314982 25.00
3/19/74 318904 99.27
4/16/74 455887 63.00
8/14/74 TWA 105.27
9/26/74 TWA 105.27

10/19/74 TWA 104.73
10/25/74 DL 52.74

11/12/74 AA 183.47

C. Gorvon BELL
GWENDOLYN K. BELL No. 378
PAGE FARM ROAD

AY LINCOLN, MASS, 01773
9TOTHEORDEROF

ars :

15 alesex Bank
C

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION + MASSACHUSETTS

f
Q 209! OF 7? ws Ge



DIGITAL
SUBJ: STAFF MINUTES

* * * 2 8 &

TO! FILE
+* + * * * *

* *

*

Attendees: Larrys Phil, Bob,

blemanthiy thereafter.

Ed Scheln/John Cronkite,
Cape Cod,

strategies and processes.

RCemik

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE:
FROM:

MS:
* * * * * *

& + * * * * * *

suBl: 000 STAFF MEETING MINUTES#eApel 18, 1975

Olek
Guests} Ken Olsen, Vince Bastian|

Date tentatively:

3. Gorden's assignments were fine with everyone,

1315

PAGE 1
04-1175

QICK CLAYTON
3638

MLS@2/E71
Ex:

® % * * *

e * % * *

1. SDLC Chipe-Vinoe prooosed that Digital go after the SOLC
chip as a non proprietary device with more than one real
vender (funding orlmarily via PO fer working parts),
will try for short term proprietary status of parts.
Vince will send status report after formal

Vinee

decision and

2. Tople for woods-=how we bulld the Interaction between the
development grouos toward the end of better system/praduct
development, Larry Is to structure the meeting with

Locatian:

4. A rather lengthy discussion ranged around the Issue of
our ndividual and collective roles In continulng to drive
for more forcefuls aggressive, and effective development

It was felt that Ed Scheln could
helo us work these Issues,
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DIGITAL INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

PAGE 1
SUBJ; BRAZIL DATE: 04"14975

FROM: GORQON BELL
EX: 2256
MS: MLI2°1/A51

& % * Bh tt + + * + * * # + * + e % * * * *
TO: FILE

* + + & + +2 * + %+ +

SUBJ; BRAZILIAN AND OTHER 'DEVELOPING COUNTRY' MARKETS
ee OEE eeeEEE EE FE FEE EEE EE4EEEEEFEE HEREEEEEEE

TO: TED JOHNSON

CC: RON SMART

FROM GWEN ON BRAZIL

Rubens Vax da Costa, former President of the National Housing
Bank now Director, Abril S-A.» Sao Paulo, Brazil.
Still well connected with the government, (This is malniy a
publishing firm, but he Ig In his fortles and doubt If he Is
out of actlon,) (PHO economist from Johns Hopkins)

t have three major Contacts:

Jaime Lerner Carchitect-politiclan) former Mayor of Curlohiba

Is In his 30's and definitely on hls way up In the government
and Now rector of the Matropolltan Region formed from the
Joi ing of the states of Guanabara and de Janelro He

structura,
These would take rather 'subtle' cultivation--iInvitatlons
from Gordon and to t us on a tr to the US--or our vi JtIng
them,

Victor Gradins the prime mover Im Salvador Bahla, He | S director
of many organizalons=--ranging from the cocoa board to the new
very larae scale Industria! estate in Salvador. He likes to
whee! and deal (In his early forties) and with a |etter of
introduction would take to direct contact by someone of the level
of Ron Smart. (I belleve his PhD Is from Stanford.)
We Was Influential, for example, In bringing large International
drug companies to locate on the Industrial eastate--so he Would
know who was coming, there might be a direct tleup here,

FROM GORDON ON BRAZIL
REE4EEEEEE EE HEE dEEE EEO
Various academic contacts at Dept./Dean level:
Wead of Engineering at Telephone Company Invited me to talk
there 2 years ago. He 1 wall connected, probably the right
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DIGITAL INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

PAGE 2
SUBJ: BRAZIL DATE: 04-1475

FROM: GORDON BELL
EX: 2236
MSt MLI2"1/A54

leve| to go to government,

It was clear that we weren't approaching Brazil! seriously two
years ago, Although things have Improved, we should still get
sarious. My feeling is that a powerful, well-known national is
the only way. have no experfence on these matters; my only
experience was in Austrailia to Alre Ron Smart, who was wal |

known, respected, bright, and very energetic, This seems
l{ke the only answer, My frjend at the Telephone Company
may be the right person, if we want to go in, In a big way,

I can start through my academic friends here to gather names, In
general, can orobably gat introductions through these friends,
and then ask them [In turn, at almost any place,
What about through HBS or a bank to look for peonie?

FROM GWEN ON THE PHILIPPINES AND INDONESIA

In March, was on a UN m to the Phitiopinas and wit!
be with the same group In Indonesia In July. While there,
1 worked with the President of the University of the Phiilopines,
the President of the Women's University of the Phillppines,
the Director of the Commission on Human Settlements, the
Population Commission, and the Environmental authority; had
access to (and met) President Marcos and the Head af the
Development Bank. I cannot predict specifically who or what
In Indonesia. I would oe willing to coordinate these trips and
have a lunch or dinner with the slgniflcant people that deal
with, If there someone appropriate from DEC,

sslon
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PAGE 1
SUBJ: TERMINALS DATE: 04-14"75

FROM: GORDON BELL
EX$ 2236
MS: ML12/A51

# + # # * * # # 8 # & & 8 &

TO: FILE
+ + ++

+

SUBJ: NOISE AT NSF MEETING-LLL RE TERMINALS; and OURS
HEFEHE EEE FEEEEEEEEE FEE EEEEEEEEHEH eee

To: Distribution
Tektronix graphic terminals are really selling well apparently,
They are apparently golng to be more aggressive, and generally
entrance terminals with !anguage (e.g, APL), Jack Shemer, a
performance measurement computer scientist type at Xerox, fs
working within X9S on terminals,
Peopie do perceive the HP2640 as the standard, quallty terminal,
However, I believe there iS a blager market that buys only on
orice...and may trade off far more In User productivity
(hopefully not the case here),
1 believe we must go ahead and create the low cost and S3KSR
standard Image for VT52 with 22 |ines, lower case and optional
copier.
The VT5i will be the programmable features one, to cover al!
the 264@ features and at 25% lower price,

and the
on way to

Scam graphics,
looks well

low cost,
Len's package

We Need dlalogue on the
LSI-il with terminal.
a great Classic il.
GBimik

Nistribution
Ed Corel |

Len Hallo
Win Hindle
Andy KnowlesBil! McBride
Stan Olsan
Tom Stockabrand
Steve Telcher

CC: Ken Olsen, Bob Puffer



FAGE 4
SUBS$ AGENDA/MINUTES oon NATE: 08-27-75

FROM: DICK CLAYTON

Subj? MINUTES FOR OOL MEETING OF 8/21/75 CLER4
Fresent Dick Claytons Julius Marcus; Larry Portnery Hob Fuffer
i. Minutes? mo comments.

2. VAX organization and rroduct. Eruce Llelasi

Bruce discussed the Marketing Committee presentation and accertance
of the VAX Board concert. This will be essentially the VAX FSG
and consist of Wins Ed Kramers Irwin Jacobs Larry Fortner ard
Dick Clayton.
A discussion of compatibility et the Marketing Committee showed
thet expectations on binary level compatibility gre not well
understood. Hruce will resolve this issue promptly,

The concert of @ Frodram Develorment office and much of the staffing
looks good. Larry and Dick are formally and JOINTLY on the line
for the management of Bruce and the VAX rroJect. This will
include formal weekly status meetings with Larrys Bruce and Dick.
It was clear that the list of eroJect decisions, milestonesy and
essisgned resronsibilities is not wet visable Cand missing).
Julius Marcus moted that Froduct Line management level reorle
still need @ 1-3 raese VAX rositioning document covering
stratedy and rroduct that is srecific enough to generate sut
feelings.
3. VT6L BUSINESS PLAN Mike Wurster/Stocks

In Seneraly the business rlan left everyone with a warmer feeling
that reorle could exrelain where the VT41 was soins. About
254 af the volume seems completely derendent on ea

so00d level of Block Mode surrort across at least RSTS»
and RSX1i0. It is bye no means clear how such surrort will
Nerrene It is not elanned formally be any srour. We

Will review this status in 6-8 weeks.

JUlius moted that Block Mode might well be best rlaced in
@ communications front end mot each individual orerating system
Cadgain 6-8 weeks for review),



PAGE 3
SUBI3 AGENDA/MINUTES OOL DATE? 08-27-75

FROM? TICK CLAYTON

4. MICRO FROCESSORS Hughes/Corell et al
GLE85

000 arrroved the rrorosal to move tig to one of the outsidemicrorrocessors for arrlication in the LA36 cost reductions
as well es adortion as a de facto inhouse standard for comtroller
and rerirheral John was to eroceed on
vendor selection.
J+ HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT BUDGET Puffer

Boh presented the budget situation for "Hardware Develorment"
foutlined in Bob's memo of 8/20/75). It was asreed that formal
action would be deferred until after the Seet. Woods. It
was also agreed that most of Boh's seemd sound and rrobebly
consistent with exrected NOR charges (44-9% rer auarter increase),

expressed concern about the advisability of holding the
RKO? schedule im the light of RKOS slirrade. (This rerresents
at most @ $50K

RC imk
Attechment
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LOC/MAIL STOP
TO. Distribution DATE, June 10, 1975

FROM, Bill Avery
DEPT. Industrial Products Engineering
EXT, 6313
LOC/MAIL STOP: ML5-2/E50

SUBJ. wte toad... whew?SERIAL BUS SPECIFICATION

Attached is a copy of the Serial Bus Specification for your informatio review.

This is the third version of a multidropped serial bus specification; the second and third

were defined to expand the capability of the serial link beyond that of the first version.

The three versions are summarized as follows:

Version 1: A proprietary protocol designed primarily for multidropping sixty-
four (64) 1200 baud terminals on a 1MHz coaxial cable Each bus

transaction could transfer a one or two byte data field.
Version 2: An extension of version 1 to allow the inclusion of. peripherals on the

cable. Each bus transaction could transfer any one of eight pre-defined

data field lengths (1,2,4,5,9,16,128, or 144 bytes).

Version 3: Designed for common carrier or dedicated cable operation and to allow any

data field length up to 256 bytes. The protocol is based on SDLC, but

extended to provide those functions. necessary for a bus.

"The attached specification includes the following:

Section 1: A description of the serial bus

Section 2: A Giscussion of serial bus performance

Section 3: The serial bus protecol

Section 4: A discussion of serial bus interfacing.

Appendix A: Application of the bus protocol to other serial bus structures.



Page 2

The serial bus protocol defines the protocol extensions necessary to implement

the serial bus extensions defined in Appendix A. However, subsets of the serial bus

protocol can be implemented to minimize device interface cests while maintaining the

upward compatibility.
The following persons have worked on the ad-hoc committee to define the serial.

bus specification:
Dave Rogers
Vince Bastiani
Dave Nelson
Tony Lauck
Bill Avery

li Engineering .

DEC Comm.
ll Engineering
DEC Comm.
Industrial Products Engineering

Any comments or recommendations would be greatly appreciated.

WA/ksb
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TO?
x k Xx K K K x K x K

SUBJ?

AGENDA/MINUTES OOn

FILE

000 STAFF AGENDA~-9/4/75

Review Minutes

Review esgenda

Froduct Line Mar. Dirner Meetings

Business Plan Review Frocedure

Froduct Manasers Review
Job descrirtion
Green Sheet
Overall organization rercertion

Assignment of Best/Noelcke

Role of O00 Secretary (rotation)

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE?
FROM:
EX:
MS?

* K K K

Portner
Laut

Abbett

02698
FAGE 1
09-04-75

NICK CLAYTON
3438

MLS-2
x xk xx x xx Xx xx :

x xxxx

10330

10235

10340

11300

11330

All
Fuffer/Clayton

12330 All

FUTURE AGENIIA ITEMS

When do we want to finalize carital & orerating budgets?

QON-MKT Committee interface (40
Seles meetings (Cesrecially Srain) (10
Status of microrracessor C15
What is our affirmative action status

ang what rroblems are key far
next 12 months (30 mirie

What is FOQ status and what heve
we learned? (15

What is the rurrose,s forms, and content
of the urcoming MIT lecture

marie)

mire?
9/11

mirie )

series? (30
What is 3 vear serial bus

(20 mire?

Clayton
Hushes
Abbett9/11

>

lemme r

Fuffer/
Cronkite9/18

Clayton



SUBJ? AGENDA/MINUTES OOD

What is resolution of DEC 20
memory stratesy (20
O00 Srsce suidelines (40
Rerort on im house 2 year FOP-11 usadestrategy.
QCMS defect rerorting system
Is there a field integration elan yet?
Honoraria Folicy
Is there @ formal action flan that

@llows follow ur on field oriented
rroduct safety rroblems?

Riock mode stratesy resolution

DATE?
FROM?

mirte?
Mitre)

Is action on ECO control called for at this
time?

Whet is harrening to make systems a rea lity
in the way we do husiness?

Exrected attendsnce at O00 meetings?

9/04
P/11
9/18
9/25
10/2
10/9
10/16
10/723
10/30

GE LF RF RC FL. MA
x x x x out

out out X x
x out x x x

x x x x x
x x x ? ? x ?
x x X x x
x ? X x out
x x x ? x

x x x x x x

rr

PAGE 2
09-04-75

WICK CLAYTON

Lens/ 1699
Lemaire

7/18

9/18

Comruter
Resource Co, °

Smith/Fecore9/25
Smith/Shields/
RC/RE
Rell
Shields/
Minexz2i

Sert,
Sert.
10/9

Marcus/Foartner
Marcus

Oct.

Clayton

JM
x

x
x

4x
x



FAGE 3
SUBJ! AGENDA/MINUTES OOD DATE? 09-04-75

FROM: DICK CLAYTON.

SUBJ: MINUTES FOR OOD MEETING OF 8/28/75 02700
Fresenti [lick Claytons Phil Lauts Henry Lemaires Julius Marcus

Larry Fortners Bob Fuffer
Guests: John Leng Ulf Faserauists Brian Croxonr Mike Gutmany

Vinee Bastianis Bill Avery
1. Review of commerit.

Corrorate Woods (Sert.)9.

Gordon and Larrys directed to strongly rush to hold Central
Ensineering & constant rercent of FY76 revenue (Cassuming
an increase is exrected).

3. Fire Prevention
Julius mentioned 3 TEC 10 fire the night before
at an AEC site. It was felt that it may well be smart
to devote one or more full OOD sessions to the toric of
rroduct design and rroduct liability (Care we doings enoush?).

4. Communications Strategy Vinee Bastiani
seneral discussion centered on some of the key imelications

of our communications develorment. Some of the maJjor torics
were}

A. IO--the birolar MSI microrrocessor used in the implementation
of the interrrocessor link has several CaM

rossibilities most of which need to be better understood.
The IOF seems to be # good bit banging Frocessor to hans
on the UNIBUS (do we meedy or can we stands anather
computer architecture?). The system imelications of
IOF for rartitioning of hardware and more
rartition of software, are very great. These seem
to mot vet be answered.

In four weeks Vinee will rerort back on their formal
recommendations for IOP usage by the rroduct srours.

In four weeks Vince and Mike will address the software
gustem architecture strategy question as they relate to
our overall communications strategy.



FAGE 4
sSUBJ? OOn DATE? 09-04-75

FROM: ERICK CLAYTON

In 6-8 weeks» 3 formal statement of total systems 62701architecture strategy will be forthcoming from BastianisBelly Laucky Corbiny Xenakisy etc.
BR. LSI Communication Stratesy--a syne line interface and

4 line ASYNC MUX is being done for LSI-1i.
C. Business erlans for most communications will be

done in 6-8 weeks by Tons,

tl. (Editorial: it is clear we, OOD, must srend more time
to hele insure Vince sets 8 totel communications stratesy
herrenins

5. Serial Bus

There seems to be reasonably sood hus srec that allows
for single or multirle masters, Julius» Vinee and Bill
Avery believe this bus SPEC and its surrort should be @

significant part of future systems architectures.
Rastiani and Avery will rush the eresent rroduct analysis
further to show the technology and cost assumptions that
are necessary to make this the rreferred system architecture
for most rerirherals.
Clayton will rush the issue to become rart of the basic
systems architecture (assuming it continues to look
like the wav to sod.

&. Memory for TEC 20

John Lens» Henry Lemaire and their troors discussed
the various considerations for the mext DEC system 20 memory
eroduct. It seems the DEC 20 elans are to move to 4K MOS
based memories for shirment by late FY77. THis seems
primarily motivated by uncertainty in the in house 64K
memory develorment and the exrectation that the 4K based
design would allow auick transition to the 16K chir in the
FY78 time frame (thereby much lower Froduct cost).
Brian and Henry sre concerned that the industry 4k MOS

caracity is strained and the rroroased DEC 20 stratedy may
incrementally cost DEC much more than the eroJected TEC system
20 savings.
John and Henrys esgreed to further JOINTLY refine their



a

PAGE
SUBJ$ AGENDA/MINUTES OOD DATE? 09-04-75

FROM: DICK CLAYTON

understandings of the rroblem. Bob rointed out thatthis may well be one that Ken finally calis on instinct! The
issue is to he reviewed by 000 in early October.

61702



T. Goxdon Bell
Phil Laut
Henry Lemaire
Julius Marcus
Larry Portner
Bob Puffer

SUBJ: OOD STAFF MEETING - AUGUST 21,
GORDON BELL"S OFFICE

* LOC/MAIL STOP

01703
INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

O t

1975

Computer Systems Development

DATE: August 13,
FROM: Dick Clayton
DEPT:
EXT. . 3638
LOC/MAIL STOP: ML5/E71

1975

10:30 A.M.

10:35
10:45

t 11:05
F

12:05

12:20

12:40

8/28/75

8/28/75

8/28/75

AGENDA.

Review of Minutes.
Review this weeks Agenda.
What is VAX Organization?
What are VAX Goals and Products?
VT61 Business plan review.
Microprocessor selection for printers.

Should Printer Engineering spend
more on budget in FY 76 (unspent
75 plan).
End. Lunch.

FUTURE TOPICS >

Where does Vince find funding for
SDLC in-house chip development?
(15 min) )

Zs there an action plan that allows
follow-up on a field oriented product
safety problem?

Product Managers dinner meetings.

Assignment of Best & Noelcke.

What's our Military Computer strategy?
(written report by 8/14)

(30 min.) Product Managers Green
Sheet and job classifications.
10:30 Is DEC System 20 group doing the
right thing by changing to MOS.

Delagi et al
Delagi et al
Delagi et al
Puffer
Hughes/Core]]

Vince Bastiani/
Bob Savell

Portner
Puffer/Clayton
Clayton

Puffer/Portner/

8/28/75
8/28/75

Clayton
Lemaire/Leng/Fagerquist

9/04/75

9/04/75

a at +



9/04/75
9/04/75

9/04/75
9/11/75
9/18/75

9/18/75

September

2 -

Business Plan Review Procedure.
Review of the role of OOD Staff
secretary (and rotation).
QCMS Defect Reporting System

OOD-Marketing Committee interface.
What is the three year serial bus
strategy (15 min.).
Approval of OOD Space Guidelines
(30 min.).
Report on in-house PDP-1l usage.

Is there a Field Integration Plan
yet?
Honararia Policy.

Laut 01704
All

Smith/Pecore
Laut/All
Clayton/Bastiani

Laut

Computer Resources
Committee

Smith/Shields/
Clayton/Puffer
Bell
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INTRONMUCTION 14 SEF 75--REV 1

INTRODUCTION
i :

Gq756
date tures,

Se
1000 to 1 ranse of comruter sustem imelementations currently
efficiency, enoush power and senerality for high end sustemss
and well defined mechanisms to enable software

Range. The architecture should be suiteble over tie entire
sold by DEC. This broad ranse is achieved hy high

of. complex orerations on low end systems. Fart of this rangewill be achieved by multirrocessinge and suitebility for
multirrocessing hes been faetored 'into 3 ll VAX-1l
decisions.

a i

The VAX-11 Freliminary Sustem Reference Menual desceribes the the
architecture of VAX-11 end holds for 11 imelementation af VAX-11

\A note on the manuel format! At certain t ar the menuel
text comments oan why certain decisions Were medey unresolved
issues eters, are included. These ere included between @ Fair
of beck
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FAGE 3
SUBJ? AGENDA/MINUTES OOD DATES 09-04-75

FROM? DICK CLAYTON

Gh703SUBJ? MINUTES FOR QOL MEETING OF 8/28/75

Fresent? Dick Claytons Phil Lauts Henry Lemairer Julius Marcusys
Larry Fortners Bob Puffer

Guests: John Lens, Ulf Faserauist, Brian Croxons Mike Gutmaris
Vinee Bastianis Bill Avery

1. Review of minutes--no comment.

2. Corrorate Woods (Sert.)
Gordon and Larry directed to strongly rush to hold Central
Engineering @ constant rercent of FY76 revenue Cassumins
an increase is exrected).

3. FfFire Frevention
Julius mentioned a IEC 10 fire the night before
at an AEC site. It was felt that it may well be smart
to devote one or more full OOD sessions to the toric of
epoduct design and rroduct liability (are we doings enough?).

4. Communications Strategy Vinee Bastiani

A general discussion centered on some of the kew implications
of our communications develorment. Some of the maJor torics
were}

A. 00--the birolar MSI microprocessor used in the imelementation
of the interrrocessor link has several imrortant
rossibilities most of which need to be better understood,
The IOP seems to be a sood bit banging frocessor to hang
on the UNIBUS (do we need, or can we stands another
commuter architecture?). The system implications of
IOP for rartitionins of hardware and more imeortantly
rartition of softwares are very great. These seem
to not vet be answered.

In four weeks Vinee will rerort back on their formal
recommendations for IOF usage by the Product srours.

In four weeks Vince and Mike will address the software
sustem architecture strategy auestion as they relate to
our overall communications strategy.
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PAGE 4SUBJ! AGENDA/MINUTES oon DATES 09-04-75

FROM LICK CLAYTON

In 6-8 weeks a formal statement of totel systems
architecture stratesy will be forthcoming from Bastianis
Rell Clayvtons Lauck » Corbiny Xenakisy etc,

BB. LSI Communication 3 syne line interface and
4 line ASYNC MUX is beings done for LSI-11.

C. Business elans for most communications rroJects will be
done im 6-8 weeks by Tony,

Il. CEditoriali it is clear wey O00s must srend more time
to hele insure Vince gets total communications strategy
harrening!)

Serial Buse

There seems to be @ reasonably good hus srec that allows
for single or multirle masters. Juliusr Vinee and Bill
Avery believe this bus srec and its surrort should be 3
significant Part of future sustems architectures,
Rastiani and Avery will eush the rresent rroduct analysis
further to show the technology and cost assumetions that
are necessary to make this the rreferred system architecture
for most rerirherals.
Clayton will rush the issue to become rart of the basic
systems architecture (assuming it continues to look
like the way to so).
Memory for DEC 20

John Lenses Henry Lemaire and their troors discussed
the verious considerations for the next DEC system 20 memory
rroduct. It seems the DEC 20 elans are to move to 4K MOS
based memories for shirment by late FY77. THis seems
primarily motivated by uncertainty in the in house 64K
memory develorment and the exrectation that the 4K based
design would allow auick transition to the 16K chir in the
FY78 time frame (thereby much lower Product cost).
Brian and Henry are concerned that the industry 4K MOS
caracity is strained and the rrorosed DEC 20 strategy may
incrementally cost DEC much more than the rroJected DEC system
20 S8ViNgs-
John and Henry agreed to further JOINTLY refine their
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PAGE 3

SUBJ! OOD AGENDA#e9/18/75 DATE? 09047075
FROME GORDON BELL

Tos Distribytion
SUBJ: SEPTEMBER BUDGET MEETING HOT ISSUES FOR OOD

Cor Primate Positioning)
Hot issues from the September budget (and elsewhere) meetings *

for us?

@, Redbook 6 montns update (00D) to MCwesottware 18 there
already? This is needed about the time we go to OC for budget
increase,

1, Budget increases request (Phil)eein line with P/L budget
increase to OC,

2, Commercial P/L Eng, Mor, (Stan/Gordon)eewe need an
eng, manager for commercial products that would report to us
both and worry about these products, There ig a significant
componene Of software and this engineering would do the
integration of plans for this, Possibly other activities
(e.9, Word processing Products) would be integrated, How does
this relate to engineering within COMM, Bus Products, and
Typesetting?

3, System configurations ordering problem (?)*ewe need to
tighten up systems in a topedown fashion to include
memories Of all kinds (core, disks. tape) and terminals,

1e2 hours, How can this be sped up? what about the program?
Is someone still working on it?

4, Configuring Problem (?)eeit takes a really bright person

S, VAX and other project reporting to OC (GB, LP, BD)#eKen wants
increased visibility of VAX vis a vig reporting on dt Cattached),

6, Field Service and software Support/Design Tradeoffs (OOD/Brunor
Ted, Jack)eewe're not really making giant strides in the
philosophy of designing products so that they can be serviced
ditferently, with a significant unplanned, increase in FS cost
of labor, reflecting eitner extremely poor planning or a
misundergtanding of the labor supply, it's Clear we can't grow
like we have and still build products in the same old way,
Software Support has a similar problem, We have to come uP
with some joint goals here, How? Jack and Dick were Joing to report
on possibilities, The RK#6 design problems are symptomatic
of sometning not happening, when? It's time for another meeting
this time with Ted after there's some preliminary work,



OLGITAL INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM C4776
PAGE

SUBJs ENG, PRESENTATIONS OF {1/70 DATE:
FROM} GORDON BELL

EXs 2236

1

TOs FILE
* * * * * * t * * * * * * ® w ® * ® * *

TOS Distribution
Bob did an admirable Job presenting the 11/78 to NASA (Godard)
om Tuesday, I hope others from the engineering team can get
into the field to interact with customers and sales in a similar
fashion,
Perhaps I led him astray, but I suggested he not mention the
11/78 as being based on the 11/45, We stil1 have vestiges of
16 versus 32 haunting use=(does the attached paper help?), I
st{ll wish we'd put in a 32=bit integer type and a 32ebit console
to cool this, We need to talk bytes, words (lo=bit), long word

Putting everything in bytes may be the best way, although our
instructions are multiple Lo=bit words in the same way the 369/379
(32=bit), ete, 8 VAX, and to {ntroduce these as such,

{s, We clearly have to have a better party line,
I suspect we're al! going to put a set of slides together
to explaim the 11/78.,.1 am,
Is there anything to be gained by making a set for engineering
presentation (I've never used any of the 35mm ones, which
I assume exist and are prepared for sales)?
My set (which I presume 1°!) have to make up) wil) have the
benchmark tables and graphs, Bil) Strecker's graphs (properly
acknowledged) om our cholee of cache size, details on the
machine (PMS) structure with datapath widths and information
rates, some charts giving key statistics: #IC's, technology,
words of microcode, boards, speed, possibly prices, These
might even be compared with some other models (I have moat
of data), IAS graphs hopefully give performance,
Some key features on what is signifieant about machines
i/o throughput, RAS, floatingwpoint, and IAS, Also, we
could pelate it to 11/45 (Cand its date) this would
be wise, We need @ slide to summarize it re 32ebittness,

Whee youse think?

GBim)
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SePLEASES#SEND TO! FILE
+
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SUBJ; WHITE PAPER NCEDED ON 32 8YTS, USER=MICROPROGRAMMING,
ANQ US

TO! Olstributton
He koep gotting asked about these Issues; questions won't
diminish, Lets understand what we're golng to sav, The

prablems seam to be: 16 ys 321 data=types; concern over
Implementations larger programs; user nilcracode; and education/pr,

The Issues seam to be}

-4, 46 vs 32 (or poss{biy 24), We were wrong before {n not
coming around faster to the Issue of word length when the
42 b1t macking was compet ng with the {6 bltters, I don't
think S2=bTts Ts the same fundamental Tssue, in the previous
case, 18M had turned on to Bebit characters, and people
Gidn't think they sould pack characttars efficiently In
2 12-blt words, Also, Whereas the 12-bit mach}ne 1 s really
optimal for 4K memorleS» memory sizes are now larger.
and users thought they were losing soma efficiency on

greater than 4K systens, ~

2, what dO you mean-a S2eb/t machine? POP-11 1s not word

fenath sensitive jn the Same Way that older machines were,
becausa }t is really variable Jength Jn both data tynes and

Instructions,
Instruct}ons are 1, 2, or 3 16*b/t Words long, with the useage

belng 1,6 to 2,8 words/instructlon,

As for data tyres, we provide Bah It bytes (used as Characters,
p]tevectors, and words (used as bit vectors
and Integers), 32 blt floating point (with Integers
mant)sSa and an S-bit exponent), and 64-blt floating polnt
fer hlan precision operations, In Some of the applications, I've
sacn the if ajsacplled by using programmed double precislon
arithmetio, where the customer needed 24 bits of
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PAGE 2

SUBJ! WHITE PAPER NEEDED ON 32 BITS" DATES 16-74
FROM! GOR DON BELL

precision, Instead of using the floating polnt, The
reason presumably Ts the cost of tne floating nolnt, but our
miseducatlon of him Joses n these ways! It's slower; Ittakes mora Instructlons to handle the scaling; and It taxes
lonaer to program because of tne care needed In the scaling of
numberS; also With [moronee care, accuracy can be Jost easily,
Impjementation versus tne user Instructlon-set, A user should
not care how we Implement a nachi}ne, unless [t affectshls use }n Some way, AS Jong aS a Machine has the proverfacliities, It could be Implemented In any word length(Including i-bit serlal), and the buyer }s frea to payhis money and take a cholce of performance, In essence,the sophisticated user only worrles about whether a nachInehas the richt data-types for hls job; the speed a givenImplementatlon Interprets (ocerates on) these data-types
Cor hicher level fanguage)} and how a program fits Into thefacliltles we provida,
In essence, users should have stopped worrying about

Real ISsues, The Issues of a 32-b[t of larger Implenentation
seem to det

Cost Generally targer, put If Error
correction must be In memory: it's
a cheaper memory,

Rand wldth for 2x

1/0, etc,

Band wldth for 32 2x

bit Integers, floating
solnt

Performance for

Instructlon-set Perhaps 1,5

Or conversely, for a glven performance favel a widerword machine might be cheaner,
Gata-tvoes for an il "ust solve addrassIng and data-

01779

enentation lang -ago t
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SUBJ: WHITE PAPER NEEGED ON 32 BETS

PAGE 3
DATE: 74
FROM! GORDON BELLATSA. InPlementatlon=-32 blt memorles (who cares)

8, Nata-typas-ews are currently only remiss [nm Integers,but he should oCrobably be using floating polnt
(maybe Important for address arlthmetle too),

C, Addressspace (loglcal addreSs)=-some competitors don't doany better than PDP-11, @.3, MOdcomo (excent they do providefull 65K words), In the futurs, we may have to adopt adifferent solution to Increase task slzes beyond 65K bytesor 65K + 65K jf we utl{lze and D SPACE,
D, Memory Hanagenent==they don't understand that large nenorlesdoesn't don't solve thls problem, but craates It, Having a large;llneap address space wh] le a smal] problem (ohysical

memory Z8 just creates a bsger problem (how are nultipleprograms or multiple tasks placed In the memory «lth protectionand sharing?)
E, Physical memory s1ze~reasy to Increase, Our processors have

been probably overpowered for the small memory size,
18M belleves 1 Instructlon/sec, requires 1 byte of memory,
By thls token an 11/48 would need about 256K words; and a
45 could take maybe 293 tlnes this, A stow KAIOperforms at about 11/45 Speed and Ts relat}vely balancedat a us@®r spsce of about 470% bytes,

F, a memory bandwidth t helps a bit, This
an be Solved by higher Speeds and more naralletsn In thestructure (e,g, multiport nenorlies),

5, The 11/55 1s a 32*bit machine by any reasonable crlteria,
The 11755 has' 32-bit dataetypes, nstructions, and most
data paths, The fact that nas a L6-b1t UNIBUSfor some 170 Is .Jrrelevant unless |

t affects performance
of some 1/0, It -shouldn't, Decause the hlah performance
1/0 1s handled direct to memory through other MASSBUS
controllers,
By Increased physical menory, Systems can be balanced with
proper 1/0. and nhysloal memory to absorb the processor
capacity, while we may not Support 1 and D Space
to al ye the user somewhat larger programs. more prograns
and/or task3 Gan be run In parallel because memory can hold
them, Our mon tors are all nultiprogrammed and/or multl-
task1no and have overlays. Thsse address the jarge
orogram }ssue In many respects patter than competitive

+

mon tors,



000556 tyoes for this Implementation,
one

A buyer may thusty emphasize?
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DATE: 28-16-74ITE PAPER NEEDED ON 32 GITSoUBUS
:

FROM} GORDON SELL

The cache as an answer to problem of getting perfor- :6
mance automatically without user mleroprogramming, Also
Tt fines Tmportant tlme consuming a parts of program witrout
user analysIS anc program movenent,

User microprogranming and the 11/45 blpojar, we've done an
abysma! Job of selllng the 11/45 blpolar here as the answer
to user microprogrammng, The mlcroprogrammers fall Into

7

2 ca™pSt experimenters with concept; and peopie who see It
as a fast machine they need, A reasonable sales/
oromotion strategy can win then both,

Performance Increase through microprogramming [s predicated
on the fact that a small physical part of the progean Is
executed most of the tlme; hence can be placed In a small
meMOPYs

The Tssues 1 see}

Speed, 11745 bloolat genera! ly faster than usar
mjcrocoded machine,

Speed for floating polnt, Oth 49 and 45 are faster
than general purcose mlcrocode machines,

a

Proaranm|ng-usa, User microcode pequiras different
assemblors, compllers, etc, For high oerformance
unencoded mloroprogramming (fee, hortzontal microprogram-
ming, as Tt has been erroneously named), Js possible
to affoct the machine part;
Program sTze--small for user mlcroprogram scheme,

Analysis of what mleroprogram Is dlfflcult and maybe
counter Intultlvé, User must alwayS be re-codjng progran,
With the 11/745 the same, PDP-11 |nstructlon-set Is used for
bipolar end requiar memory, hence the decision Is not a

major one a different programs programming
techn|ques, systen software, etc,

to higher level orograms, The 11/45
scheme works far FORTRAN, C030L, etc, orograms, Namely,
one finds the part of progran that needs to be fast, and

F. Aop

oroceeds to place }t Jn the blOolar part,

Nemory manegement s created If user. milcroprogramm)ng really
works, SunpoSe you multitasK or multiorograms then each
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SUBJ$ WHITE PAPER NECSED ON 32 BITS DATES UB-16~74
FROMS GORDON BELL

program has corrasponding mlcr2programs, How do you 01783
seamant, protect, etc, the micro=programs?
In general. befleve the wser wants and needs user nicro-=
proarammina |lke a hole In the head. He does want performance,
put a second [nstructloneset, assoclated programming
proplems, wlth soec memory to managa seems [ike a
high price to pay,

H, User education, What do the brochures look I{ke for the 55?
Can we reorlce 45 blpolar and target user milcroprogramning
and/or sel the 45 performance?
How Is the 45 promoted now that the PL dlsappears?

GBinJk
Distribution
CHEREEFERE CE
PRODUCT LINE MANAGERS

Buckley
Lory , 044

idanice Carnes
Clayton

L&ruce Delagl
LSI 11

Frith
Grey
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Fed Johnson
Lddhn Jones
Will McBride
edohn Nislalek ;

Urala Mudge
Al Ryder
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iPete Van Roekenscarry Wade
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PAGE {
SUBJ! EXTENDING VA SIZE DATE? {g=81975

FROM? GORPON BELL
EX3 2236
MSs MLL2/A54

* 8 * * * * ® * x * * * * * * ® * * * * * *
TOs FILE

Sub}3 EXTENDING VA SIZE ON {1°S VIA MACRO AND FORTRAN

Tot Distribution
Is it totally impossible to modify either RSXwi1/M or D
im such way (whieh would {mpair memory protection) so that
the veer could change the addressespace, thereby getting
access te large arrays? In effect, a user would write in
{ or more of the KT registers so as to change what {8 mapped
inte Ais segment,

Thies could for certain wel!) behaved programs temporarily
elleviate the VA problem till VAX arrives,

Distribution
Rom Brender
Janice Carnes
Diek Cleyten
Dave Cutier
Bil? Demmer
Rom Hem
John Levy
Al Ryder
Pete Van Roekens



OIGRIAL INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM G18Z2

FROM! GORDON BELL
Ext 2236

* * * * * * * * * * 4 * * * * * * ry e e

* * @ @ * @ ® @ # # *

SUBJ? STAR SOFTWARE NOTEBOOK
PAGE 1

DATES 16063078

MUIQ/AS4wt a

TOs FILE
* * @

Subj COMMENTS ON STAR SOFTWARE NOTEBOOK AND CONKLINS

Tos

CONCEPT FILE
Distribution F/U 18/10

Great} I'm delighted to see this written aown, and like
Context, Already I°m confused, How do the 3 relate? I
didn't see the Conklin document referred te in Software
hotebook,
On notebook?

1,
2.

Can We rea@liy not support FPP or FIS {n nardwere in CM?

All documentation tends to be ineffteient (redundant)
and misleading regulting in much noise to user, Ideally,
one would have a gommon set of modules whieh ere put
together to form manuals, In gome cases these modules
would be translated so that they could be read by the
different users,
Already this writing has the problem, There are multiple,
Fedundant sections and conflicts (inevitably) between the
sections, Can't you use more pointers in the text?
T don't know how to deal with this, but with modern
editors, Computers, ete,, we don't have the excuses we
once had, Can we use all this technology to help us?
Where is the hardware reference manual?

Also, I would push to have Soft, Eng, do as part of its
effort, all the standard stuff (e.g, Command Language,
BASIC) reference manuals}

In general, I believe low jeve) language training
manuals ar@ outside STAR scope,
Demand paging policy maybe right since we feel comfortable
with it, The interesting thing {8 tnat according to
many studies, demand peging performs better than human
controlled paging, and only 14020% worge than the
best possible page allocation to the working set,
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FROME GORDON BELL

4,

(conklin's levels of SUPpOrt seem somewhat in econélict,,,but
T agree with him),
It seems we should really stress Proper measurement and
specify the working set so that it ean be Menaged by the
system, These parameters would be given to the
System to manage by, Thus, there are 3 levels of workingeset
managements properly measured + specitieds humaneguess (RSX
as we do now)} and demandeesystenm has to decide,
I°d like to see a goal that different languages ean communicate
with one another in some way,

Some accounting sehemess

Account for Virtual Memory space, not real memory space,
Wnieh is better?

Conklin's Concepts:

1, J like the definitions of Sect 3,18, They're not in #ront
or called that, I would like to take all the definitions
to @ module that might eventually be a manuel, Any manual
that needed specific definitions ceuld use them, This way we'd
avoid double meanings and not getting a good set of
defs} This would be a simple way to start using
the module coneept outlined above,

2, Faellityeeby using this name precisely are we over using
a word?

3. Will there be static binding of some procedures? In this
way, we have something that's really (almost) an epeode, The code
would be globally shared,

4, Subset handlers, ete,, by conditional assembly, Will there
be an effort to do this? Snould there? Or as we make smaller
systems, do we just rewrite the code leaving a function out?

Distripution
Srgen
Diek Clayton
Pete Conklin
Bruce Delagi
Roger Gourd
Len Hughes

01823* PAGE
SUBJ! STAR SOFTWARE NOTEBOOK DATES 10092075



61836INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Dick Clayton DATE : October 13, 1975

Steve Teicher
FROM : Gordon Bell

DEPT : 00D

EXT: 2236 LOC: ML12/A51

SUBJ: UNCONTROLLERS ON LSI-11 BUS F/U 10/17

I'm really distressed at the planning part of LSI-I1. It seems
we're well on our way to competing with all PDP-I1's at what, | fear
could be higher basic prices. As you've successfully worked the
problem of getting boards into production, it seems like all groups
(disks, tapes, COMM, Clarke) are off inventing new options.

For many peripherals, e.g. the RK05, TS03, the bus cost differential
doesn't justify a new controller. On these larger peripherals, why not
use the UNIBUS control and an LSI/UNIBUS connector? How can we bound
this problem?

GB:mjf



7 IGITAL INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM CLB51

FROM: GORDON BELL
2236

MSt MLI2/AS1

FAGE 1
SUBJ? VAX-11 REVIEW DATES 10-15-75

EX?

x x
TOs FILE

xxxxxxxxxxxx

xX xxxxxxx4x

SUBJ? REVIEW OF REMAINDER OF VAX-141

Toi VAX System Reference Maruwal Holders
The first of the remaining charters of the VAX=-11
sustem reference manual are attached. They are the oreratins
sustem interfece charters. Fleese ailders lari that they sre
not in as finel form as the user interface charters which we
gent out 29 Sertember. Howevery we think it is important
to det them out for review and feedback. The charters and
atatus egret

Memars Management Correct excert for MUT
but mot rolished

& Excertions and Interrurts Correct and rolished,
7? Frocess Structure Not correct.
F Ineut/Outeut Correct

Please rerlace your existing table of contents and index with
the attached and insert charters 5-9 in the erorer rlace.

FRO KKOOOOOOO OOOOCOCOOK OOK OOKOOKK
K Canfidentiality of the document is most x
K imeortant. Yo this ends slease send back the *
K receirt to indicate that vou have your xX

x cory, x
GCC OOOO OOOOKOOOOOOOO OOKOKIKI

We are asking for written feedback ta me bye 31 October. In
order to obtain the most meaningful comments we are asking
the same grours to review the document. Howevers the review
of these charters will occur after a second revision is
distributed,



FAGE 2
a

"ouput VAX~-11 REVIEW

Group

Comroanernts
CSs
Rusiness Froducts
LIF
Trad,
OEM
HECCOMM
EFG/ECF

nECsyvstem 14

+ Tereset

POP 1S
Hardware Imrlementation
Software Architecture
Star Marketing PSG
Orerating Sus.
R&L
Languages & Date Mat.
Arelied FProsrammins
Software Dev. Methods

Field Service
Manufacturing

Tot Mary Jane Forbes

POEPSPS
T have received the additional charters (5769779) of the

NATE?
FROM:

Individual
Rill Hogan
John Holman
Irwin Jacobs
Ed Kramer
Rob Lane
Bill LomeJulius Marcus
Charlie Srector
Brad Vachon
Tom Camrbell
Tick Devlin
Len Hushes
Fete Conklin
Al Avery
Nave Cutler
Nick Eckhouse
Ron Ham
Ed FauvreKill Slack
Tom Rarich
Ed Renney
Res Burgess
Ken MoNaughton

MLI2/AS1

VAX Sustem Reference Manual for review.

Sisned

Cory i

10-15-75
GORDON BELL

CLE52
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FROM! GORDON BELL

# # * * * * + + * + * * * * * + * * * * * * * %

* * # * * * * * + % * * + * * + * * # * * * * +

e

PAGE i
BUSSES DATE? 119475

EX! 2236
MS? MLi2/AS1

FILE@ 10:

) SUBJ: DESIGN OF PERIPHERAL BUSSES TO ATTACH TO MULTIPLE
CONTROLLERS FOR HIGH RELIABILITY SYSTEMSeeeeeeFU
11/10

e Tos Distribution

@ BEN Barker Of BBN deScribed an interconnection mechanism
they used on their nigh speed IMP, Here, they wanted two
paths to the same communications line (modem) from two

@ separate computers (CI, and C2), and their respective
controller Ki and K2, They accomplished it by regarding the
modem input cable to be either a bus, or two radial lines

they both didn't and they both could sense the modem's
e signals, The schemes?

:

feeding from the modem (essentially a bus), Either one of
two controllers (Ki or K2) could drive the modem (as long as

C1 C2

@ K(MODEM)#==COMM lines
and

e C1 eK]
teK(MODEM)=eCOMM jine

@ C2 aK2 ae

The second scheme had the advantage that a Controller could
be taken out and worked on without interferring with the

@ other controller to modem link (transmission), This scheme
Would (should) work fine for our systemse=given that the bus

modems) could operate this way,
e How many busses can operate this way? Should we? On what?

O
H

PRIN
TED

IN
IIS

A

1

K1 K2

See

and controllers are designed properly, Note, nearly all our
busses (@eGa Sercon, Massbus, Serial Sus, RSL Buse ana



PAGE » 61929
BUSSES DATE? 11°04075{SUBa GORDON BELLe « FROMS

By doing SO, we automatically get redundancy w/0 extra
e hardware (aside from second controller),

GBrmit

Distribution
Armstrong, Bob
Avery, BillBastiani, Vince
Bauer, Paul

@ Cady, Roger
Clayton, Dick
Demmer, Bill
Ecknouser Dick
Fagerquist,
Feindeisen, Heinz

e
SUBJ! BUSSES

e

Hertrick,
@ Holman, John

Hughes, Len
Lignos, Demetrios
Marcus, Julius
Peyton, Bob
Rodgers, Dave

@ Saviers, Grant
Teicher, Steve
Wilheim, Fred

e
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From GIDEON YUVAL(C3006Y20)
Date? 30 Dec 1975 1726 EST

To: VAKA agi
Subject! for your comment

To? GORDON BELL» DAN SIEWIOREK

Suen, om VAX2

G,Yuval CHU» 15213

REPEAT

Yow . @

In the good old days » every other computer had a 'repeat'
instruction (i.e. a hardware 'do' ), These repeats are all gone # I
don't know who killed thea ( the interrupt°N but I think the repeat is
2 very good thing to have }

Computers spend 70-95% of their time fetching instructions . on any

nicroprogrammed machine with an instruction resister (e.9,11/405
eclipse) 3 repeat can be implemented by inhibiting the fetch .
Therefore » @ repeat should beat cache memory in both speed and cost.

The usefulness of 2 single-instruction repeat depends on the ISP
architecture a PDP-11 repeat can do Gaussian elimination » while 3

NOVA repeat can have logic decisions in it ( if the 'skip' field is

auch gore Powerful » but it neuds special sicro-hardware("N,
interpreted appropriately) . # two-instruction repeat is likely to be
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DIGITAL INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM COPY

PAGE 1
SUBJ: BLISS DATE: 16"Jan=76

FROM: GORDON BELL
EX: 2236
MS3 MLi2e1/A51

To: Larry Portner
ABSTRACT: Re your BLISS memos on programming language.

F/U 1/16

Great!
1, I've come at this independently due to the prodding

->FILE

2.

I don't care particularly what it is, given that it makes sense,
but
3 years ago (also attached):
0.

1.

Ze

our
etc.

from Bruce on transportability of code from the 11 (especiallydiagnostics) to VAX, It's not clear yet how easy it is, nor
how much Compatibility Mode will get us. Since Compatibility
Mode will ultimately go, we nave a problem to not supportit for new code,
With 3 major product lines to support, I get terrified
(Intel 8080, 10, lis VAX), we need a policy!
Tnere are 4 potential levels of programming: microprogramming,3.
assembly (including the Intel 8480 microprocessor), BLISS,
and Applications Language. The situation (problem)
is outlined in the attached sketch, which might ultimately
show a crystal clear policy (whatever it is),

I WoUld favor Something along the lines we came up with about

Specify overall availability of tools plus where we're headed
to improve them,

Standard Microprocessor (Intel 8@80). Programming in the
Intel supported language FL/M (a PL/1 subset) to specify the
algorithm, debug the problem and finally document the design,
If the program speed is unSatisfactory, recode that portion
(estimated at less than 5%) to speed it up. If space
is a problem, recode to increase space efficiency. For low
volume products, there should be no recoding to Save space,
(At some point, if the semiconductor industry standardizes
on PL/M, we may want a superset on the to capture
their users!)
Microprogramming. (e.g. IMP, WDechip set, 11/04 microcode)
Use only the standard microassembler developed by the
programming department, The microprograms that define
machines have to be better designed, documented, maintained,
(Also make programmers available to work on microprograms

as needed,)



PAGE 2
SUBJ: BLISS DATE? 16=Jane76

FROM: GORDON BELL

New programs in assembly programming languages should be
minimized, (There is a dangling issue here of the syntaxfor the VAX assembler.) I assume there is
a conventional syntax looking assembly language for VAX,
which can take programs which have been coded in by
the proper coding conventions and assembled to run (not in
compatibility Mode) on VAX, Right now, we need a statement
on this so that we change 11 assembly language conventions to
give us VAX assembly output.,.with no diddling in VAX mode,

4. BLISS subset. Tne bulk of all systems programs, operating
systems, language compilers, interpreters, file systems,will be done in the BLISS 10/11 VAX subset, unless otherwise
specified, There needs to be a fast, simple code producing
compiler to avoid using
large machines so neavilye-and to produce less obscure code,

DEC machines, In essence this should pecome the preferred
programming level and in the future clearly the most used,
If there are language difficiencies (e.9, Strings in FORTRAN)
that would greatly enhance our productivity, and ability,
then consider as such, This is the preferred level of programming
and it should be done for all applications, utilities,
and source system programs,

I would like to get a completely global policy from you soon
that encompasses all programming from microprogramming,
microprocessors, systems, and applications programs which has
been generally agreed to everywhere (including diagnostics, PL's)
so tnat the troops know where we're headed (i,e,. I understand
where the troops are headed),

Let's set a date to pounce off OOD staff soon.

GBsmjf

e
e
®

e
®

e
5. Applications programs, Only in the subset available on all @

e
®

@

®

@

®

Attachments

3.

cc: Bruce Delagi, Ed Fauvre, Roger Gourd, Ron Ham, George Plowman, Larry wade
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DIGITAL INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM COPY>FILE URLSZ
PAGE 1SUBJ: CODE SHARING DATES 24-Jan-76

FROMS GORDON BELL
EX: 2236
MS: ML12/A51

ABSTRACT: CODE (PROCEDURE) SHARING WITHIN VAX

Tos Distribution F/U 1/25
A key goal we had when designing the hardware: programs would
be snared widely within the VAX environment,
1, On a long term basis by eliminating much of the machineregisters idiosyncrasies by the call mechanism,..hence,

a procedure would be easily shareable, (Hopefully
ever across some lanquages,)

2. Within a single operating environment by properly positioningit in the riaqnt access level so that it could he used by another
program,

What is being done in the first category to make this sharing
really happen? Should we look at these procedures as being
extensions to the instruction set?
What is being done about the second category?
What is the policy or goal now? How is jt being jmplemented?

GBemif

v

Distribution
Peter Conklin
Dave Cutler
Roger Gourd

cc: vax A, Bruce Delagi, Ed Fauvre, Ron Ham,
George plowman, Larry Portner, Larry wade
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PAGE 1
SUBJ: MULTIPROCESSOR GOALS DATE: 29-Jan-76

FROM: GORDON BELL
EX3 2236
MS: ML12=1/A51

ABSTRACT: Multiprocessor Goals for RAS and Performance for
FY77 Red Book (Draft) for Comment

Tos Distribution
The following document outlines broad goals for the desian of
certain existing and new systems, It is meant to be used as
a request to assess impact on budgets, schedules, manufacturing
and field service costs for new products as the Red Book is updated,

Background

The Multi-processor Task Force haS been investigating our past
history, current feasibility, desirability and strategy for
multi processors, Althouah there is not yet a clear strategy,
we have explored alternatives based on our findings, but
generally concentrating on the short term, The market,
technical, and what they provide aspects are given in the appendix,

Although the strategy is far from complete, I want to establish
broad goals as we go into the Red Book update process,
Applicability

1. RSX=11/M+S = ASAP, especially to support CSS multi-port
primary (1.@., multiprocessors) and secondary memories,
(F,C,S within year on 11/40, 45 and 11/74 when available)

2. RSX-11/D and IAS = ASAP, to support CSS multiport 11/78
(FCS approx 2 years).

3. RSTS = ASAP,

4, VAX = 1 Bus, multiprocessor system, and basic design
for multi-bus (multiprocessor) systems when multiport
memorjes are avajlable,

5. RT-i1 = Assess possibility/applicability = but mainly
for performance,

6, Hardware configurations support implied

Model # Processors
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SUBJ: MULTIPROCESSOR GOALS DATE: 29-Jan-76
FROM: GORDON BELL

@3,04,95 1

34 3-(on 1 Unibus)
B-(on 4epart memory)

40,45,50,55 4 (on 4*part memory)

PDQ 2/Unibus
8/4-part memory

70 4-(on new CS 4-part 32ebit memory)

7, Other hardware support implied
4epart memories (implied above)
2-part Massbus peripherals
DT@3 Switch
Bus window (withdraw)
Links (covered by DECNET)

Goals

®, The Key aspect of availability must come from the
detection of failures, This in turn implies data errors
will at least be detected (e.9., simple
parity), but the goal should be to add sufficient data
redundancy such that these errors are corrected, Overall,
in the future it will be easier to detect all failures
by redundancy, including the construction of checking
processors, There should be no storage processing or
transmission of data without checking,

1. Assume all components must be operational to be
available as the basic system (Fig, 1), All single bus
systems can be configured for high availability by
supporting n+i running (powered) spare components for
each type (Fig. 2). The component types,
in order of decreasing failure rates for the subsystem
(before redundancy is added) are:

a, Terminals = the ability to ignore faulty terminals,
and provide on-line diagnosis and repair,

be. Secondary and tertiary memories (i.@er disks and tapes)
Should include ability to ignore bad data blocks.
remap them, and ignore complete.

c, Primary memories (MOS or core) Ecc should be added
to all MOS systems, subject to low end cost compromises,



SUBJ:

d.

e,

2.

02489
PAGE 3

MULTIPROCESSOR GOALS DATES 29-Jan-76
FROM GORDON BELL

This can, at the low end, take the form of remappingof words to avoid hard failures as detected by simpleparity, Overall, the goal should be to first correct
at the word level, then to ignore a block, and finally
to ignore a module,

Processors * The processor is usually the highest singlefailure rate after the electro=mechanical equipment, and
as such should be backed up busetype structure (€,9,,
Unibus or SBC busses)
Redundant Controllers on single bus for controlling
bussed secondary, tertiary and terminals (communications),
The capabllity should be included, though undoubtedly may
not be supported on single bus systems,

Multiple Bus=Type Systems

In general, the Single bUS SyStems nave limited reljability
which is bounded py the reliability of the single
bus and its shared power supply (Fig, 2) cables and
package, Multiple bus systems (Fig, 3)
should include the following additional capabilities:
ae

ee

f.

Shared memories with their own power permitting (b)
Multiple processors with at least one processor
per bus,
Controllers for secondary and tertiary memory and
communications links (terminals) such that there are
two independent controllers for these devices,
although still a single point of failure in the shared
bus (which, for some requirements, may be sufficient).

Ce

Dual port secondary and tertiary memories
which eliminates single bus as a point of failure.
This also permits system repartitioning for diagnosis
and repair of a single unit,

d.

Completely redundant subsystems (e.9., controller + disks).
Switches to single sub-systems, In some cases a single
point of failure might exist (e.9., a single comm,
controller). The multiple bus structure necessitates
a switching structure to avoid faults of a single bus
and to permit reconfiguration for diagnosis and repair,



3, Transparency to User = In the cas of the file system
for example, the operating system would
manage the writing of redundant information or 2 independent
disks,

4. Knowledge of R, A, S numbers by: designers, manufacturers,
marketers, sellers, users, This would take many forms,
including:
a, Calculated, and measured MTBF's, MTIR's for all components,
b, Calculated availability for all systems which the users

would have as basis of configuration design,
5. Cache Structures

Design all subsequent multiprocessors with a cache structure on
the basis that there can be differences in data among the various
processors, That is, these multiprocessors should not
structured to have either a central cacne or
among the caches since these designs ultimately fail by only
providing the performance of 3 or 4 processors, independent of
the number of processors actually used, There must be proper
instructions in the ISP (e,9., lock, B and Ve access of
shared segments), and design of the operating systems
to permit correct operation,
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FROM: GORDON BELL

3, Transparency to User = In the cas of the file system
for example, the operating system would
manage the writing of redundant information or 2 independent
disks,
Knowledge of Rr A, S numbers by: designers, manufacturers,
marketers, sellers, users, This would take many forms,
including:
a, Calculated, and measured MTBF's, MTIR's for all components,
b, Calculated availability for all systems which the users

would have as basis of configuration design,
Cache Structures
Design all subsequent multiprocessors with a cache structure on
the basis that there can be differences in data among the various
processors, That is, these multiprocessors should not be
structured to have either a central cacne or n/2x(nti) interconnection
among the caches since these designs ultimately fail by only
providing the performance of 3 or 4 processors, independent of
the number of processors actually used, There must be proper
instructions in the ISP (e,9., lock, B and Ve access of
shared segments), and design of the operating systems
to permit correct operation,

9
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SUBJ: MULTIPROCESSOR GOALS DATES: 29-Jan-76
FROM: GORDON BELL

@
Appendix: Market, Technicals and What They Provide

1, Market -

® Of the 100+ multiecomputer systems we sell per
year, 75% are for high availability and 25% are for high performance,

unavailability and nonesupport of hardware, not a technical issue,

maximum performance (i.e. , compete with larger

as new ideas tend to originate in smaller,

c, The recent Honeywell mini is multiprocessor based,
® d, Many old line companies are there (eeges Univac and

Burroughs),
e, IBM is clearly going to base their next product on

this technique,
e f, Our users, the field and several products lines are pushing,

doesn't present a different change in use or understanding,

e 2, Technical
a. There is no technical risk in the area of interest (2

The addition of physical processors does not increase

e any dimension of risk or understanding,

b. All multieprocess operating and multi-user systems

@

@

Already some of these systems are true symmetrical, multiprocessor
structured (versus multi-computers),.,,this only reflects the

We would expect a switch for other reasons seé
below,
a. About 10% of the PpP-1# systems are multi-processors,

These are sold for: incremental performance improvement,

machines on the basis of total throughput),
and for increased availability,

b. There are several "new competitor" companies introducing
high availability computers, We would expect this,
new companies,

g, There is no training for users as most of the systems
we sell are multiprogrammed, Multiprocessing

to g processors) because of the current systems use,

(e.gee RSTS) are conceptually able to accept multi=processors,
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SUBJ: MULTIPROCESSOR GOALS DATE? 29-Jan-76
FROMs GORDON BFLL

although only RSX 11M provides for them withlittle or no modifications,
c. The hardware technology to permit multiprocessorsis clearly here, The lower percentage of the systemcost being concentrated in the processor while the

largest part of the deSign cost argues strongly for
multiprocessors, The 1 chip processors will force
everyone to multiprocessor-based structures, and thisis already occurring from various microcomputer structures
being built,

dad. The software technology has been proved countless
times (e,9.- Burroughs, Univac, Honeywell, IBM, Bell
Labs, CMU, DEC1@, RSX=11/M (Eckhouse version)).

What we expect multiprocessors to provide (to uSers)
that current systems don't:
a, Availability - Ability to configure systems with

arbitrarily nigh availability and base for servicing
on line, The goals outlined are oriented substantially
toward high availability (performance is a side benefit),

be Incremental performance improvement in the field permitting
the user to balance a system, A user can relatively
dynamically determine the performance for a given System,
A processor iS merely a Simple extension of the
inherent ability already provided to extend memory,
disks, tape, terminals and other resources to operate
a balanced system,

c, Higher performance Given that we make a certain, high
end processor, using up to 8 of them, Increases the
performance in almost a linear fashion,

de Decreased inventory - Giving better corporate performance
and user availability we make less parts and Cover a
wider range, Ironically, of the processors we sell
now, the same performance range can be provided with
about half the number,

e, Better fundamental processor designs by less
desians..eI would hope,

GB: lp
Attachment
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ABSTRACT: Multiprocessor Goals for RAS and Performance for
FY77 Red Book

To: Distribution
Current Mode of Operation

This document outlines broad aoals for the design of
certain existina and new systems. It igs meant to be used as
a request to assess impact on budgets, schedules, manufacturing
and field service costs for new products as the Red Book is updated,

John Holz is assuming the role of Program Manager and will
coordinate planning/budget issues,
Mark Uhrich of CSS is eStablishing a multiprocessor marketing
group,
The Multiprocessor Task Force will continue to coordinate
product direction within Central Engineering and CSS,
(Charter available upon request,)

Background

The Multiprocessor Task Force has been investigating our past
history, current feasibility, desirability and strateay for

we have explored alternatives based on our findings, but

technical, and what they Provide aspects are given in the appendix.

Although the strategy will be refined and change,multiprocessors,
generally concentrating on the short term, The market,

Although the strategy is far from complete, this is an attempt to
establish broad goals as we go into the Red Book update process,

MULTIPROCFSSOR STRATEGY (Mark Unricheauthor)

Central Enaineering and CSS are working closely toqether to
implement such svstems for both the long range and shorter
term future, The general aoal is that as multiprocessors
become well established and higher volume, they will become
standard products and the focal point will shift to Central
Engineerina, Thus Css will be out of the business it
currently supports by approximately 1979,
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Digital will implement PDP#11 based multiprocessor svstems

high aVallability systems, Multivorocessors are also used to
extend upward the power of the CPU family, Both market areas
are expected to grow siqnificantly in the future,

for both high availability svstems and hiah performance svstems,
To date, the majority of CSS multiprocesso rs have been for

Central Enaineering will be the focal point for implementing
high performance multiprocessors for a long ranae aoal, High
performance multiprocessors using these Svstems are
anticipated for the FY79 time frame,
CSS will continue to be the focal point for the implementation
and marketing of high availability systems, urtil these become
"available" as standard products, These systems are of lower
volume and have specialized support requirements, CE is working
on these systems as a long range goal, Thuss CS must start now,

CSS will also continue to the focal point for the implementation
and marketing of high performance systems prior to the imple
mentation by Central Fnaineering, The Cpu%'s involved include
the PpP#11/35, 40, 45/FP1i1=C, 11/76 and near future processors,
The strateay will be to identify specific processors for
multiprocessing based on ability to implement, market need,
and market impact,
Central Engineering, in conjunction with CSS, will work to
implement software support for both high availability and
hardware and systems, The RSX/IAS family of operating systems
is initially targeted for this effort, wherever possible, this
software suoport will be included in the standard operating
System releases,
CSS committed to strengthen and expand the family of.
multiprocessor products, This includes standardization of
the preduction, use and support of the existing devices and
the development of new products needed as part of the family.
The goal is to have these products and systems appear as much as
possible like normal DEC products,
CSS will be working to give DEC multiprocessors creater
visibility to the sales force and marketplace so as to enhance
our ability to penetrate this marketplace, This effort will
inelude advertising and may include specifically identifiable
model numbers and marketing packages,
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Detailed Applicability

RSXe11/M+S ASAP, especially to support CSS multieport
primary memories (i,e,, multiprocessors) and secondary memories,(F.C.S within year on 11/40, 45 and 11/70 when available)

1.

RSX°11/D and TAS Highly desirable? ASAP, to support CSS
multiport 11/70 (FCS approx 2 years).
RSTS Highly desirably. ASAP, ASseSS.

4, VAX 1 Bus, multiprocessor system at FCS; with basic desian
for multiebus (multiprocessor) systems when multiport
memories are available,

3

5. PTe11 Assess possibilitv/applicability = but mainly
for performance,
Hardware configurations support implied6,

Model # Processors

03,094,805 1

34 3-(on 1 Unibus)
S-(on existing CSS 4eport memory)

40,45,50.55 4 Con existing CSS 4=port memory)

Ppe 2/Unibus
B/4-port memory

70 4e(on new CSS 4*port 32-bit memory)

Hardware and its implied support,7.
4eport memories CimPlied above)

DT@3 switch (redo to increase reliability).
Bus window (withdraw)
Links (covered bY DECNET)

A, Multiple controls can access a single RSL or RKO6

Qeport Massbus peripherals

Secondary Memories:

bus providing comouter and/or controller backup,

B, Tertiary Memoriese-yes:
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C, Dual port RK46 support via two independent
controllers,

COMM controllerseeaccess to a modem by 2 controllers.
Goals

®, The Key to availability is the
detection of failures, This in turn implies data errorswill at least be detected (e.9., simnoe
parity), but the goal should be to add sufficient data
redundancy such that these errors are corrected, Overall,
in the future it will be easier to detect all failures
by redundancy, ineluding the construction of ehecking
processors. There should be no storage, processing or
transmission of data without checking in certain future
systems,
Single Bus Systems (including multiprocessors sharing a
common bus)e-Assune al] components must be operational to be
available as the basic system (Fig, 1), All sinale bus
systems can be configured for hiah availability by.
supporting n+i running (powered) spare components for.
each type (Fia. 2). The component types (and priorities),
in Order of deCreaSing failure rates for the subsystem
(before redundancy is added) are?

1

a. Terminals = the ability to ignore faulty terminals,
and provide on-line diagnosis and repair,

b, Secondary and tertiary memories (i.e., disks and tapes)
should include ability to ignore bad data blocks,
remap them, and ianore complete,

e, Primary nemories (MOS or core) = ECC should be added
to all "0s systems, subiect to low end cost compromises,
This can, at the low end, take the form of remapping
of words to avotd hard failures as detected bv sitnle
parity, Overall, the goal should be to first correct
at the word level, then to ignore a block, and finally
to fanore a module,

d, Processors = The processor is usually the highest single
failure rate after the electroemechanical equioment, and
as such should be hacked up busetype structure
Unibus or SBC busses)
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e. Redundant Controllers on single bus for controlling
_ @

bussed secondary, tertiary and terminals (communications),
The canability should be included, though they may
not be supported on single bus systems, @

2, Multiple BuseType Systems

In aeneral, the single bus systems have limited reliability
which Ls bounded by the reliability of the single
bus and its shared power supply (Fig, 2) cables and

b, Multiple processors with at least one processor
per bus,

. Controllers for secondary and tertiary memory and ®
communications links (termingls) Such that there are
two indevendent controllers for these devices,
shared bus, for some requirements, this mav be sufficient.

whieb eliminates single bus as a point of failure,
this also permits system repartitioning for diacnosis

e, Completely redundant subsystems controller + disks), e
f, Switches to single sub-systems. In some cases a single

a switching structure to avoid faults of a single bus

3, Transparency to User = In the case of the file system

disks, The goal is to permit a user to write programs

includinas
e
@

package, Multiple bus systems (Fia, 3)
Should inclUde the folloWing additional capabilities:
a. Shared memories with their own power permitting (b)

Althougn there ts still a single point of failure in the @

é, Dual port secondary and tertiary memories

and repair of a single unit,

point of failure may exist (e,9., a sinale comm
controller). The multiple bus structure necessitates
and to permit reconfisuration for diagnosis and repair,

for example, the operating svstem would
manage the writing of redundant information on {independent

with no knowledge of multiprocessors, and to be able to
specify a level of availability independently,

marketers, sellerss users, This would take many forms,4, Knowledge of R, A, S numbers by? desioners, manufacturers,
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8. Calculated, and measured MTBF%s, MTTR%S for all components,b, Calculated availability for all systems which the users

would have as basis of confiauration desiqn, Thiswill take the form of a standard orogram that a
desiqner, user, salesperson, etc, can run which aivesavailability, cost, etc, data,

5, Cache Structures
Desian all subsequent multiprocessors with a cache structure on
the basis that there can be differences in data amona the various
processors, That is, these multiprocessors should not be
structured to have either a central cache or interconnections
among all the caches since these desians ultimately fail by only
providing the performance of 3 er 4 processors (independent of
the number of orocessors actually used), There must be proper
instructions in the ISP (e.9., lock, P and V, access of
shared segments), and design of the operating systems
to permit correct operation,
In summary, we will not and should not design multiprocessor
hardware assuming all caches "know" about each other's
data, Hardwarewassisted software will handle the
interlocking of data such that stale-data" in a cache does
not aive incorrect results,

6, Pays your money and takes your choice, In essence, we
want to provide user with abjlity to design systems that
are transparent to multiprocessors in such a fashion that
he can indevendently buy performance and availability without
reprogramming,

PROBS GOpROReBELSSUBJ: MULTIPROCESSOR GOALS



Appendix: Market, Technical, and What They Provide
FER Ree es

1, Market =

Of the 194+ multi-computer systems we sell per
vear, 75% are for high availability and 25% are for niah performance,
Already some of these systems are true symmetrical, multiprocessor
structured (versus only reflects the.
unavailability and nonesupport of hardware, not a technical issue,
We would expect a switch for other reasons = see
below,
a, About 19% of the PDP-1@ systems are multieprocessors,

These are sold for: ineremental performance improvement,
maximum performance (1,€., compete with laroer
machines on the basis of total throughput),
and for increased availability.

b, There are several "new competiter" companies introducing
high availability computers, We would expect this,
as new ideas tend to orlainate in smaller,
new companies,

, The recent Honeywell mini is multiprocessor based,

d. Many old line companies are there (e.9., Univae and
Burrouqns).

e, IBM is clearly going to base their next product on
this technique,

é. Our users, the field and several products lines are pushina,

a, There is no training for users as most of the svstems
we sell are multiprogrammed, Multiprocessing
doesn't oresent a different change in use oF Understanding.

2, Teehnical
a, There is no technical risk in the area of interest (2

to 8 processors) because of the current systems use.
The addition of physical processors does not increase
any dimension of risk or understanding,

Although these systems will provide significant
performance and availability over what we now have,
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it will be Sometime before we fully understand how
the inherent capability can be used to provide
extremely nigh availability Systems, We must take
this first step to gain experience,
All multieorocess operating and multi-user systems
(e.9., RSTS) are conceptually able to accept multiprocessors,
although only RSX 11M provides for them with
little or no modifications,
The hardware technology to permit multiprocessors
is clearly here, The lower percentage of the system
cost being concentrated in the orocessor while the
largest port of the desian cost arques stronaly for
multiorocessors, The 1 chip processors will force
everyone tO multiprocessor-based structures, and this
is already occurring from various microcomputer structures
being built,

Ce

The software technology has been Proved countless
times (@.9,, Burroughs, Univac, Honeywell, IBM, Bell
Labs, CMU, DECI@, RSX=11/M (Eekhouse version)).

What we expect multiprocessors to provide (to users)
that current systems don't:

a,

Ce

Availability - Ability to confiqure systems with
arbitrarily high availability and base for servicing
on line, The goals outlined are oriented substantially
toward both high availability and hiah performance,
It will be sometime before we fully understand or
can specify the availability qains,
Incremental performance improvement in the field permitting
the user to balance a system, A user can relatively
dynamically determine the performance for a aiven system,
A processor is merely a simple extension of the
inherent ability already provided to extend memory,
disks, tape, terminals and other resources to operate
@ balanced system,

Hiaher cerfornance + Given that we make a certain, high
end processor, using up to & of them, increases the
performance in almost a linear fashion.

Decreased inventory Giving better corporate performance
and user availability we make less ports and cover a

wider rande, Tronically, of the processors we sell
d,
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now, the same performance ranqe can be provided with
about half the number,

e, Better fundamental processor designs by less
designs,.,I would hope,
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